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It lias seemed desirable liefore describing tin* installation, to give some account of 
I hr initiation anil development of the undertaking, as only when the methods of develop
ment are brought out will the account he complete and the description thoroughly 
understood.

In the development of the radial velocity work by the writer at the Dominion 
Astronomical Observatory. Ottawa, a stage was reached where it was recognized that 
the held of useful work with so comparatively small an aperture as IA inches would soon 
In- seriously limited. F veil with single prism disjiersion, Tt A per millimetre at ll>. 
•tars fainter than A• A photographic magnitude n'iptired impracticable exposure times 
and furthermore it was deemed inadvisable to observe, with such low dis|iersion. stars 
with good lines, when much more accurate values could lie obtained with greater dispersion. 
Thus the field was limited to spectroscopic binaries of early type, brighter than A.A 
magnitude and it was evident that, with a telescope of lA-inch aperture, the available stars 
for observation would soon be exltaustiil.

Hence, when the need for larger telescopic afierlure made itself felt, it was natural 
to be on the lookout for opportunity to secure it. I Mans for such additional iM|uipmeiit 
began to take more concrete shape at the Mt. \\ il son meeting of the International l nion 
for C 'o-o|H*ratioii in Solar Research in 1910, which I had the g<hhI fortune and honour to 
attend as representative of the Dominion Astronomical Olwervatorv.

At the iiMN'tiitg a committee on ('«wipcration in the Determination of Stellar Radial 
Velocities of which Professor NV. XV. <'antpliell, Director of the Lick Observatory, was 
chairman met and discussed the m*eds in radial velocity work and the resources available 
for meeting Him* needs. It was evident that only the HlLinch teleseo|»e at the Lick Obser
vatory and part of the time of thetMLinch at Mt. XX ilson could Ik*devotnl to this work and 
further ei|uipmeiil was urgently misled if substantial progress in this ini|wirtant work 
was to be obtailinl.

At the same time, the great success of the (Mi-inch reflector at Mt. XX ilson, made it prac
tically certain that a huge reflecting tele-cope could successfully carry oil radial velocity 
observations at least equally as well as a refractor of the same a|*crturc and at one-fourth 
the initial cost, leaving out of consideration the hn|»ossihility of obtaining suitable material 
for the objective of a very large refractor.
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As a consequence of these two considerations, I determined to use every possible 
effort towards obtaining a large reflecting telescope for the Dominion Astronomical 
Observatory, at least of flO-inch aperture, and if possible larger. I’pon returning to Ottawa, 
I brought the matter to the attention of the Chief Astronomer, Dr. W. F. King, and, 
as in all attempts to increase the scope and usefulness of the work of the observatory, 
I found him most sympathetic and eager to advance the project by all means in his power. 
I can not refrain in this connection from paying a sincere tribute to his memory. No 
man could have a chief more considerate, more encouraging, more helpful in every way, 
and more willing and eager to see his staff make progress than I and all the observatory 
staff had in Dr. King, and his death was a great loss to the Astronomical Branch, to 
Canada and to the scientific world.

Nothing definite, however, was attempted at that time and it was not until the 
meeting of the Astronomical and Astrophysieal Society of America, which was held in 
Ottawa in August, 1911. that the first step towards the initiation of the undertaking 
was made. When the report of the Committee on Co-operation in Radial Velocities was 
presented by me at the chairman's request, the question of further equipment for the 
carrying on of the work was introduced, and the President of the Society, Prof. K. C. 
Pickering, expressed a hope that the (iovernment could lie jiersuaded to provide a large 
telescope. Later a resolution was passed expressing the admiration of the society for 
the radial velocity work accomplished with the 15-inch telesco|»e and expressing the 
hope that the (Iovernment would soon provide a larger telescope.

This resolution was transmitted to the then Minister of tin* Interior, the Hon. Frank 
Oliver, but, as this was just previous to the election of 1911, naturally no action was 
taken at that time. Further, owing to the change of (Iovernment and to further change 
of ministers in the Department of the Interior, from the Hon. Robert Rogers to the 
Hon. Dr. Roche, the resolution had become pigeon-holed and 1 felt that if anything was 
to be accomplished, the matter would have to be brought anew to the attention of the 
( Iovernment.

A suitable occasion arose at the meeting of the Royal Society of Canada in May, 
ItH2, when a resolution was introduced in Section III (Mathematical. Physical and 
Chemical Sciences) and was passed at a general meeting of the society, instructing the 
council to prepare a memorial to the ( Iovernment urging the providing of a large reflecting 
telescope for the extension of the radial velocity work of the observatory.

This memorial, accompanied by strong letters of commendation of the project from 
the most eminent astronomers of Lurope and America, was presented to the Premier 
in July, 1912, on the eve of his departure for Lngland, was very sympathetically received 
by him. and was presumably transmitted to the Hon. Dr. Roche, Minister of the Interior.

However, no action was taken at the time and it almost looked as if it would again 
be allowed to lapse. I am convinced from the support he gave later that the minister 
was favourably inclined towards the project, but did not wish to commit himself without 
feeling sun* of definite support from his colleagues and fellow members. It seemed 
necessary, therefore, if the telescope was to be obtained, to interest memliers of Parliament 
and members of the Cabinet in the project sufficiently to have them urge its authorization 
on the minister. This work. I. with the help of Dr. King, undertook and finally a
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voluntary committee of several members of Parliament, headed by Sir Kdmuiid Osier, 
with F. H. Shepherd as organizer, interviewed the Hon. Dr. Roche on Feb. 12, 1013, 
and obtained his consent to make enquiries and obtain tenders for the construction of 
the telescope. My thanks and those of all interested in the advance of astronomy are 
due to Sir Kdniund Osier, Mr. Shepherd. Mr. Xrthur Meighen, and the other members 
of the committee for their active interest and help in this matter. I have also pleasure 
in expressing my appreciation of the sympathy and active help of members of the ( ahinct 
and especially of the Hon. Martin Burrell in bringing this matter to a successful conclusion. 
Without such support, it is unlikely the construction would have Im*cii authorized, and 
this considerable accession to the existing resources for astronomical research of the world 
would have Imimi indefinitely postponed.

CHAPTER 11 KnQL’IRIKS, Sm iKH ATKINS AND TeNDKKS.

The first authorization of the minister was to make enquiries, prepare s|>ccifications 
and call for tenders for the telescope and the pro|xisal was to get tenders for two sizes of 
instrument with afiertlires «ill-inch and 72-inch.

Pursuant to this authority, I was deputed by |)r. King to visit the larger observatories, 
especially those where reflecting telescopes had lieen or were used, and the principal 
manufacturers of the optical parts and mountings of large tclcsco|ics in the Vnited States. 
Afterwards, as the International Union for ('o-o|icmtinn in Solar Research was to hold 
a meeting at Bonn in August, 1913. and, as the Dominion Observatory, Ottawa, 
had taken part in the programme for the s|ieetroseopie determination of tin* solar rotation 
as well as in other features of the work of the union, it was proposed to attend this important 
conference and at the same time to obtain further information in regard to tin* design of 
the telescope and to consult with some of the manufacturers in Kurope.

Consequently, early in March. 1913. I departed from Ottawa to visit tin* Pacific 
Coast observatories at Mt. Hamilton and Mt. Wilson, and at the same time to make 
preliminary enquiries at Medicine Hat. Okanagan and Victoria in regard to the most 
suitable location for the telescope. Visiting the l.iek Observatory in the first place I 
was most kindly received by Director Campbell and the memliers of his staff and every 
facility was offered me and all information, that might Ik* of service, given. Their 
experience with the 39-ineh reflectors at Mt. Hamilton and at Santiago de Chile was 
most valuable and many very useful ideas wen* obtained and noted for the design of the 
pm|NKK*<l teleseo|N*. So far as the design of the mounting was concerned, they favotiml 
the long |Milar axis lM*tw<*cn separate piers with the dwlination axis crossing it in an 
intermediate |x>sition. The 3t 1-inch Crossley is mounted in a modification of this form 

and gives ginnl satisfaction.
Front the l.iek Observatory I travelled to Pasadena and here at the offices and on 

Mt. Wilson at the Solar Observatory 1 found every one most willing to help in any |M»xsihlc 
way, and many valuable ideas for the design of the reflector were obtained here. The 
great success of the (iO-ineh reflector, and their ex|H*rience in the o|ieration of this large 
instrument, naturally made their suggestions most valuable Initli as to what should Ik*

.
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incorporated and what avoided in tin* design of large reflecting telesco|ies. Vs is well 
known, in the (id-inch mounting the tube swings in a huge fork on the north end of the 
pula* axis and in the KMl-ineh centrally between the two sides of a long bifurcated polar 
axis. In the case of the (id-inch, owing to interference of the tube with the mercury 
float, low declinations cannot be reached, while with the 100-inch the forked polar axis 
prevents the telescope tube from reaching a circle of about .‘10 radius around the pole. 
While such limitations are not very serious, especially where as in this ease there are two 
large telescopes which -upplcmciit one another, yet in the design of the ( anadian telescope 
it was deemed desirable, other things being equal, to have it mounted so as to reach 
the whole of the sky available at this latitude. As this is readily obtained by a type 
similar to the Crosslcy. Ann Arbor or Melbourne mountings, the Ml. Wilson forms were 
not seriously considered, although they have advantages in their symmetrical form, in 
the fact that the axis of the tube intersecting the polar axis lightens considerably the 
weight of the moving parts and requires a somewhat smaller dome than when the tube 
is mounted eccentrically. At the Detroit Observatory. Ann Arbor, where is a :i7',-inch 
reflector of quite recent construction. I also obtained useful assistance in many details 
of construction, and am indebted to Dr. Curtiss for his willingness to assist in every 
possible way.

The Harvard Observatory was visited and I was much interested in the novel and 
original way the mounting of the (MMnch Common telescope was being carried out and in 
their method of synchronized electrical driving in the place of the regular governor type 
employed in most telescope driving clocks. Director Pickering was most kind and 
eager to give assistance in preparing specifications to give the best results.

Finally the works of the Warner A Swasey ( o. of ( 'Icvcland and of the .1. A. Hrashear 
Co. of Pittsburgh were visited and further information of a very valuable character in 
regard to the mechanical and optical details of the proposed telescope were obtained.

This mass of information, much of it of course contradictory, was then arranged 
and tabulated and I set myself the task of preparing specifications from which competitive 
tenders could be obtained. In these spécifications the purpose was to set forth the 
general form of the mounting and optical parts, the essential operations to be performed 
with suggestions as to the means, and the character of the workmanship required, but 
at the same time to leave the makers of the instrument full scope for the exercise of their 
ingenuity and experience in working out the details of the mechanism.

In deciding lietween opposing opinions in regard to the liest practice optically or 
mechanically, especially in the latter, I was possibly better equipped than most astron
omers owing to my mechanical training and knowledge and I venture to think that 
owing to this training the telescope is a better instrument than would have otherwise 
ln*en the ease.

It has seemwl desirable to insert here the specifications sent to the eoni|>eting firms, 
as indicating what I considered the best practice before the telescope was designed and 
in the hope that they may possibly be of use to others. As will be noticed when the 
description is given, these s|x*cifieations were altered in a few details but generally 
speaking were fairly closely adhered to. and were sufficiently definite to enable tenderers 
to closely calculate the cost of the completed instrument and hence give an equal chance 
to all.
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It will lx* noticed that these s|x>ciKcations contain little radical or different from the 
conventional form of telescope. It «lid not s«*em to Im* win* in a large instrument like 
this to introduce any untrie«l features unless with a surety of improvement, ami although 
I was urg»*«l to a«lopt some rather startling modifications, such as tIm* use of a synchronized 
electric motor instead of the usual governor «Iriv»-. I did not think it a«lvisable to ilepart 
from tin* entirely satisfactory present methods to «me which <ii<l not offi'r any striking 
a«lvantag«‘s ami «lid not seem to me so «•«•rtain ami reliable. Then* is one feature, however, 
in tla* «lesign for which I am r«*sponsibl«\ ami that is th<‘ substitution of plain hall or roll«*r 
hearings in the IxNirings of polar ami <l«kclination axes, in tin* plan- of using «•ylimlrical 
hearings to maintain «•ollimation ami reli«»ving part of tla- friction <m these by rollers 
or by mercury flotation. The Imll or rolh-r rac«*s in iiHHlem anti-friction Ix-nrings are of 
tla* highest «juality, an- har«l«-m‘<l ami gmuml by the lx*st machinery ami an* finished to 
such a high <l<*gr«‘<> of accuracy ami polish as to ex«*«*l tin1 best of tla- old type «•yliinlri«,al 
hearings so far as maintaining accuracy of collimation is concerned. At the same time 
the friction is very much reduced, probably to about on«‘-fifth of tla* ol«l type- roller 
relieved cylindrical h«>aring. ami also, I lx»licvc. below that given by mercury flotation 
HH'tlaxIs, which have th<‘ disadvantage of being cumbrous, «>xpcnsivc ami messy. Results 
«if tin* tests mi tin* IxNirings of tin* 72-inch telesco|)e will lx- given in tin* description of 
the naiunting.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR I.AKCE REFI.ECTIM; TELESCOPE FOR DOMINION XSTROPIIYSICAL 
OBSERVATORY

PRELIMINARY

1. hstimates shall lx* given to cover complete telesc«i|x»s of upcrtuivs lid ami 72 inclu*s 
The «livision of the <*«ist between optical parts ami mounting shall lx* indicat'd.

2. It shall he distinctly und«‘rstcxxl that materiid ami workmanship are to lx- strictly

ff. Tla* s|>ecificatioiix following arc intended to cox’er only the g«'iairal features of 
tla* instrument. Any nuxlificathin of tla* form pro|xise<l la-rein will lx- carefully considered 
ami if «hx-naxl of a«lvantag«‘ a«loptc«l. When the contract is awardcil all matters of 
<l«‘tail, «lesign ami construction an* to lx- submitted to tla- representative of tla- (iov«*m- 
nient for approval, ami a copy of the final «lrawings to lx* furnished.

4. It is desirable that any estimates submitted lx- accompanied by preliminary 
«lrawings or sketches appmximat«‘ly to s«*ale showing the pro|xisc«l form ami principal 
features of the mounting ai-companietl by any description ami s|x-ciMention that may lx* 
necessary to explain the design.

«1ENKRA1. SPECIFICATIONS

1. Tin- main principle to lx- Ixma* in mind in designing this t«‘lcsco|M> is to have an 
instrument convenient in operation, snaxith ami satisfactory in running without unncfcs- 
sary «•«implications.

2. The tclexco|>e is primarily inPmdcil to lx* unnI for s|xrtmgraphic oliservation* 
in the ( 'assegrain form. For this pur|xwe a hole is re<|uir«‘«l in the mirror, the s|xrtrograph 
Ix'ing attached below th«‘ cell.
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d. The telescope in addition must he capable of living used for direct photography 
at tin* focus of the principal mirror, both at the side of the tube by the use of a Newtonian 
flat and directly in the prime focus.

4. A third possible use of the reflector would be with a small and comparatively 
light spectrograph in the prime focus.

Further it may lie desirable to obtain direct photographs at the Cassegrain focus. 
If the hole in the principal mirror can lie made III or 12 inches in diameter no additional 
attachment will be necessary, but if it is not considered desirable to attempt a hole of 
larger diameter than two or three inches then provision shall Ik» made, in the lower section 
of the tube, for attaching webs to hold a diagonal mirror to reflect the light to a Ill-inch 
square plate at the side, though such an attachment is not to be furnished at present.

OITK'Ah PARTS

1. The principal and secondary mirrors shall be cast of the material, hard crown, 
found most suitable ami generally used for large mirrors. All the mirrors must be of 
material free from large visible defects and must be thoroughly and carefully annealed 
so as to be as free as possible from internal strains.

2. The ratio of thickness to diameter in the principal mirror shall be not less than 
one to eight, in the smaller mirrors not less than one to six. The principal mirror shall 
have a central hole cast in it whose diameter is dependent upon conditions. If the diameter 
can be safely made about one-sixth the whole diameter, a third reflection for direct photo
graphy in the Cassegrain focus will be avoided. Hut if it is considered that a large hole 
would entail greater danger of non-uniformity of internal structure or would considerably 
weaken the mirror then the size of the hole to lie cast may lie diminished to about two 
inches which may lie later enlarged by grinding to three inches, which is sufficient for 
sped r<igra|iliie w<irk.

d. The ratio of aperture to focal length for the parabolic mirror shall lie one to five; 
for the ( 'assegrain combination one to eighteen. The diameter of the Cassegrain secondary 
shall lie about I'.t inches and its radius of curvature about lit ô feet, while it shall he placed 
about 7 feet from the principal focus of a 72-inch mirror. For a (Mi-inch mirror the 
dimensions will be proportionately reduced. The Newtonian flat for a 72-inch mirror 
should he elliptical in shape with the apertures of major and minor axes about 20 and 14 
inches respectively.

4. All the mirrors shall lie ground smooth and true on the periphery, also around 
the central hole in the main mirror, and shall be ground and polished approximately flat 
on the back.

"». After the main mirror has liven ground approximately to shape it would lie 
desirable for it to stand for some time before figuring and if possible without delaying 
the completion of the telescope this should lie arranged for.

(i. All the optical surfaces shall be of the highest quality both as respects figure and 
polish. They shall lie free from zonal errors and from astigmatism and when tested 
by the Foucault or knife edge method shall show perfectly smooth and uniform figures.

7. The main paraboloidal surface is to be tested both at the centre of curvature 
and at the principal focus. In the former case, with the artificial star fixed in position
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the mitre of focus for zones of different radii shall not vary from the theoretically 
computed value to a greater extent than inch for the outer zones and for the 
inner zones. When tested at the principal focus by means of an accurate auxiliary plane 
the extreme difference in focus with a fixed artificial star for zones a foot from the edge 
shall not exceed inch and for the inner zones inch. The same conditions shall 
he true when the Newtonian is tested in conjunction with the main mirror.

K. The Cassegrain secondary shall In» tested in conjunction with the paraboloid 
ami auxiliary plane and the differences of focus allowable, in the images from different 
zones shall not exceed inch. If found desirable after the instrument is installed 
the secondary may lie further figured to improve average conditions. The optician 
shall lie ready to do this work without additional charge although his travelling and 
living expenses will In- paid.

9. The diameter of the auxiliary plane used in testing the principal mirror shall lie 
at least three-quarters the diameter of the latter and shall lie corrected with the highest 
possible precision. It and the sphere with which it is tested shall lie required to be free 
from zonal errors and from differences of focus for different zones of any measurable or 
observable amount.

10. The optician shall provide an approved knife edge apparatus for making these 
tests. The artificial star shall lie formed by condensing the light of a powerful source, 
the electric arc if necessary, on a small hole not exceeding (Hti inch in diameter. This 
star shall In* capable of adjustment but shall remain stationary during any tests, the 
measuring licing done by the movement of the knife edge which shall be effected by 
micrometer screws working in slides parallel to the optical axis and transversely in any 
position angle. The whole apparatus to Im- fixed on a solid stand also possessing all 
necessary adjustments.

11. Adequate arrangements for maintaining the temperature of the testing room 
constant and for the easy and safe handling, adjusting and collimating of the mirrors 
during testing shall be provided. Provision for tin* Hartmann test «hall Im- made if 
required.

12. All the mirrors including the auxiliary plane shall fulfil the above requirements 
and shall lie tested by the representative of the (lovernment ami any other |>erson or 
|iersons who may be asked to act. The maker shall provide all necessary facilities for 
these tests.

13. Five ordinary and one wide field eyepieces of suitable foci for visual observations 
at Inith the Newtonian and the (’assegrainian focus shall In- provided, with the necessary 
adapters for holding, as well as tin* necessary guiding eyepiece* for the double slide plate 
holder.

14. Two finders of four inches aperture shall lie attached in convenient positions 
at the lower end of the tube, (hie long focus finder of seven inches aperture and of focal 
length about that of the main tube shall lie attached to the latter ami shall lie provided 
with eyepiece with illuminated cross wires. Lateral adjustment of the eyepiece by 
means of rectangular slides allowing movement of about IÔ minutes of arc in any direction, 
with means of clamping when adjusted, shall Ik* provided.
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MOVNTI X<i

I. Thv general form of mounting is that having a long polar axis supported on separate 
columns with tin- declination axis passing through the polar axis between the hearings. 
The tube is mounted on one end of this declination axis as close- to the polar axis as 
possible, balance being restored by a system of counterxxeights on the far end of the 
declination bush. Reflectors mounted in a somewhat similar manner are the 4-foot 
Melbourne, the 4-foot Paris and the d7Vine'll Ann Arbor.

'1. A s|iectDigraph which may extend as much as eight fe-e-t In-loxv the- mirror e-e*ll is 
to be- attae-ln-el to the- leaver end of the- tube-. With the- type- eif mounting elese-ribe-el no 
elillie-ultie-s are- intreielue-e-el wlie-n the- tube- is em the* meridian or abeive- the- polar axis. But 
as it is freepiently e-onvenient to xveirk with the- tube- unele-r the- axis, the- le-ngth eif the- 
polar axis, the- form of the- columns ami othe-r conditions shall be* so arrangée! as to allow 
this me-thoel eif working sei far as is peissihle- without making the- instrument out eif 
proportion or affe-cting the- stability anil cost of the- mounting. If it is not possible- under 
the-se- conditions to sxving e-ight feet then the- ele-sign shall In- arranged to allow aslong an 
extension as possible-. The- eliameter of the* upper e-nel of the- spe-e-trograph will not exceed 
three* feet, while- the- loxve-r e-nel will be- only about half that size*.

d. 'I'he- north nnel south pie-rs shall In* of e-ast iron proviele-el with nie-ans of adjustment 
in altituele anil azimuth ami shall carry the- bearings of the- polar axis in spherie-ally shape-d 
seats to allow of this aeljiistment without introducing constraint <m axis or hearings. 
Only so much of the-se- pie-rs as may In* consielere-tl ne-e-essary to proviele ample- meatiH of 
aeljustmi-nt anil to allow of prope-r driving and xvorking of the- instrument need In- of iron 
const ruction ami part of the te-le-se-ope*.

4. 'riie- polar axis shall be constructed in the best manner of the- materials most 
suitable- for the- purposes it has to fulfil. If of built-up const ruction espce-ial care- must 
In- taken to e-iisure its n-inaining in alignment when finishe-tl. All the* ln-aring surfaces 
on this axis, as those- for the main be-arings, for the driving worm wheel, for the main 
driving ge-ar. for the R.A. circle or any others must In- truly concentric with one another 
ami shmilil if possible- In- finishe-el by grinding at one swinging in the lathe. The- greatest 
care* must In- taken in boring the bearings or bush for the declination axis to ensure- that 
it ise-xactlyat right angle-s to the polar axis. If this comlition is not fulfilled it is impossible 
to propi-rly aeljust the te-lese-ope-.

."), 'riie- ele-clination axis shall In- forged in one |)ie-i-i- of ste-e-l of the- In-st epiality for 
the- work it has to elo ami all ln-aring parts as xve-ll as those- e-arrying ge-ars or other attae-h- 
ments shall In- turm-el ami grounel pe-rfee-tly e-oncentrie- with one another.

ti. The- eliame-ters ami se-e-tions of the polar ami declination axe-s shall In- of sullii-ii-nt 
size- to e-arry the- ree|uire«l weights without undue flexure, The* amount of fle-xure- allowable 
shall In- ele-e-iele-il by the ( iovemment re-pri-si-ntativi-.

7. The- be-arings on both polar ami ele-clination axes shall consist of roller In-arings 
e-ntire-ly. The praetiee of ile-pe-mling on plain eylinelrii-al In-arings for the* aligmm-nt 
anil of re-lieving some of the- frie-tion by counterpoise-el rollers, mercury flotation, or other 
mcthoels is to In- abatielom-el and both alignment ami friction take-n care of by roller 
In-arings only. Whe-ther bearings like- the Timken Roller Be-aring (which provides means 
of aeljustmi-nt to take- up xve-nr ami lost motion) or straight e-ylimlrie-al rolle-r In-arings
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are to In* will Ik* decided later. In either ease the rollers must In* prevented from 
grlting out of place and from sliding against one another by some form of cage or by 
intermediate smaller rollers. It is essential that the rollers and the external and internal 
hearing sleeves shall be of steel, hardened and ground with the greatest of accuracy.

K. The end thrusts shall also Im* eared for by means of anti-friction bearings, prefer
ably of the roller type and also without sliding friction. Means of adjustment on one 
of the end thrust hearings on the declination axis will Im* necessary.

V. Timken roller Iwarings or some initially good friction relieving device shall Im* 
applied to other liearings in the telescope where friction will be liable to affect the eas\ 
and smooth movement of the telesco|M*. Some that may Im* mentioned are the lM*aring 
of the worm wheel on the polar axis, of the slow motion arm on the declination axis, of 
the shafts transmitting quick motion in H. V and Dec. and any others deemed desirable.

1(1. The principle to Im* followed in designing the quick and slow motions and the 
setting circles is to have the maximum of convenience in o|M*ration with the minimum 
of complication and expense. To this end the following general scheme is suggested 
though any ihimüfient ions proposed will be considered.

11. (Juick motion in It.A. shall Im* effected by means of a hand wheel on the south 
pier, gearing as directly as possible into a large fixed gear on the polar axis. The setting 
circle in It.A. shall Im* so arranged that it may Im* conveniently read from the quick motion 
wheel and this circle shall Im* driven at the sidereal rate so that one may set directly to 
the It.A. of the star without calculation for hour angle. No fine graduations are required 
but the ruling and figures shall Im* sufficiently distinct to Im* read directly without magnifier 
or telescope to minutes of time, and allow of estimation to fifths of a minute. An hour 
circle coarsely graduate! to five minutes of time will also Im* required.

12. Taking into account accessibility and simplicity the Im*s( met In m I of obtaining 
the quick motion in declination seem* to be by an electric motor mounted on the declina
tion bush and gearing into a large gear keyed to the outer end of the declination axis. 
This motor shall Im* actuated from a switch near the It.A. hand wheel, while the declination 
circle might Im* near the large gear and rend directly from the switch. A nimlcrntely 
coarse graduation easily read without telcsco|»e and yet admitting of estimation to 5 
minutes of arc ami if feasible by some auxiliary device even closer is required.

13. The damp in right ascension should Im* near the hand wheel and a clutch for 
disconnecting the latter from the axis if considered necessary. 'I he clamp in declination 
must Im* near the quick motion switch and it is necessary to arrange an interim-king 
device so that the act of clamping will disconnect the motor and that the IuIm* must Im* 

unehmi|M*d lM*fore it is possible to start the motor.
14. The foregoing s|H*cifications have shown that the intention is to have the 

preliminary quick setting and clamping of the telescojM* in It.A. and Dim*, made from 
one jMisition at or near the south pier as probably the most direct and convenient place.

15. The slow motions in both It.A. and Dec. shall Im* effected by means of electric 
motors, these motors lM»ing actuated from small switch contacts which may be held in 
the hand of the observer and of which then* shall Im* two sets, one at the up|M*r and one 
at the lower end of the (uIm* to enable the linal setting and guiding to Im* done at the 
finders and guiding eyepieces.
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Hi. Tlu* slow motion in It.A. shall lx- applied hv means of differential gears in the 
worm shaft or eloek train, these gears lx*ing driven by a small motor and no arm and 
tangent serew motion is necessary.

17. The slow motion in (hrlination shall also Ik* actuated liy means of an electric 
motor, the necessary communicating mechanism lieing sufficiently rigid to ensure that 
the tiiIh* may In* started and moved in declination smoothly and without springiness or 
lost motion. Friction in the mechanism must lx* relieved by rollers or balls so that when 
unelani|x*d the tul>e may move easily and freely.

IS. The s|H*ed for the quick motions shall lx* alxnit 45° to the minute and for the 
slow motions about HO minutes of arc to the minute, and the motors must lx* provided 
with some kind of brake or clutch so that the telescope stops when the switch is o|x*n<*d,

10. The tulx* alxive its attaehment to the declination axis shall lx* of skeleton eon- 
si met ion. lx*|ow of eloswl construction. The lower part shall lx* of east iron, or st«*el 
and east iron, or of other materials as may lx*st answer the purpose. Such o|x*nings in 
the sides of the lower section near the mirror, elostxl by light renmvable covers, as may lx* 
d<*cm<*d necessary for convenience in burnishing the mirror or for other purfxises shall 
lx* made.

20. The mirror cell shall lx* of cast iron of substantial construction, rigidly attached 
and yet easily removable for the purfxise of resilvering. The mirror shall lx* supfxirted 
on the back in the cell by a system of eounterweighted levers or by any other suitable 
system, such as a multiple thm*-|xiint support, which will equally distribute the weight 
of the mirror. An edge support system like that used on the tMMneh Mount Wilson 
tclesco|M> shall lx* used to maintain collimation without undue stress on the <*dge of the 
mirror.

21. As tin* latest ex|x*rience ha- shown that nothing is gained so far as teni|x*rature 
effects on the mirror are concerned by leaving the cell o|x*n at the back it may preferably 
lx* entirely closed in. except a central a|x*rtim* as large as the hole on the mirror.

22. An attaching ring alxmt H feet in diameter shall lx* east on and turned up true 
on the Ixittom of the cell with convenient appliances for attaching and orienting the 
s|x*etrograph and other accessories.

2H. Some convenient and effective means of covering the mirror which shall at the 
same time act to a certain extent as a heat insulator shall lx* provided.

24. For the skeleton section of the tulx* alxive the declination axis, the construction 
shall lx* as light as is consistent with maintaining the mirrors in gixxl collimation. As a 
first approximation the amount of flexure allowable at the Cassegrain mirror situated 
alxmt IP feet above the surface of a 00-inch and nearly 2H feet above a 72-inch mirror shall 
not exceed one-eighth of an inch when the tulx* is horizontal. The flexure when the 
instrument is used in the prime focus with the heavier extensions n*quin*d need not lx* 
so small and a tulx* to carry the Cassegrain with the alxive flexure would lx* sufficiently 
rigid for all purposes.

2.Y The up|x*r end of the tulx* shall lx* so di*signed as to allow the necessary < *s 
from one form of the telescope to another (Cassegrain. Newtonian and prime fix*us) to 
lx* made with the minimum of risk, lalxnir. and change of balance.

2
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2(i. The ( 'assegrain mirror which for a 72-inch telescope is of about It) inches aperture 
and situated nearly 23 feet from the surface of the principal mirror must he held (irmly 
and yet without constraint in its cell and cell and mirror shall Ik- capable of lieinK easily 
and accurately adjusted for collimation. After collimation has Im-cii effected the system 
must be movable with a slow smiKith motion along the optical axis for the purpose of 
focussing. This motion must In* carried by rods and gearing to the lower end of the 
tube near I lie guiding eyepiece of the spectrograph and must not change the collimation. 
The mirror and system are to be held in position by four arms of thin steel plate, placed 
edgewise, attached firmly to the periphery of the tube.

27. When tin- telescope is used in the Newtonian form or at the prime focus the 
Cassegrain must lie removed to prevent obstruction of the light and when used at the 
prime focus the Newtonian mirror must lie removed for the same reason. One double 
slide plate holder attachable either at the Newtonian or prime focus with the necessary 
focussing and adjusting devices and guiding eyepieces shall be provided. When used 
at the prime focus provision must be made for carrying the plate holder movements 
and guiding eyepiece to the side of the tulie. The plate used in this plate holder will In- 
4 inches square and care must lie taken in the design that light from the whole mirror 
except that occulted at the centre shall reach every part of this plate unobstructed. The 
Newtonian attachment and also that in the prime focus shall Ik* provided with convenient 
means of rotation and clamping in position angle to bring the plate holder or other 
attachments to a convenient position for guiding. The adapters or attachments in which 
the plate holder is held must be designed to admit of the use of a small spectrograph.

2K. The tube must be attached to the declination axis at such a place that with the 
Cassegrain in place and no spectrograph below the mirror the tube is nearly in balance. 
Balance will be restored when the spectrograph is attached by weights placet I north and 
south of the upper end of the tube. Provision for attaching weights below the cell for 
restoring balance when the other attachments are in use must lie made.

211. The driving clock shall be of ample size to do the work and math* in the best 
manner. (Ireat care must be taken with the communicating gears and shafts between 
the governor and the worm shaft to prevent the intnslut-tion of any periodic error in 
driving. The clock shall be wound automatically by an electric motor.

30. The connection between clock and worm shaft shall be as direct as possible and. 
if differential gears an- introduced in the worm shaft, rare must be taken that the two 
parts of the shaft an- exactly concentric else a period may be introduced. Provision 
must be made in the connection to allow the adjustment of the telescope in altitude 
and azimuth without affecting the driving.

31. The driving worm itself which is often at fault must be most can-fully made. 
It must lie turned and the worm cut as truly as possible and finished by grinding. The 
screw part should In* left considerably longer than will be used and ground and lapped 
in a long nut to remove all chance of |H-ri<Klic error.

32. The driving worm wheel shall be as large as possible in diameter. If the design 
of the polar axis is properly carried out. the worm wheel might, when the telescope is 
turned to the pole, the only place where interference can occur, project up behind the 
mirror cell for at least a fiwit as the spectrograph or any other attachment below the cell

07063—2
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will nut be greater than 3 feet in diameter. The worm wheel is to lie spaced and cut 
with the greatest possible accuracy. The teeth shall he smoothed up and any remaining 
irregularities removed by running worm and wheel together with polishing material, 
care being taken that all grinding material is removed from worm and wheel. The whole 
driving mechanism must Ik* carefully made as |>eriodir error in driving is a most annoying 
and troublesome defect.

33. A complete and |>ermunent system of wiring for illuminating the circles anil 
guiding eyepieces and for the quick and slow motion motors with 12 additional wires 
for the spectrograph shall Ik* provided on the telescojK* but Itearing rings and brushes 
to be avoided if possible.

34. For transport conditions it is desirable and almost essential that no single piece 
of the telescope weigh more than live tons.

35. The price given shall include the cost of boxing and delivering I'.o.b. at the place 
of manufacture and the services of a competent pernmi to su|)erintoiid the erection of 
the instrument, which shall not be considered completed until it operates to the satis
faction of the representative of the Government.

31». Terms of payment desired should be stated in the tender.

TEN DDRS

Preliminary enquiries had been sent early in March to a number of linns who were 
deemed competent to construct the optical parts and mounting of a large telescope and 
after the specifications were prepared, they were sent to the following linns with the 
privilege of tendering for either the optical or mechanical parts or for the complete 
telescope :

Sir Howard Grubb, Dublin, Ireland.
The Jno. A. Hrashear Go., Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Warner & Swasey Go., Cleveland. Ohio.
The Alvan Clark Son*» Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.
T. Cooke & Sons, York, Kngland.
(). !.. Petitdidier, Chicago, III.
G. W. Ritchey. Pasadena, Cal.
Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany.

In the meantime. 1 had sailed for Furope and lirst visited the Grubb works at 
Dublin. Sir Howard Grubb did everything in his power to assist me in regard to the 
design of the telescope, anil showed me the various teleseo|>es under construction in his 
works. He explained his proposed design for our relieding telescope and we thoroughly 
discussed all details. 1 found that our ideas in regard to the essential features were in 
substantial agreement, although I did not like his design so well as the preliminary design 
of the Warner & Swasey < o.

He advised me to consult Sir David Gill and suggested that if he, Sir Howard, got 
the contract, Sir David would probably be willing to supervise the construction, as he 
was already doing in the case of telescopes for other distant clients, and kindly made 
an appointment for me with the latter in Dmdon. Sir David I found a most charming

■
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person, very interested in the project and he offered several valuable suggestions, hut 
nothing radically different from what was already incorporated in the design. Similarly 
the Astronomer Royal was eager to he of any possible service and I have the same story 
to relate of all whom I consulted. There is no question hut that all these opinions were 
of service and I certainly obtained the widest possible viewpoint and the benefit of the 
most varied experience in these discussions of the design of the telescope.

While in Paris, through the kindness of Comte de la Baume Pluvinel. 1 had the 
pleasure of a conference with M. Delloytf, the manager of the St. (iobain ( Hass Co., the 
firm who would he entrusted with the easting of the mirror disc, and 1 was very pleased 
to learn from him that they did not expect any serious difficulty in making a ti-foot disc 
with a hole in the centre. I suggested to him a method of forcing a core through the glass 
after pouring, in preference to pouring around a core in place. Prof. (I. W. Ritchey had 
been especially insistent on the impossibility of obtaining a good disc with a hole cast 
in it, stating that when the molten glass flowed around the central core the continuity 
of the flow was broken and the metal did not perfectly unite on the opposite side. How
ever. M. I >elloyé did not inform me how they expected to accomplish the task, hut I imagine 
from the appearance of the hole in the dise as received that it was produced by a core 
being forced through after pouring. The final result showed that Prof. Ritchey's 
misgivings were not borne out and there was absolutely no evidence of lack of homogeneity 
in the disc in any place.

On my return from Europe 1 found that actual tenders for construction had been 
received from the following firms :

For the construction of the mounting :

Sir Howard ( Irubb of Dublin. Ireland.
The Warner <V Swasey Co. of Cleveland, Ohio.

For the construction of the optical parts :
Sir Howard (irubb of Dublin. Ireland.
The Jno. A. Brashear Co. of Pittsburgh. Pa.
The AI van (’larks Sons’ Corp. of Cambridge, Mass.

Tenders were given for both Wl-ineh and 72-inch apertures, the latter being about 30 
per cent higher in price. In view of the comparatively small difference in price it was 
decided to recommend the construction of a 72-inch telescope.

The tenders of the Warner <V Swasey Co. of $t$0,000 for the mounting and of the 
Jno. A. Brashear Co. of $30,700 for the optical parts were considerably lower than the 
others, the only serious competitor being Sir Howard (irubb. Owing to the fact that 
the Warner iV Swasey Co. had considerably more experience in the construction of large 
telescopes, and were much better equipped than Sir Howard (irubb for work of this 
character, and to the further important fact that they were situated in a place readily 
accessible from Ottawa, where the design and workmanship could be efficiently supervised, 
it was a matter for congratulation that their tender and that of the Brashear Co's, for 
the optical parts, to whom the same considerations apply, were the lowest. No 
difficulty in regard to price was in the way of awarding the contracts to the firms, whom 
it was considered were in a position to produce the l>est instrument.
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Tin* nvxt stage imtunilly was tin* slaving of I lu» orders for (lie leleseope and as (lie 
preliminary authorization from the minister had only been for making enquiries and 
obtaining prives, it was necessary to obtain the authority of the (Sovernor(Seneral in 
Council for the awarding of the contracts. I’nder instructions from the minister, Dr. 
King prepared a memorandum setting forth the reasons for the construction of the instru
ment, the proposals and prices received and recommending the awarding of contracts 
lo the Warner A- Swasey Co. and the .Inn. V Urashear Co. for the construction of a 7‘J- 
incli reflecting telescope.

The minister's recommendation based on this memorandum was assented lo by the 
( iovernment on ( October is. Ml|;t, and the const ruction of the telescope hence assured. It 
is easy to imagine the relief and delight of those interested in the undertaking when it 
was learned that the matter was finally settled, and that the project initiated three 
years earlier, and carried out only by constant and untiring efforts during the interval, 
had been finally brought to a successful issue, and Canada was lo have a telescope more 
in keeping with her character and aspirations and one with which the work so successfully 
inaugurated with the 10-inch telescope could Ik* enormously extended.

I wish to express here my sincere appreciation of the help so readily and cheerfully 
given by so many scientific associations and individuals in bringing the matter to the 
attention of the ( iovernment, and of the co-operation and active help of members of the 
Cabinet and members of Parliament in interesting the minister and through him in finally 
having the construction authorized by the ( iovernment. I'inally I desire to particularly 
express to the I Ion. Dr. Roche, the Minister of the Interior during the development, 
construction and organization stages of the undertaking, my deep gratitude for his hearty 
support and cordial co-operation, in the carrying on of the work during a dillictill time, 
and for his just and sympathetic treatment in the final organization. I venture to hope that 
not one of the smallest of Dr. Roche's claims to the recognition of posterity will be his 
progressive and public-spirited attitude in regard to the cause of astronomical research 
in Canada. I am also very much indebted for the success of the undertaking and for the 
arranging of the organization to the hearty co-operation of Mr. \\ . \\ . Cory. Depot) 
Minister of the Interior.
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Immediately upon the pacing of the order in council authorizing the construction, 
the successful tenderers were notified. Contracts were then prepared governing the 
relations of the two parties, the character of the work, the method of iiis|ieetion and 
approval and the terms of payment, which were finally signed.

In the matter of the optical parts, preliminary details were fairly well settled l>\ 
the s|ieeifications and moreover, when the optical constants of the instrument had once 
been settled on, there are no alternative means of accomplishing the desired objects as 
is the ease in the mounting, lor example when the specifications say the mirror must 
lie of 72 inches u|ierturv, of HI Ml inches focal length, and must Is* a paraboloid of revolution 
within certain close limits, no modifications are possible and there was no room for change 
of detail or method as in the ease of the mounting.
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Tlir glass discs for the principal iiiimir, 7:t inches diameter, 1*2 inches thick, the 
auxiliary plane Afi inches diameter, *.• inches thick anti for the Newtonian and Cassegrain 
secondaries were ordered Ity the .1. A. Hrashear Co. from the Si. (ioltain (dims Co. in 
Novemher HMtt. After one unsuccessful trial the principal mirror was successfully 
cast ami annealed in .Inly MM 1. Xlthough the disc lor the auxiliary plant* was not ready, 
fortunately the 7H-inch disc ami the small mirror «lises were shipped to the Hrashear 
Co. late in «Italy MII4 from Antwerp, only three or four days liefore war was declared. 
They arrived in Pittsburgh about the middle «if \ugust ami work was at once In-gun on 
tin- rough grinding ami shaping. This was completed ami tin* line grimling ami polishing 
«if IhiIIi back ami front finished in Xugust M.M.Y X .irions delay- then occurred and a«*tual 
figuring was not comm«‘iic«*il for a year ami not «•omplett,«l until April M.MS. Mort* 
complete tlctails will however Is* given in tin* «Inscription «if the teleseo|H*.

In tin* case of the mounting tin* s|M*cili«*ntiniis wen* purposely ami necessarily not 
so specific as for the optical parts, as it was «!i‘<*mc«! very <h*sirable to allow the makers, 
cs|>ecinlly with their valuable cx|ierience in the const ruction of large r«-fracting t«*li*s«,o|ies, 
«•very sco|h* to exercise originality in «l«*sign ami to improve upon «‘xisting nu*llnnls in tin* 
«letnils of tin* mounting ami in tin* nn*ans employ«*il to accomplish the desired operations.

X preliminary «lesign had already Ih*cii prepared by the XXamer «X Sxvasey Co., 
xvhicli embodied fairly closely tin* main f«,atun*s of tin* s|n*cilieations ami this d<*sign 
was clidiorat«‘«l ami mo«liru*«l as soon as their tender was nccepteil.

I was il«*put«*«l by Dr. King to coll.nbornti* with them in tin- «lt*sign of tin* instrtmi«*nt 
ami it was agr«*«*«l by all that it wotihl be very «lesirable to give a great «leal of attention 
to this part of tin* work. X arums consultations wen* necessary ami as these i*ould not 
In* cfTi*«*livi*ly carrieil on by com*s|Ninden<*e, it was il«‘«'ide<l that I shmihl go to tin* works 
of tin* XX'arner «X- Sxvasey ( 'o. xvhenever n«*c«*ssary for tin* prop«*r working out of tin* ilcsign. 
to decide lietxvwn alternative proposals ami to approve detail* when satisfactory.

( '«ms«‘<|ucntly. very s«mn after construction was auth«irizc<l I vi-ited ('levclaml ami 
spent three or four «lays most profitably ami pleasantly in discussing ami dcciiling upon 
the main fealun*s of tin* mounting. X young engineer of the company. Mr. XXalter 
Fi*cker, was entrusted with tin* pr«'parution of tin* detail «Irawings uiuler the sti|H*rvision 
of tin* works manager. Mr. K. I*. Hurn-ll. who i- responsibh* in grnit ineasun* for the 
xvorking out of tin- design, while tin* g«'iu*ral f«*alun*s of tin* mounting ami it- harmonious 
ap|H*arance are «lue largely t«i the g«*nius of Mr. Sxvasey.

The plan a«loptc«l at these conferences, of xvhicli several t«mk plan* In'fore the 
completion of the «Irawings. was to go over tin* work nln*n<ly done. <lis«*uss ami note all 
features in xvhicli mollifications seemed desirable ami plan tin* means to In* employed 
for aci'oinplishing the ih*sin*d ends. These conformée* undoubtedly xx«-n* of great value 
in |H*rf«*«‘ting tin* <!«*sign ami in serving to efficiently combine tin* astronomical ami 
mc«‘hani<'al n*i|iiirvmcnls of I lu- t«*les«*o|n*. On tin* oiu* ham I tin* great cx|H*rii‘ii«*«' ami 
knoxvlc«lg<‘ of Mr. Sxva>«*y as exemplified in the design «if the largest ami most successful 
refractors ever built, ami the ingenuity ami cngim*criug -kill of Xlr. Hum'll ami his 
engineering staff ensured an instrument nui'lianically and structurally i*orn*<*t. while on 
the other linml. my own nu*chani«,al knoxvliilgi* ami training citablnl me to more com*i*tly 
gaugi* ami a«la|it astronomical m|uin*ments to mechanical exmithni. N’lu* n*sult xvas.
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I firmly Iwdieve, a telescope very considerably in advance in design, construction, and 
perfection of workmanship and operation of any hitherto made.

I would not he doing justice to the Warner <V Swasey ( o. if I did not warmly express 
my appreciation of the spirit in which they undertook and carried through this work. 
Once the contract was awarded, their one aim was to make the telescope the best possible, 
regardless of cost or of whether the specifications called for the inclusion of any particular 
feature. Not once in all our conferences did they offer objection to any improvement 
or addition suggested by me and often they themselves, even at considerable additional 
cost, incorporated features in the design which would increase the efficiency, accuracy 
or convenience of the instrument.

Our relations throughout the design, construction and erection of the telescope 
were of the most cordial nature and I carry the pleasantest memories not only of the 
interesting and friendly character of our business relations but of the kindly and hospitable 
way in which 1 was looked after and entertained by the inenilters of the firm during my 
numerous visits to Cleveland. These and the equally cordial and pleasant relations 
with the .Ino. \. Brashear ( "o. in the construction of the mirror, made the superintendence 
of the construction of this telescope an especially agreeable and interesting task.

The various features of the design and the variations from general practice will be 
dealt with particularly in the description of the mounting and it has seemed liest in this 
place to give merely a summary of the stages in the progress of the work. Kven lieforc 
the contract was entered into, in October Ibid, considerable progress had been made 
in the preliminary design, which was elaborated, detailed and modified as soon as con
st ruction was decided on. The greater part of the design and most of the detail drawings 
were completed by the summer of I'.Ml. although some small changes were made in 
minor details after construction had been commenced. The Warner »V Swasey ( "o. 
have not the facilities for machining ami handling the heaviest parts of such a mounting 
and consequently the large steel eastings for the polar axis, the central section of the 
tube and the mirror cell were sublet to the Bethlehem St<*el Co. A local concern made 
and machined the largest of the iron eastings such as the south bearing for the polar 
axis and the large worm wheel and spur gears. All the other work and the assembling 
and fitting were done at the works of the Warner tV Swasey < 'o.

The larger parts of the mounting hence were ordered and the construction of the 
small parts begun at Cleveland in tin* fall of HM4. Most of the heavy parts were com
pleted and on hand in ( 'leveland in the early summer of 1915 and the fitting and temporary 
erection of the mounting begun at Cleveland. There was insufficient head room for the 
erection in the main factory so this was carried out in an annex especially adapted for 
this pur|Mise and proceeded without hitch or serious delay.

The work on the mounting was completed and the fitting and preliminary erection 
finished early in BMW. Before the teleseo|>e was dismounted preparatory to shipment 
to Victoria, the Warner A; Swasey Co. were desirous of having a reception and private 
view of the mounting for astronomers and others interested in it. Owing to the ill 
health and absence of Mr. Swasey, and to the illness and subsequent death of Dr. King, 
this was post (Mined until May 'Jo, BMW. Invitations were sent to leading astronomers
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and iiicn of science in Aincriva and although not many astronomers were aide to lie 
present, a pleasant and sueeessfnl reception was held and the mounting was duly shown 
and appreciated.

Immediately after this function the mounting was taken down, some further detail 
work whose need had arisen in the erecting was completed and it was then packed and 
shipped in four cars via car ferry Ashtabula to Port Harwell and thence C.IMI. to 
Victoria. Shipped about the end of July 1111(1, it arrived in Victoria about the middle 
of August. Final erection commenced oil Sept, li and was completed about Oct. 15.

I .OVATION OK TKI.KHVOPK

Before proceeding to the description of the optical parts and mounting, it is desirable 
to give all account of the steps that led to the location of the telescope near Victoria and 
of the stages of construction there.

During the early stages of the project and until the memorial of the Royal Society 
of Canada was brought forward in 1912, there had been no thought on the part of either 
|)r. King or myself, of locating the telescope elsewhere than at Ottawa. This idea was 
first broached by Prof. J. ('. McLennan who was good enough to bring forward and 
heartily support the resolution before the Royal Society, lie urged that a clause should 
lie incorporated in the memorial making provision for placing the telescope at the most 
suitable location, for astronomical purposes, in the Dominion. I am frank to confess 
that neither Dr. King or myself were at first in favour of this clause as we felt that the 
difficulty of getting the project authorized by the (iovernment would be much increased 
if location away from the observatory at Ottawa, which would necessarily mean con
siderably increased cost of construction and maintenance, were considered. We were 
well aware of the difficulties in the way of inducing the (Iovernment to consent to the 
large appropriation for purposes of purely scientific research without complicating the 
matter by further requiring the establishment of a separate institution, a new observatory 
at some point in Canada away from the seat of (Iovernment.

However. I am glad to say that Prof. McLennan insisted on this clause being inserted 
and the memorial went through in this form and was finally assented to as related above. 
After Dr. Hoche had authorized the making of enquiries, in regard to the design and cost 
of the telescope, consideration was given to the question of location. The first step was 
to carefully compare the meteorological records for various regions of Canada, selected 
on the advice of Sir Frederic Stupart, the director of the Meteorological Service, as being 
representative of different climatic conditions in the Dominion. Ottawa was considered 
as Iwing fairly representative of conditions in the eastern part of the country as although 
some other localities might have a greater quantity of clear sky, there was little likelihood 
of the ini|Mirtant factors of ** seeing " anti diurnal range of temperature being much more 
favourable at any location east of the great plains. From the meteorological records, 
Medicine Hal was selected as being probably the most favourable situation on the 
prairies, Banff in the Rockies, Penticton at the foot of Okanagan Lake for the dry belt 
in British Columbia, ami finally Victoria, a region of low precipitation and remarkably 
small diurnal range of temperature, for a situation influenced by the presence of surround
ing sea water.
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These places were visited by me on my journey to obtain information in regard to 
the design of the telescope and arrangements were made to have the sky around the pole 
photographed every night in order to determine the relative clearness of the night skies 
at the various places. Although from the meteorological records it was possible to 
determine the relative merits of these locations so far as clearness of sky in the day-time, 
range of temperature, wind velocity and humidity were concerned, these records furnished 
no information in regard to what experience has shown is the most important factor, 
the “fleeing”, the relative steadiness of the atmosphere which governs the crispness 
of definition of the star image. The quality of the “ seeing " can only be judged by actual 
observations with a telescope, the larger the better, for it is quite possible that “ swing " 
apparently good with a small aperture may go to pieces under the much severer test 
imposed by a telescope such as the 72-inch.

Consequently, Mr. W. K. Harper, the senior officer in the Department of Astrophysics 
in the Observatory at Ottawa, was deputed to observe the conditions at the locations 
mentioned above with a 4-J-inch Cooke Photo-Visual telescope, the largest portable 
instrument available. Observations were made at Ottawa lirst and a plan devised 
which enabled the relative value of the “ seeing " at the various stations to be accurately 
compared. Mr. Harper spent most of the summer of I'.M3 in this work and a full account 
is given by him in tin- Publications of the Dominion Observatory. Ottawa. Vol. 2, p. 27“».

This account may be briefly summarized by saying that so far as the conditions of 
" seeing " and small daily range of tenqiemture are concerned, Victoria was much 
superior to any other place tested. The “ seeing was on the average 3• ."> on a scale 
of Ô as compared with 2 ’» at Penticton and about 2 0 at Ottawa. In daily range of 
temperature Victoria had only -lightly more than half the range present at either Penticton 
or Ottawa. So far as Banff and Medicine Hat were concerned, the " seeing " was hope
lessly poor and these places were not further considered. Again as there was little 
difference between Ottawa and Penticton the latter was eliminated from the discussion 
which was hence narrowed to Ottawa and Victoria. Meteorological records of the 
number of hours of bright sunshine at the two places showed an advantage in favour of 
Ottawa of about 10 per <vnt. This difference, however, is negligible in view of the 
superiority of Victoria in the “ seeing " and temperature conditions and recent experience 
has shown then* is probably also a greater numlicr of hours of clear night sky at 
Victoria than at Ottawa.

To obtain some definite numerical conception of what these differences entailed in 
the amount and quality of the work possible at the two places, the matter was referred 
to Prof. ('ampbell, director of the l.ick Observatory and Prof. Adams of the Ml. Wilson 
Observatory both of whom have had experience in work with reflecting telesco|»es. When 
their replies were analysed and combined they indicated, so far as could lie definitely 
judged, that the superior conditions of " seeing " and the low daily tenqiemture range 
would enable more than double the quantity of work of higher quality and accuracy to 
be performed at Victoria and would further render possible of production certain kinds 
of work at Victoria which the poor " seeing " conditions at Ottawa would prevent.

There seemed, therefore, to Ik- no room for doubt that the telescope should lie placed 
at Victoria and from this time, October MM3. I was a strong advocate of Victoria as the
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only place for the telescope. Dr. King, however, was not so enthusiast ie, as he probably 
realized more clearly than I did the financial and administrative difficulties involved. 
As the tests had been made only during the summer months he thought it desirable to 
also compare Victoria and Ottawa during the winter. ( 'onse<piently. Mr. Harper was 
sent to Victoria in November 1913 and remained there until Christmas. Although the 
weather was cloudy and broken the relative advantage of Victoria over Ottawa in both 

seeing " and temperature was increased and there hence remained no reasonable doubt 
that the telescope should be placed at Victoria. Although I am convinced that if he had 
consulted his personal feelings, Dr. King would have much preferred this splendid 
instrument to have been placed at Ottawa, as part of the great scientific institution he 
had built up, where it would have been under his direct supervision and control, yet he 
placed the scientific work to he done as the first consideration and prepared a strong 
recommendation in favour of locating the telescope at Victoria.

As the capital cost of installation away from Ottawa would be much greater, an 
office building and residences for the astronomers being required in addition to the 
observatory building and dome, which only would he needed at Ottawa, it was considered 
desirable to see if the (lovernment of the Province of British Columbia would assist 
the project in some way. The erection of such a large telescope near Victoria would be 
a great educational and advertising asset and if some aid could be obtained from the 
Province, the Dominion (lovernment would be much more likely to sanction its location 
away from Ottawa. Consequently, I visited Victoria in February and March 1911 on 
such a diplomatic mission and interviewed the Premier. Sir Richard McBride, and several 
members of the (lovernment to set- if they could help the project and thus make its 
location at Victoria more probable. In this mission I had most effective aid from Mr. 
Arthur W. McCurdy of Victoria, a gentleman interested in scientific pursuits who had 
considerable influence with the Premier. As the upshot of the matter, the ( lovernment 
of British Columbia offered to give SI0.000 towards the purchase of the site and to build 
a road to the summit of the hill on which the observatory was to be located.

Provisional selection was also made at this time of the most suitable site in tin- 
neighbourhood of Victoria. It was felt that the conditions which gave Victoria its good 
“ seeing “ might be quite localized in extent as less than ten miles away the rainfall was 
doubled. Consequently, some situation near to and easily accessible from Victoria on 
an isolated hill to obtain the advantages of air drainage and more uniform temperature 
was sought. On the Saanich peninsula are live elevations of this character. Ml. W'ark, 
1,490 feet. Ml. Newton. 1,000 feet, Mt. Douglas, 7'JS feet. Bear 11 ill, 72”) feet. Saanich Hill. 
730 feet. Both Mt. W ark and Mt. Newton are much more diflicult of access than I la- 
others and though higher, it is doubtful if the conditions would be superior as the former 
is in a mountainous district and is not an isolated hill, while Mt. Newton has very gradual 
approaches and would have no advantages over lower hills rising more directly from the 
general level. Of the other three, Saanich Mill is in every respect the most suitable. 
It is siluah-d about 7 miles north of Victoria, the electric internrban railway passes the 
foot of the hill making it much more easy of access than the other two. and there is a 
considerably greater area around the summit suitable for the buildings required. Hence,
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ponding the filial decision of the (iovvnmient as to location of the observatory, the summit 
of this hill was provisionally selected as tin* site.

As soon as the definite offer of the Provincial Government was received, I returned 
to Ottawa, and Dr. King prepared a complete memorandum to council on the quest ion 
of location, strongly recommending tin* placing of the observatory at Victoria. 'I’his 
was finally approved and the matter definitely settled in April 1914, thus enabling the 
design of the mounting, which depends on tin* latitude of the observatory, to Ik* com
pleted. Further, as soon as it was settled and before tin* public announcement, steps 
were taken to obtain the land required for the observatory grounds. Consequently, 1 
returned to Victoria and attempted to obtain options at a reasonable figure. Real estate 
even over the rocky inaccessible summit of this hill was held at fancy prices and it was 
only after protracted negotiations that the 50 acres needed were obtained at S‘2S(I per

After the land had been obtained and surveyed, the question of a water supply and 
of the road had to be arranged. Three alternative surveys of a road from the West Saanich 
road to the summit were made by Mr. Devereaux, a very capable Provincial surveyor, 
but it was only after a struggle with the Provincial Department of Public Works that 
the only one which would serve our purpose and give access to the proposed buildings 
was agreed on. The road was built in the spring of 1915, is of a uniform and gradual grade 
of about 7 percent., is splendidly constructed and a credit to the surveyor and the Depart
ment. The water question was also a difficult one as there was no supply within reasonable 
distance. A well drilled on the lowest part of the property proved a failure in the dry 
season, while a second well on adjacent property gave only about I gals, per minute, 
an inadequate supply. Finally, a running spring of about 4 gallons per minute on the 
right of way of the R.C. Fleetrie Railway, which the management generously allowed 
the observatory to use, was piped into a reservoir and from thence pumped up by electric 
power to the summit under a head of 5(H) feet, into a large tank of 30,(MM) gallons capacity. 
This spring gives water of excellent quality, though somewhat hard, and will probably 
Ik* sufficient for the immediate future.

('HAPTKH IV CoNSTItlTTlOX OF OllSKHVATORY Bvil.DIXC VXD KUKVTION OF TeLKHVOVK.

( 'ontemporaneously with these problems the question of the design and construction 
of the building and dome for the telescope were also pressing questions, and required a 
great deal of urging and diplomacy to get them under way in time to be ready for the 
telescope. The building and the concrete pier for the telescope were designed by the 
Department of Public Works and contracts for their construction were let in the early 
summer < f 1915. The dome, which, in the ease of a large reflecting telesco|K\ really 
acts as a working accessory, had necessarily to Ik* designed by the Warner A- Swasey Go., 
who spent a great deal of time and ingenuity in making it most complete and convenient 
in every particular. The contract for its construction and erection was let to lie Warner 
A Swasey Go. by the Department of Public Works in the fall of 1915, and was at once 
got in hand.
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The massive concrete pier for carrying the telescope was commenced in June 1915 
and required two visits by the writer, the first for giving a meridian line for orienting 
properly and the second for setting the templates and foundation bolts for the north 
and south pier heads <»f the polar axis. The latter task was a difficult one as little range 
for adjustment was allowed and the bolts had to he most accurately placed, the upper 
set at an angle of 4* dI'to the lower. The pier was finished in September and the sur
rounding circular steel building which serves as substructure for the dome, erected during 
the fall and winter of 1915-1(1.

The dome was constructed very rapidly, temporarily erected in (’Icvcland in March 
191(1, and shipped to Victoria arriving there in April. Krcction proceeded promptly 
and the structural members were in place and the operating mechanism partly installed 
by the end of June. The installation and adjustment of the operating mechanism was 
completed during the erection of the telescope mounting in October. The double sheet 
metal covering was started in July but proved a tedious process, also not completed until 
October, about the time of the completion of the erection of the telescope mounting. 
Fortunately no rain fell during this period and everything proceeded smoothly and 
without trouble or delay.

As previously related, the telescope mounting which had been entirely erected and 
fitted in Cleveland, was taken down during June and July 191(1 and packed on 4 ears for 
shipment to Victoria. Wherever possible, the auxiliary mechanism was left attached in 
place and such pieces as the driving clock, which is an independent unit in a separate 
case, was shipped intact and consequently much adjusting and fitting at Victoria avoided. 
The heaviest single pieces were the polar axis. 9', tons, the central section of the tube 7 
tons and the south pier head 7 tons.

According to the provisions of the contract the Warner »V Swasey Co. were to provide 
a competent man to superintend the erection of the telescope, and their superintendent. 
Mr. Decker, an able and experienced engineer, was chosen for this work. In order 
that his services might not he lost to the Company for a longer period than necessary, I 
had agreed to do all the preliminary preparatory work possible liefore he was sent for.

I arrived in Victoria early in July and found the erection of the structural work and 
most of the mechanism of the dome completed but none of the operating accessories 
had yet l>een tested as the motor generator set was not installed. The first thing to be 
done was to arrange for the hoisting tackle and for the methods of handling the heavy 
and at the same time delicate mechanism with the greatest ease and safety. The most 
difficult part of the erection would be the hoisting of the polar axis and setting it in place 
in its bearings. For the axis alone weighed 9} tons and before putting in place, the driving 
worm wheel, the main driving gear, the hour and sidereal circles, the clamping mechanism 
in right ascension, and the radial and thrust hearings had to be placed on the axis and 
adjusted in position. The total weight to be hoisted then was about 14 tons and as it 
had to be lifted at the proper angle and let down into position with the greatest nicety 
and can*, it was evident that hoisting tackle of ample strength and yet capable of being 
controlled with accuracy and ease was required.

1 was fortunate in securing for this work a firm of contractors. Messrs. Skillings and 
llunion, who had experience in handling heavy work and who undertook to haul the parts
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ni" 111»1 mounting from Victoria to the building, to provide the necessary tackle and experi
enced help for handling the work. As the main ribs of the dome were sufficiently stilï 
to carry any of the weights to be hoisted, the problem was thereby simplified and there 
only remained the question of the tackle. I was unwilling to trust any of the rope tackle 
obtainable in Victoria and it was decided to use wire cable. Mr. Skillings was able to 
rent a house moving outfit consisting of a horse driven capstan,about 71 Ml feel of J-ineh 
wire cable, the part to be used being in good condition, and a set of heavy cable blocks 
with the necessary snatch blocks, etc. The capstan which had been so long exposed to 
the weather as to be rather shaky was practically rebuilt and was fastened to the roadway 
north east of the building, being securely anchored by cables to adjoining trees. The 
cable from this capstan passed horizontally over the ground floor of the building and was 
led up by a snatch block to the set of blocks attached to the main ribs of the dome. By 
means of a horse attached to the walking beam of tin- capstan any piece attached to the 
lower block was raised slowly and gradually about one foot per minute, a pawl and ratchet 
on the capstan cylinder acting as a safety catch and allowing the piece to remain in one 
position as long as desired. This device proved very safe and convenient and the difficul
ties of the erection were thereby lessened.

The mounting which was shipped from Cleveland the last week in July via car ferry 
Ashtabula to Port Burwell, thence C.P.H. direct to Vancouver and thence by car ferry 
again to Victoria, arrived about the middle of August and Skillings and llanion at once 
started the hauling to the observatory. This required nearly two weeks but as soon as 
some of the heavy parts were on hand the hoisting from the ground floor to the observatory 
floor began. The first pieces to he handled were the north and south pillow blocks or 
pier heads, the latter weighing 7 tons and the former about Ô tons. These were lifted 
directly up from one of the main ribs and set in position over their foundation bolts. The 
south pier head was levelled by steel wedges and the relative position of the two measured. 
It was found that the two bearings were closer together than they should have been, 
although still within the range of adjustment provided. This was probably due not to 
error in setting, but to settlement of the inclined forms of the north pier owing to the 
great weight of concrete, or to shrinkage or settlement in the setting of the mixture.

I determined that before the polar axis was installed these two bearings should be 
adjusted as closely as possible so that the final adjustment of the axis, which if of any 
magnitude, would require readjustment of clock and driving worm, would only be small. 
Consequently, a steel wire was stretched between the centres of the north and south 
bearings and the north adjustable bearing was moved until this wire was as nearly as 
possible parallel to the axis of the earth. This parallelism was determined first in azimuth 
by setting up a ti-ineh micrometer transit theodolite over a fixed reference point about 
fit) feet south of the building from which the whole of the wire was visible and front which 
the bearing of certain objects in \ ictoria 7 miles away had previously been determined in 
orienting the pier. It was hence comparatively >imple to adjust the north bearings so 
that the wire lav in the meridian. The transit was then placed in the building close to 
the south pier, on the same meridian line as the wire, and the bearings adjusted in altitude 
until the wire made an angle of 4N dl\ the latitude of the observatory, with the 
horizontal.
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This preliminary adjustment saved eotisidernhlv trouble in the final adjustment, by 
following, of the polar axis as the north end was found to lie out of position in a length of 
-0 feet about (MM inch in azimuth and (MI2 ineh in altitude and no secondary adjustment 
of clock and driving worm was necessary for these very small angular deviations, less than 
one-half and one-third of a minute respectively.

The balance of the mounting with the exception of the central section of the tube, 
the worm wheel, and the declination axis were hoisted to the observing floor and left in 
convenient positions for the final erection. \ general idea of the arrangement can be 
seen in Fig. I.

Fig - Polar Axis irmly for lmi>iiug.

This preliminary work was completed about Sept. 1 and as soon as Mr. Decker arrived, 
on Sept. .*>, erection was commenced. The polar axis itself had been hoisted to the ohserv- 

or from one of the main ribs and the first step was to place in position on it the worm 
wheel, main driving gear, circles and hearings. As in setting in position the axis had to 
be central the hoist was taken from both ribs connected by a long double link and the 
axis was hence raised directly over its position of rest. The axis was so attached to the 
lower block that when it was raised from the floor the north end was at approximately 
the right elevation and when elevated above the bearings only small changes in position 
had to be effected in order to let it down into place. As previously stated, the weight 
was about I t tons and it was necessary that no strain should be put on any of the wheels 
or circles. Hence as it had to lie lowered in one particular way and into a close fitting

0
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posit ion. it wa< an anxious time until finally in place. \ photograph of the axis ready 
to he hoisted is given in Fig. 2.

After the polar axis was in place, about three days after erection commenced, the 
other large parts in the order, declination sleeve, declination housing, declination axis, 
centre section of tube, skeleton tube and mirror cell were soon erected and all the large 
parts of the mounting were attached ten days after erection started. The attachment 
and adjustment of the clock and smaller parts, especially the electrical work, took con
siderably longer and it was not until Oct. là that the wiring was completed and all the 
switchboards, motors, solenoids, condensers, etc., correctly connected.

In the meantime, and while waiting for the completion of the electrical work, the 
operating accessories of the dome had to be lilted and adjusted, the cables for dome, 
shutter, curtains and platform attached, the canvas wind screens put in place, the trolleys 
and trolley wires for carrying current to the shutter curtain and platform motors erected, 
the silvering car and declination strut pul together and in place, and numerous other 
details attended to.

However, the whole work was completed in about six weeks without hitch or accident 
of any kind, a remarkably short time considering the magnitude of the undertaking, 
giving convincing evidence of the care used in the design, construction, and preliminary 
lilting and erecting of the installation.

Adapters had been made for attaching the long focus finder objective and ocular 
centrally along the axis of the tube, and the adjustment of the polar axis was tested and 
improved by Sehlesinger’s method of following a star through the meridian. The 
adjustment was made nearly correct at this time but was not finally completed until the 
following summer to allow for further settlement of the piers. As previously stated, 
only a very slight change was found nece sury in the position of the axis, which did not 
require readjustment of clock and worm.

I returned to Ottawa early in November as there was no prospect of the mirror 
being finished until the following spring, Mr. T. T. Hutchison, who had been appointed 
Engineer, being left in care of the mounting. In the spring of 1917, the observatory 
was formally organized as a branch of the Department of the Interior, the writer being 
appointed Director of the institution, which was named the Dominion Astrophysical 
Observatory, while Dr. R. lx. Young was given the title of Assistant Astronomer. Prepa
rations were then made for permanently moving to Victoria and as it was still uncertain 
how soon the mirror would be finished, it was derided to go to the observatory in July, 
as there was a very considerable amount of necessary preparatory work which could 
profitably be done before the mirror arrived.

As related elsewhere, the completion of the mirror was delayed until April 1918, but 
the spectrograph arrived about the first of January and its installation and adjustment 
the preparation of dispersion tables, preliminary work on the observing programme, and 
other details were attended to so that no time should he lost in commencing work when 
the mirror was completed. As detailed in the description of the optical parts the mirror 
was completed early in April 1918 and was packed and shipped to \ ictoria.

The 72-inch mirror was left in the strong east iron cell in which it had been ground 
and polished and a strong wooden cover was bolted on the open top of this cell, thereby
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completely enclosing tin* mirror. This was then packed in a large wooden box with excel
sior. and it and the other optical parts were shipped by express in a through car to 
Victoria, so that no trans-shipment at any point was necessary. It went through without 
delay, arriving in Victoria on April 2H, six days after leaving Pittsburgh, and was hauled 
out to the observatory the second day following without accident or hitch of any kind.

A very satisfactory and safe way of handling the mirror, placing it in its cell and 
installing on the telescope had been devised. No risk of accident could be taken and 
consequently great care in the selection of the hoisting apparatus, and in the hitches and 
fastenings required was exercised. The wooden box in which the mirror was shipped 
was about 7 feet ti inches square and 2 feet deep, and in order to get inside the entrance 
door, was turned up on edge and run in on rollers. The opening in the observing Moor 
through which it had to be lifted, was about 7 feet ti inches by :t feet ti inches and would 
not allow the outer Imix to pass through. The Brashear ('o. had provided a strong eyebolt 
screwing into one of the trunnions of the iron cell, and consequently the mirror, encased 
in its iron cell with wooden cover, was lifted the 21 feet to the observing floor on edge 
and gently let down, face up, on blocking.

In the meantime tin* mirror cell of the telescope had been removed from the tube 
and the wooden box filled with boiler punehings of the same weight as the mirror, which 
had been used to balance the telescope similarly to its final condition, was removed by 
means of the silvering car which is elsewhere described.

A good view of the silvering car and of the methods used in handling the mirror is 
given by the three photographs showing the installation of the mirror. The vertical 
truss supporting the outer end of the declination axis call be seen in Fig. A. and when not 
used is pushed down in its guides below the floor and a cap placed in the opening.

The silvering car was used in the installation of the mirror, as the figures indicate. 
The mirror was lifted vertically upward between the tube and the silvering ear. by tackle 
attached by an eyebolt to a padded wooden block below the central hole Fig. !t. The 
silvering ear was then rolled on its track directly under the mirror, which was let down 
on the timbers shown in Fig. 4. Three shorter pieces of ti by ti timber were cut, placed 
vertically on the frame of the silvering car, passing up between the ribs of the cell. The 
plunger was then run downwards until the mirror was supported on these three limiters. 
The tackle and horizontal timbers were removed and the cell raised by the plunger slowly 
and steadily into position about the mirror. The only risk involved in this process was 
the chance of accident with the tackle, and a very large factor of safety had been provided. 
After the mirror was placed in its cell, in proper position with regard to its counter- 
weighted bottom and edge supports, it was only a matter of half an hour to attach it to 
the tulie and, although every precaution against accident had been taken, every one 
concerned felt very much relieved when the mirror was finally in place and the telescope 
at last completed.

It was only a week after the mirror reached Victoria until it was installed, collimated, 
and the first star spec!rum obtained, which is, I think, a record-breaking performance 
for such a large telescope. Kven though the mounting had been erected and adjusted, 
still all the tackle had to be placed and attached, the Cassegrain silvered and collimated
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ami tin* telescope rebalanced. I think it speaks volumes for the eare used in the design 
ami roustruetion of the mounting and accessories, that there was no delay or hitch from 
any cause and that the telescope operated perfectly from the first without any alteration 
or further adjustment being required.

Chaitkr V Description of thk Optical Parts

The telescope was planned to be used in the Cassegrain or Newtonian form or 
directly at the principal focus to do away with the additional reflection. For the same 
reason, the presence of a central hole in the main mirror was deemed essential, as other
wise three reflections would be required with the Cassegrain form besides forcing the 
spectrograph into an awkward, unsymmetrical and inconvenient position at the side 
instead of being as now in a prolongation of the axis of the tulx*.

As previously mentioned strong objections were brought forward by Prof. Ritchey 
to the idea of having a central hole cast in the mirror on account of the probably noil- 
homogeneous character of the resulting disc. Hut the great advantages of the direct 
passage for the lieam from the Cassegrain made an owning through the centre of the 
main mirror so desirable that I decided to take chances on having a hole cast in the disc, 
as being less dangerous than attempting to bore one later, especially as the manager of 
the St. (lobain Co. did not seem to anticipate trouble. As matters turned out, the disc 
is a beautiful piece of glass with not a sign of a bubble or lack of homogeneity anywhere 
near the central hole.

The disc when received by tin* Hrashcar Co. in August 11114 was about 73 J inches in 
diameter, from 13 to 13£ inches thick and with a central cored hole tapered, irregular 
and slightly eccentric alxait 0 inches in diameter at one side of the dise and S inches at 
the other. The weight was very nearly 5,000 lbs. The appearance of the hole seemed 
to indicate that the core luul been forced through after pouring rather than that the glass 
had lieen poured with the con* in place. Kven the first inspection Indore grinding 
showed the glass to be an exceedingly fine s|x*cimcn when its size is considered, and this 
good opinion was cnhanci-d when the surfaces wen* polished and the interior could lx* 
readily examined. Only at one place in tin* mass, a plan* near the edge and extending 
tangentially about six inches and radially two or three, an* a few small bubbles. Else
where the material is remarkably free from bubbles or other defects and appears perfectly 
homogeneous and uniform. It is of course unnecessary to say that the few bubbles 
present will lx- absolutely without effect on the performance of the mirror.

Although the disc was apparently well anneah-d. the greatest care was used in the 
rough grinding process, especially around the central hole, to take off the outer skin 
slowly, and to avoid any temperature effects in the grinding. Over 1*00 lbs. of glass 
wen* removed in the grinding, the finished mirror weighing 4.340 lbs.. Ix-ing I'J inches 
thick at the edge, 73 inches in diameter, while the central hole was inen-ased in size to 
I0J inches in diameter to enable direct photographs to be made in tlx- Cassegrain focus 
if desired.
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In the preparation of the specifications questions liai! arisen as In the lies! thickness 
In make the mirror and many authorities favoured having il as thin as possible, consistent 
with maintaining its form during the figuring processes and when in use. The idea was 
that it would more rapidly assume the observing temperature and would not lie so much 
deformed under changing temperature. My own idea was that, as it would hardly be 
safe to attempt to ligure a mirror of this size if less than S inches thick, it might as well 
lie 12 inches thick so far as accommodating the interior to changing temperature was 
concerned, while the greater stiffness as well as the greater distance between back and 
front would tend to diminish any deformations due to changing temperature. Consc- 
<|Uently as the opticians preferred it to lie as thick as possible to avoid danger of change 
of form during figuring and testing, the disc was left 12 inches thick.

After the disc had been rough ground all over, the back was lined and polished 
approximately flat and the front surface was line ground to the correct radius, 720 inches, 
and polished.

The surface was |Milished and ready for the figuring in August 10In, about a year 
after the disc was received, but the actual figuring did not begin until about a year later. 
This was due to the fact that the material for the auxiliary testing plane which was to 
be 'in inches in diameter was not available. Various attempts were made to have such 
a disc cast in America and one was poured in 10hi at the works of the Pittsburgh Plate 
Glass ('o. However, it devitrilied in annealing and as the mounting was now being 
erected at Victoria, it seemed unwise to wait longer in the hope of getting a disc made.

Prof. Geo. K. Hale, director of the Ml. Wilson Solar Observatory, had kindly offered 
to loan the Broshear Co. the liO-ineh plane u*ed by Ritchey in parabolizing the 100-inch 
mirror. Vnfortunately at the lime it was need«*d at Pittsburgh, it was I wing used at 
Pasadena in parabolizing the 100-inch and would be required some months longer for 
the testing of the Cassegrain secondaries.

Hence it was decided after consultation with the Rrashear Co. to go on with the 
parabolizing. de|iending upon measurements of the radius of curvature of different zones 
of the surface to obtain the required amount of parabolization and using a plane 33 
inches in diameter which the Rrashear Co. already had, and which had been proved 
very accurate, for detecting any slight zonal irregularities in the surface. Indeed as the 
hole in the main mirror was 1(1 inches in diameter, it is evident that this plane would more 
than cover a section along a radius and that theoretically at least it could be used for 
testing the whole surface. Practically, however, it was found that difficulties arose in 
attempting to use it wholly in the testing and some misleading results were obtained by 
its use. Consequently it was found necessary to depend chiefly on the tests at the centre 
of curvature, the difference of radius for different zones being eompuhsl and compared 
with the measured values, while the plane was chiefly used in testing tin* smoothness of 
the curvature and in detecting minor zonal irregularities.

This is quite in line with the ex|>erienee of Prof. Ritchey in figuring the It Hi-inch 
mirror for. according to the P.Uti report of the Solar Observatory, it was found that even 
with a ($()• , considerably larger in proportion than the 33-inch with the 72-inch,
the principal reliance was placed on tests at tin* centre of curvature.^255
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A very convenient method of making these radius tests was devised hy Dr. H rash ear 
and merits description here. The whole surface of the mirror was covered by a paper 
diaphragm along the horizontal diameter of which a number of concentric slots were cut 
about an inch wide and six inches long. These slots were spaced every four inches along 
tin* diameter, thus enabling the radius of curvature of S zones of the mirror to be measured. 
These zones were spaced 3ô, 31. '27. 23, IV, IÔ, 11.7 inches on each side of the centre and 
enabled the character of the correction obtained to be accurately determined. Each of 
these zonal slots was covered by a cardboard valve and these valves could be lifted by 
strings carried back to the centre of curvature enabling any particular zone to be uncov
ered by the measurer as desired. This was a great advantage over having all the zones 
uncovered as it removed all confusing effects and difficulties of identification and enhanced 
the case and accuracy of determining the radius of any particular zone.

The artificial star was fixed in position near the centre of curvature, and instead of 
making micrometer measurement by the I'oiicault method of the position of the knife 
edge, it was fixed oil an accurate and easy moving slide to which a short straight edge 
at right angles to the movement was attached. \ piece of paper or card was pinned 
under this straight edge and when the position of equal darkening for any particular 
zone was determined, a line was ruled on the paper by a sharp pencil against the straight 
edge. When all tin* zones were measured there would be H transverse lines on the card 
whose positions could be compared at a glance with the positions of similar lines ruled 
oil a card at the theoretically required distances. This method enabled the condition of 
the surface to be determined at a glance, was more direct, simple and rapid than micro
meter measures and of practically equal accuracy.

Kxperienee showed that these charts could be repeated with only very slight deviation 
and that the probable error of determination of radius of a zone would not exceed 0*01 
inches equivalent to 0-0020 inches at principal focus. Naturally the radius of the outer 
zones, where the eonvergeney of the pencils was greater, could be determined much mon* 
accurately than those nearer the centre.

The parabolization of the surface was begun about September 10Iff. was halted for
two or three months by tlie.... Id weather of the winter and resumed in March 1017. The
Hrashcar Co. expected to complete the surface in the spring or early summer of 1017 
but unexpected difficulties arose, most of which were due to the presence of the central 
hole. This large o|H*ning. HU inches in diameter, necessitated tin* cutting away of a 
similar portion in the centre of the full-sized parabolizing tool and this caused an irregular 
and unexpected sluqie of the surface near the central o|H*ning. The only remedy was 
local polishing by smaller tools, and the surface was nearly finished in August 1017, 
when through some unexplained cause it became scratched. Although these scratches 
would not have affected the performance of the mirror. Mr. McDowell would not consent 
to allowing them to remain and the only recourse was to polish them out by a full size 
tool and refigure.

Hy October the surface was again nearly finished but unfortunately in smoothing 
up some minor irregularities produced in the local work, the centre was deepened too 
much, and although about VO per cent of the usable surface was practically perfect, 
and the remainder not far out so that the mirror would have done excellent work, the
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Brashear (‘o. were still unwilling to let it go mid another fresh start was made. Although 
the cold weather was now coming on and the firm were very crowded by important 
war work the figuring of the mirror was persistently continued and profiting by past 
experience was finally completed on April 3. I01X.

I was summoned by telegram on March 20 to come to Pittsburgh ami test the mirror 
as the Brashear Co. were undecided whether to continue the correction a little further 
or to allow it to remain as on that date. On arriving then» on March 2N. I found the out
side zones practically perfect while there was a slight undercorrecti<in in the inner 40 inches 
diameter. This undercorrection was equivalent to a longitudinal aberration at the 
focus of about half a millimetre, this part of the surface being of longer focus than the 
remainder. Although this is very small and would probably have no discernible effect 
on the definition, it was decided to sec if the effect of changing temperature would tend 
to increase or diminish the error. A series of measurements of the radii of the various 
zones showed that all changes of tempeiature possible inside the testing tula» appeared 
to increase the deviations from true figure and although the mirror would probably 
tiehave quite differently when silvered and under observing conditions it was considered 
that it would be preferable to reduce the undercorrection and to have the surface as nearly 
correct as possible under constant temperature.

Consequently local polishing on the required part of the surface was carried on for 
four times and on April 3, the mirror was considered finished as the measurements showed 
no deviation between the measured and computed |>ositions greater than one millimetre, 
equivalent to a quarter millimetre at the principal focus.

The 72-inch mirror was then accepted and after silvering, was tested by the Hart
mann method of extra focal images in the constant temperature testing tube at the

l'ig. II. Iiimgi'H frnin Zulu* I’liitc.

Brashear factory. For this purpose a diaphragm of stiff manilla paper was stretched 
on a light wooden frame of such size as to cover the whole surface, ami 00 circular holes 
about 1} inches in diameter were cut in this diaphragm. These holes were spaced along 
(i diameters of the mirror 30 degrees apart. 10 holes in each diameter and were so arranged 
that on each of If) zones of the mirror, spared 2 inches apart between a radius of 7 inches 
and a radius of 35 inches, were 4 holes on two diameters 00 degrees apart. Hence two 
measurements of the radius of each of the 15 zones at points on the mirror 00 degrees
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apart could he obtained and complete information in regard to astigmatism as well as 
zonal aberration could be secured. The extra focal images, n and h, Fig. (I, taken at the 
principal focus give a good representation of the spacing of the diaphragm.

As a parallel pencil of 72 inches diameter could only be obtained in the testing tube 
by the aid of a 72-inch plane which was not available, it was necessary to make this test 
at the centre of curvature. Consequently an artificial star formed by an acetylene 
flame anil a small pinhole was set up slightly to one side of the centre of curvature of the 
inner zones and a plate holder carrying plates 2 by 3 inches and held in a sliding frame 
was placed on the other side in a position to intercept the reflected pencil from the mirror. 
With the star fixed at twice the focal length from the centre, the intersections or foci of 
thi' pencils from the various zones do not all come to one point as in the case of a sphere 
but are spaced, with a paraboloid of revolution, at various points along the axis given 

H* It*
bv the formula p = 2F -f + where

2 F Hi F'
p Radius of curvature of zone of diameter 2R.
F = Focal length of mirror.
It = Radius of any zone of surface

R- |{ «
or the intersections will be at distances of 4- bevond the star.

2 F HlFa

These distances have been computed for the actually measured radii of the zones 
uncovered by the Hartmann diaphragm and are given in Table I. It is evident 
that at points a short distance inside and outside the position of the star the reflected 
pencils will form on a screen or plate an image or pattern somewhat similar to the 
diaphragm over the mirror but that owing to the spaeings of the intersections over a 
distance of about I (i inches these will be differently distributed in the two positions 
of the plate, crowded together at the centre for the plate inside the focus and towards 
the outside for the plate beyond the focus. A reproduction of two of these plates are 
given at r and tl Fig. ti where r is the plate taken inside, </ that outside the focus. Owing 
to this unsymmet rical arrangement and to prevent confusion of the images, it was necessary 
to separate the two positions of the plates to a much greater distance than would have 
been necessary if the test could have been made at the focus with parallel light. Obser
vations with an ocular showed that the most advantageous positions were about ô inches 
inside and 7 inches outside the focus. Several exposures were made at these two positions 
on both Seed 23 and Process plates. As there was no chromatic aberration, which in 
the case of this test with a lens tends to elongate the images, the resulting images were 
round, uniform and easy to accurately Insect in a micrometer miseroseope.

After the mirror was silvered it stood about 2S hours when the first series of plates 
were made in the evening hours. Hut as it was felt that perhaps the temperature condi
tions might not have been normal, owing to disturbances caused by setting up the appa
ratus, adjusting collimation, etc., a second scries was made early the following morning 
after the tube had been undisturbed for over 10 hours. Six of these later plates were 
measured, three on each side of the focus, and the reliability of the determination was 
shown by the very close agreement of the measure of the different sets. As the plates
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wore* all made at the same distance inside and outside focus, the means of the three sets 
of measures were and the position of the intersection of the pencils from the different 
zones determined from these mean values. The principle of the method is very simple 
as is shown by the accompanying diagram. Fig. 7.

X

Fig. 7. Principle of llarhn:iim Method.

If the two pencils intersect in (). the distance between the plates A and It is a. and 
the distance apart of corresponding zonal images on A and It is ii and r. then from similar

triangles the distance <>A or x is obtained from ' = '' or x = ^

The results of the measures are given in Table I.

TABU) I ZuVXI. ABKIIKATIONK IlF 72-1 X(ï I Milt Roll

Separation of Computed Mean A1 MTrat ii in
\|iert tires in Fi «1 F.. •al Residuals D V
Zone Plate. Distance*. Dist» hn~ 1 lifferenee Focus.

, , 2nd 1st 2nd 2nd 1st 2nd Milli-
(*‘"d Quad. Quad. (iuad Quad. Quad. Quad IM.I,.-.

70- III 711. jo 1 702 1 702 1-0H0 I OKI) - -oia ttia -Ills -0 11
1 AIA 1 510 1 400 + (121 + -ooa + 02

112 III 1 222 i aas 1 204 1 202 + -002 - 114
ax ■ 12 1 • 100 1 101 1 IA2 1 120 1117 - 10
A4 no 1 OIA 1 1120 •osa + OIA - 022 - 05
•Mi i:t S2I + •011 -•(III
40 12 •7ao • 720 + -007 002 + III

oia 044 •500 -014 + OA
as mi as mi •400 •Aia -•014 + 24
:<4 • 12 ai 12 •loa •402 h, I • 405 + 10
211 Mi Ml (Hi am a 12 ■22H • 20 A - 1117 •Ml
2A-04 *20 2 » •222 •22K + (III) - M2a + DA

22-tMI 100 •107 211 • I4A + IMA + «17
IS-12 17 Mi •III III - 0A0
W-oa 14*12 •007 non 024 - 054

Noth. Iii this table I lie lirst two I'olumiiH an* the measured distance» between the separate pair» of aperture» 
ill the zone plate, the angle» between any two pair* in the l»t and 2nd quadrant» being Ml The thinl and fourth 
column* are the computed distance* of the knife edge from the *tar, the latter being at the centre of the osculation 
Hpliere The fifth and sixth mliinin* eimlain the measured distance* of the intersection* of the |ieiiril* fmm the 
mrres|*inding o|»erluro», the zero |mint of the scale corrc»|*>ndmg to the weighted mean |Mi*nion of best font*. 1 lie
seventh and eighth columns contain the residuals between the....nputed and observed |Hisilions of the intersection*
for the various xom**. The ninth column contain* the mean zonal difference in inches and the tenth the deviation 
oi nlierralion at the principal focus in millimetre*.

35
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As previously stated for exery zone two measures are made in directions !N)° apart. 
As the mirror was in a closed tube only two or three inches wider and higher than the 
mirror it is likely there would he some stratification of the air in horizontal layers and that 
the bottom of the tube would be the coolest and the top the warmest. Unfortunately 
no thermometers to determine the temperatures were available hut the measures them
selves show an indication of this effect. The diaphragm was so placed on the mirror 
that the one set of zonal openings were all situated in or within I to degrees of the vertical 
plain* and the other set in or within 30 degrees of the horizontal plane. The measures 
show that the residuals around the vertical plane are generally positive and those around 
the horizontal plane negative. The mean difference in focal length for the two planes is 
about a quarter of a millimetre, the focal length in the vertical plane being the longer 
and although such difference, if real, would have little effect oil its performance. I am 
convinced that it is wholly a temperature effect. Indeed the zonal plates themselves 
show evidence of this as w ill be noticed in the reproductions in Fig. ti where the asymmetry 
at the bottom is markedly shown. The effect is probably title partly to unequal differen
tial refraction of the pencils in passing through the stratified layers and partly due to 
temporary astigmatic form produced in the mirror by the horizontal temperature gradients 
from bottom to top. The enormous quantity of polishing with a full-sized tool which 
was required to remove scratches inadvertently obtained at two stages of the figuring 
would ensure almost absolute certainty of the figure being a perfect surface of revolution.

That such is the case is soon below from the tests of the mirror in the telescope where, 
at any rate for the plates of May Iff where the temperature was practically stationary, 
there is little likelihood of unequal temperatures at different orientations and though 
there appear to be accidental and irregular small variations due possibly to errors of 
measurement, there is no indication whatever of any systematic differences or of any 
astigmatism in the mirror.

Consequently the mean value for the two sets was taken and the differences in inches 
at the centre of curvature for the different zones was reduced to residuals in millimetres 
at the principal focus.

It will be noticed that the residuals in the last column, (those from zones of 7 and ff 
inches radius which are entirely covered by the shadow of the Newtonian and Cassegrain 
mirrors being not determined) representing longitudinal alliterations at the principal 
focus, are remarkably small, the maximum 0 21 mm. for a zone Iff inches radius, and the 
mean less than 0 I mm. Those figures show that the surface is remarkably close to the 
theoretical form, with apparently little greater deviation than about an eighth of a wave 
length from the true paraboloid. This accuracy is much within the unavoidable aber
rations produced by changing temperatures on the form of the surface and by unsteadiness 
of the seeing on the definition of the image and the mirror may lie considered practically

These tests were made in the testing tube at the Brnshear factory, where the daily 
change of temperature is very small, and it was not cx|M*rtcd that the mirror could show 
the same perfection of figure under actual observing conditions. It was consequently a 
matter of great interest and importance to determine the figure of the mirror after it had 
been installed in the telescope when it was exposed to the changing temperature conditions 
in the dome, rising during the day and falling at night.
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The mirror was finished on April d and at once silvern! and as soon as the Hartmann 
test was completed the figuring of the Cassegrain secondary was begun. In order to test 
this surface during figuring a parallel pencil was needed and to provide this only the .'Id- 
inch plane was available. Consequently only a section of the Cassegrain along a radius 
could be seen in the test. less than half the diameter, and the difficulty of figuring and 
testing was much increased. Nevertheless the skill of Mr. McDowell soon overcame 
these difficulties and the figuring of the secondary only occupied about a week. This 
figure could not be tested by the Hartmann method in the optical shop but was tested 
later in the telescope with the result to be given below.

Immediately on completion, arrangements for packing and shipping were made 
and the principal and auxiliary mirrors left Pittsburgh on April '2d in a special express 
car, came through direct to Victoria without transhipment, arriving in six days, on April 
29th. The mirror was soon installed on the telescope, a description of the method being 
given in another place, and the first test spectrum obtained on May li.

Hartmann tests of the figure of the 72-inch mirror under actual observing conditions 
were made on May 12th and I'.Mli. The same zone plate as used at Pittsburgh was placed 
over the surface of the mirror, the double slide plate holder placed on the focussing ring 
at the centre of the tube, which has a total movement of about It inches, hence enabling 
extra-focal photographs to be readily obtained. Kxposures of Ô to III secs, on Vega or 
dO seconds on a second magnitude star suffices to give good extra-focal zonal photographs 
on fine-grained plates and a set can be obtained in a few minutes. The distance inside 
and outside focus in this case when the photographs are practically replicas on a reduced 
scale of the zone plate is not very material but from an inch to an inch and a half both 
inside and out seemed to give the best defined and best measurable images, two of them 
being reproduced in Fig. li, a inside, /• outside focus. The measures of the plates in this 
case of course gave at once the residual zonal aberrations at the principal focus of the 
mirror without reductions as was necessary when the test was made at the centre of 
curvature.

The results obtained are particularly interesting and instructive as the test on May 
12 was made under conditions representative of the average good night's temperature 
range while on May 19 the temperature variation was abnormally small, thus giving 
the figure of the mirror under average observing conditions, and again under nearly the 
ideal case of constant temperature.

The temperatures on tin* two days are given for short intervals in Table II and the 
times of tests are also indicated so that the temperature conditions surrounding the mirror 
can lie seen at a glance.
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TAIII.I. Il l'KMVKKATVKK CONDITIONS AT TK8T8

May 111 May III

Tun.* T«"'i’ Expunun-s Tin Kx|M»N«ir<-M T'm" T'"',’

1’ 1 1
o AM 68° Mi .uni in an I'M 63° 6

.UK X M ......... .136
III •111* K II 30 " 630
12 12 III! Ml 62*4

I’M H .12 4
III 66 l 13-00 .12 2

1 1 mi .12 1
1* M 1 '...... 62*1

.12*3
1.1 " 1 linin' ii|m*Iii.|| MO
III “ .HI *11 Kx|NiHiirc 1 .H i II 1 linin' opi'iii'il ■ i '
:«l ** .m a 64 1 Kx|Mixurr 1 .16 K

.14 0
II .1.1 i .14*11
II .14 11 KxpoHiirv 2 III INI :»

Kx|M»HUtVH

I'ixiNtMiirr 4

Table III gives the zonal foci for tin* two tests on May I"2 ami as in Table 1 the 
positions of focus are given for two positions at right angles to one another for each zone. 
This is done in order to show whether there is any sensible astigmatism in the surface.

TABU: III ZONAL TKSTS MAY 12

Bailin'
Kx|MiNiirr 1 Kx|MtHun- 2 Differenri nf Ft M-IIK

Mian Korn* 
Ijuail. 1

K..„. 
Cjiiwl. 2

Mean Kxp 1 ***nf Zmn*

in nun mm mm mm. mm. mm mm
4.1 76 1.1 HI 46-7K 43-2! 43 44 43-33 II-INI 0 INI

33 46-26 46 74 III INI 44 03 43-60 43-76 •43
3! 46-34 46*21 43 • H7 43 im •43 4H
20 46 42 46*61 44-06 43-H3 43*111 •h:i III

46 76 III HO II .11 II 34 1 02 1 01
2.1 46K7 47 .12 47*20 II .11 41 77 II III 1 42 1 31
23 47 II 47 40 4.6 II 44 Ht II 07 1 62 1 111
21 47 ID 17 64 Il UK 44*98 44-98 1 76 1-66
111 47 41 48 04 47-72 46-02 46*3.1 46 18 1 94
17 IK-112 46-66 1.1 INI 16 28 1 97 1*11.1
1.1 17 -92 47-1111 46-011 46-27 46-18 2-21 1 86
13 17 VI IH 23 44 62 46-06 46-28 2 46 1 116
11 111 711 **•" 411-36 *■“ 46-21 16-HH 3 .17 2 66
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tabu: iy zonal rixrs may m

Ituilhi*
of

F» ■i at Kxponun* 2 Mean IM-i at l-A|NH«in'H DifTi-rt'iu •H of F. «•un at l-.xiMisim-H

quail 1 Mean 3 A « 3 «

35 llll 43 Htl 4 (Ml 3-05 3-IH) 2-03 II INI II INI 0-INI 0 INI
33 44-50 44 74 1 02 1 Os i ;
31 44*52 44 45 4 4H 4 07 3 51 3-33 •45 40
211 44-30 Il II 1-30 3 -H2 3 31 •11

44-01 44 57 4-50 1-04 3*30 *M 21 •07
44-74 44-54 4 04 3-110 3*35 3-05 •04 •20 •12

23 44 07 44 73 1 70 . 17 3 till 711 •51 • III
21 44 IN 44 04 1 H| 1 25 ;i :u s| •33
111 44 117 1 Ml 3-51 INI 42 •32
17 44-80 44 54 4 07 4-07 3-4H 3 13 •42 • 311 •20
13 44 47 4-07 4-00 11 2-WI •35 ■35
13 44 211 3 VI 3:io 20
II 4411,1 44-00 1 07 3 HO 3-15 2 13 •07 15 - *S0

Table IN given the zonal foci for four tests on May HI when the temperature was 
nearly constant but in only one of these are the |>ositions given for the two quadrants 
as the other three are practically similar.

An examination of Tables III and IV in comparison with 'Fable I is illuminating as 
showing the effect of changing temperature on the figure of the mirror. (>n May 12 
the dome temperature had gradually risen from 52° F. at ti A..M. to a maximum of (12° 
at ti to 7 l\M. and. when the dome was opened at N 15, the tem|>e rat tire had fallen to 
00° K. When the first exposure was made about an hour later, it is hardly probable 
the decreasing teni|>ernture had been acting sufficiently long to change the figure appreci
ably and the resultant under-corrected figure, over 8 mm. longer focus at centre than edge, 
is due probably to the increase in teni|>erature in the dome during the day. At the 
second exposure made 2 hours and 20 minutes later, the decreasing temperature has 
begun to show, and the positive aberration, under-correction, is slightly reduced.

On May 10th when the temperature had lieen practically constant throughout the 
day and had only dropped alxiut 2° in the half hour between the opening of the dome 
and exposure 2. the first measured, the figure is very nearly normal and were it not for 
the outer zone of 35 inches radius, would lie practically perfect. The same is true for 
all the exposures although the focal length of the centre is continually shortening relatively 
to the edge under decreasing temperature. The action of falling temperature on the 
mirror evidently is to introduce negative aberration and to apparently curl up the outer 
edge, the exact opjMisiteof what might be expected. It ap|>ears almost as if the contracting 
action which must take place more strongly at the expos<*d edge of the mirror acts in the 
greatest degree alwuit two inches in, leaving the extreme edge curled up. This curling 
up of the edge remains |>ersistent and of about the same extent over about S hours exposure 
to decreasing temperature. The general change in the figure during ex|>osure to the 
night sky, however, seems relatively small, and it appears that, if the daily rise of tempera
ture could lie diminished, the working figure would be much improved.
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It will In* nolvd, Tables III and IX . where the figures are given fur the separate 
quadrants, that there is no evidence of astigmatism and that the difference appearing in 
the test at the optical shop must have been due to stratification and changing temperature 
gradient in the tube and mirror. Especially in exposure 2 in Table IV, where the mirror 
except at the very edge must have been nearly normal in temperature, are the differences 
between the two quadrants very small and quite accidental in character and the general 
figure, obtained in the tests on May IV at the principal focus under constant temperature 
and that in the optical shop at the centre of curvature, agree closely with one another 
and indicate a remarkably good figure.

The result of these tests then was taken as indicating the necessity of some device, 
such as the " canopy “ used on the Mt. Wilson liV-ineh reflector, to diminish the rise of 
temperature around the mirror during the daylight hours. ('onsiderable thought was 
given to the best method of accomplishing this. The arrangement of mounting and 
dome made a suspended canopy impracticable and it was at first planned to make a box 
in two halves with refrigerator walls, mounted on castors to be rolled up to the tube 
placed in the vertical position, encircling it and covered over at the top of the closed 
section by a removable pad of blankets. Hut these two sections would be unsightly, 
bulky, cumbersome and difficult to get out of the way when observing.

The plan of placing a permanent insulating cover entirely surrounding the lower 
closed section of the tube containing the mirror was finally decided on and the encasing 
of the mirror was made complete by similar permanently placed insulating material at 
the bottom of the cell and a removable pad of woollen blankets placed on light boards 
laid over the top of the closed section of the tube. In addition, insulating felt was packed 
all around the edge and bottom of the mirror so that radiation could only take place 
from the silvered surface and this, owing to the polish, would be very slow.

The insulating material employed was the cotton felt used in making mattresses. 
The conductivity of this fell is not much greater than wool and its cost is less than one- 
fourth. (juilied pads about two inches thick covered with heavy cotton wen* made 
of this material and the outer cylindrical sections of the cell and central section of the 
tube were covered from top to bottom. These pads were covered with a close-fitting 
cover of khaki-coloured duck laced tightly over the padding, making a permanent and 
neat looking job. Similar pads were placed directly above the circular metal plates 
covering the bottom of the cell and the space between these pails and the mirror was 
completely filled in with the felt. Similarly around the edge of the mirror between it 
and the cell, pads of the felt were placed above the counterpoise ring extending up to 
the very edge of the surface while l>elow these pads the space lx‘tween cell and mirror 
was completely filled in with the loose cotton.

The mirror and cloned section of the tube were now completely encased in insulating 
material with the exception of the top which, during observing, must of course lx* open 
to the skv. As previously stated, this was covered during the day by a removable pad of 
three thicknesses of the best woolen blankets laid on light boards placed across the top 
of the central section.

There is hence enclosed within this protective covering 12 tons of sh-el and 2 tons 
of glass and the quantity of heat stored there makes the change of teltqieruture within
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tin- insulator very slow. Tests with a thermograph inside have shown that in general 
the change "• temperature around the mirror is only about one-third that in the dome. 
In practice, as the cover is put on as soon as observing is finished in the morning, slightly 
above the minimum temperature reached during the night, and as the range inside is 
about one-third of" that in tlit* dome, the mirror is hence, when the dome is opened, 
usually from 2° to 4 I . below the temperature at the beginning of observing. As the 
average fall from then until dawn is about V F., it is evident that then* is never any high 
temperature gradient between the mirror and the surrounding air. that all except the 
slowly radiating upper surface is protected by felt and that hence the changes in figure 
will be slow.

Practical experience has shown that the performance is much improved and that 
the aberration present in the mirror is generally negligible. Hartmann tests have only 
been made on two nights since the covers were applied. On September 2b, IMS, the 
general temperature, interrupted of course by the usual daily increase and decrease, 
had been gradually rising from 52* F. on Tuesday, Septemlier, 24 at b A.M. to .W on 
Thursday, Septemlier 2b at b A.M. Both Tuesday and Wednesday had been cloudy 
and when tin* sun came out on Thursday morning the temperature in the dome rose 
from 5H° at b A.M. to 71 .4 at 5 P.M.. an unusually large change and a much severer 
test on the figure than it is normally exposed to. A thermograph placed inside the tube 
near the mirror had risen from .V» F. on Tuesday at b A.M. to b2 F. on Thursday at 7 
P.M. when the dome was opened. On being placed outside the tube in the dome it 
immediately rose ti'showing that the dome temperature was about b above that of the 
mirror. Nevertheless the previous change around the mirror had boon slow and. even 
with this groat difference the protection of the felt around exiges and bottom and of the 
silver on the top seemed to keep the change gradual enough to prevent much distortion. 
Table V, which contains the result of two Hartmann tests on this date, the first one hour, 
the second two ami a half hours, after the mirror was open to the sky, shows that the 
aberration even under these unusually severe conditions is quite moderate, less than 
one-half that on the unprotected mirror on May 12 with a much smaller change of 
temperature, and that the mirror has a good working figure.

Similarly on April 2b, 1919, another Hartmann test was made at the principal locus. 
In this case the temperature during the early morning hours from 4 A.M. to 7 A.M. had 
been practically constant at 4H°.5 F. The insulating cover was not placed over the top 
until about lb A.M.. when the temperature had risen to 54° l‘. The mirror was opened 
to the sky at 9 A.M. to test the eolliniation of the secondary when the tenqiornture was 
at f»2°.4 and clostxl and covered at 10 A.M. From then until b P.M. the temperature 
gradually increased to 67 V when the dome was opened. W hen the mirror was uncovered 
at 7 P.M. the dome temperature was 5U°.'i, at H P.M. .VI II, at 9 ‘>4 H, and from 10 P.M. 
until I A.M. remained practically constant around ii4 0. Hartmann tests wen* made 
at the Cassegrain focus between 9 45 ami III. IV and at the prime focus between 12 (HI 
and 12.4V. The results of the latter, also given in 'fable \ . show a very good working
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Tlir nantis uf thiwe I«*î*t?* un* also shown graphically in Fig. H when* the onlinatcs 
repn*scnt the position* of hams in niilliinrlrrs. the scale Is-ing indicated on the ligure, of 
the various zones shown as abscissae, the edge of the mirror lieing at the left. The cross- 
-cctioncd parts at the Ixittoni represent the relative |xisitions of principal and <'aMsograin 
mirrors.

The straight line at each curve represents the weighted mean |Misition of Im**I focus, 
taking account of the relative areas of the different zones. Distances from this line to the 
curve repn*sent tin* deviations of the foci for the different zone-, a I Hive the line longer 
focus, lielow the line shorter focus.

The change from the shop test at constant temperature to that of May l‘J where 
practically the maximum range at Victoria was present is very markiil as is also the great 
improvement when the teni|M'rnture change was very small on May IP. After the 
insulating cover was applasl the effect of the greatest probable teni|>orature change is 
shown by the test of S-ptemlH-r 'Jti. while the figure under average working conditions 
probably closely approximate that of April 2P. IPIP.

Then* seems no doubt that the iiilnsluction of the insulation has markislly improved 
the |M>rfnniianee, reducing the nlierratinn to nearly one-third of the former amount. 
Then* further scents no doubt that rising teni|>eraturp produces jHisitive al terrât ion. 
falling temperature negative aberration, that the amount and the rapidity of the change 
is de|teit«lenl on the teni|ternture gradient, but that in mi case, with the teni|iemture 
changes takingplaeeat Victoria, will the mirror be distorted siillieiently (since the insulation 
has Ih-cii applied 1 to appreciably affect the definition.

If we compute the eirelc «if confusion arising from tin* zonal als-mitions at constant 
temperature, eoiisi«lering only tin* geometrical theory, tin* diameter will Ik* approximately
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"•ttW ........... . 11 <«ll .............. . a frai lii.n erf ilia iliaiwterirf the in....... ,|iw |
by ah....... . ili»turliam'a< Similarly, if Ilia ila|iarlura frimi ilia alniilal farm ilua
ta a zonal laiigilmlinal alrrniliaii af II '.’."i minimal ra far a «ana III inelia» railin' ami J

Aai It

I’in s < lni|ihical |{i>|inwntnliuiMif Zonal Ahrmitionii

inrhr» wiila In.......... wa Kail a ilavialian irf ihe mirfaca from Ilia Inia farm af hInhii
aniM'ighlli of n wave. ....... iilaralily within ilia tliaaralianl limit» af ilia i|imrlar wava
n*1 In give good definition.

I Ik* mirror, ns the tests show mid ns its use lins proved, lia* n reinnrknhly line ligure. 
Ihe telescope has not yet been used mueli at the prineipnl foeus of the main mirror and 

°nl> a ver>f few din*et photographs linve Imvii ohtnined. These few, however, an* 
sufficient to show that the shir images are very small and sharp, when the seeing is good

5
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I lie minimum diameter living only slightly over one second of are, and that beautiful 
photographs of nebulae and clusters can be obtained. No zonal measurements that I 
am aware of have liven published for any other large mirror but the 100-inch, where 
the maximum deviation was 0 15 millimetre, somewhat smaller than the 72-inch, but 
the much greater relative stiffness and thickness of the latter will probably enable it to 
withstand the changes of temperature encountered under observing conditions much 
better.

The Brashear Co. are to be congratulated on producing such a line surface under 
such dillicult and trying conditions and it is only right that I should express my approba
tion to them collectively and individually for their successful efforts. The presence of 
the hole in the centre of the mirror doubled, according to their estimate, both the difficulty 
and the time of figuring. Towards the last the tremendous pressure of war orders, with 
the difficulty of getting suitable optical glass, and the uncertainty as to how long it would 
take to complete the mirror made the figuring, always a nervous strain, doubly trying.
I am glad to take this opportunity of expressing my appreciation of their persistence 
with the work until their efforts were crowned with such notable success. |)r. Brashear 
himself, although of late not participating actively in the optical work, was much interested 
in this surface and not only prepared all the tools but rough and line ground and polished 
the mirror. Many of the methods of handling and testing are due to his ingenuity. 
The burden of the figuring was, however, taken by Mr. .lames B. McDowell, the secretary 
and manager of the company, ably assisted by his chief optician, Mr. Fml. Ilagemann. 
It is due to Mr. McDowell's skill and persistence in the face of difficulties that the surface 
was finally brought to such a satisfactory finish. Much of the figuring was done by him 
personally, and although at the last his other duties were too pressing to |>ermit of this, 
he always tested after working and decided on ami directed Mr. Ilagemann as to the 
next stage. The final touches were given by Mr. Ilagemann. who by great skill in local 
(Milisliing as it was not |M>ssiblc to get the figure by large tools, gradually brought the 
surface to the accuracy given by the tests and at the same time maintained its smoi " ss 
and regularity of figure.

I am convinced, after their ex|M»rienee and success with such a large and difficult 
piece of work, no one need lie uncertain as to the outcome and quality of any optical 
work entrusted to them.

As previously mentioned, the figuring of the Cassegrain mirror re<|uiml about a 
week's work by Mr. McDowell. Owing to the relatively small size of the auxiliary plane, 
its a|ierture being only 0 411 that of the principal mirror, less than one-half the diameter, 
one-fourth the surface of tin* ( 'assegrain. could lie situ when the knife edge test was 
It was consequently not an easy matter to determine exactly what the shadow figures 
produced in this test représentai nor what should lie done to the mirror to improve 
them. Nevertheless, the skill and ex|ierienee of Mr. McDowell overcame the difficulties 
and the secondary was declared completed after a wvek’s figuring.

K\ idently no Hartmann test of the combination could lie earrinl out with a parallel 
lieam only Tl inches in diameter and as then* was a provision in the contract requiring 
the refiguring of the ('assegrailt by the makers, if found desirable after the test of actual 
use. I had no hesitation in accepting this mirror.

5
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TIm* r<,*a,ivv smallness of the* star imuges given by I lie eoinbinution, considering (lie 
great equivalent final length of I US hit. made it evident that the figure of the ('assegrain 
must Im* ginnl and no tests wen* made until January, 1111». The same zone plate was 
plaeed over the principal mirror, the teli*seo|M* turned to « IVrsei, then not far from the 
zenith, and exposures made on small plates inside and outside the foeus. When plates 
inside the foeus were obtained, the image was focussed on the spectrograph slit and the 
appearance of the zonal images could be examined by the auxiliary telescope used for 
visual observations and the plate n*sti*d on the reflecting prism cell on the end of this 
teleseo|s* for making the exposures. W hen outside the foeus. and this effect was produced 
by changing the position of the secondary mirror, raising it until it was approximately 
in focus in the visual telescope, the appearance of the extra focal image could be observed 
in the spectrograph guiding telescope, the plate placed on the slit cap and the exposure 
made. The separation of the position of the two exposures was determined from the 
measured separation of any pair of zonal images, the distance apart of the corresponding 
openings ill the zone-plate, and the known focal length, I UK feet, of the combinat ion. The 
separation required, owing to the comparatively large size of the zonal images, was large, 
about 4(M) millimetres, as compared with about tiU at the principal focus. The diffuse 
character of the images was probably due to the apertures in the zone-plate being too 
small for the increased focal length, resulting in an increase in diffractional spread and 
rendered the plates dillicult to measure with some loss of accuracy. However, the mean 
of two sets of measures of January ti and of two sets on April 2» had fair interagreement 
as seen in Table \ 1 and tin* final results probably represent the figure very closely. As is 
evident from n comparison of the results at the principal and ( 'assegrain focus on April 
2U obtained from Tables Y and \ I and exhibited graphically in the two lower curves of 
Fig. K the aberrations in the two eases are quite similar and it is evident that the 
( assegrain mirror reproduces and magnifies, even when reduced in scale corresponding to 
tin* relative focal lengths as has been done in the figure, the aberrations of the principal 
mirror. I nfortunately on January ti no lest was made at the principal foeus and the 
figure of the princi|ud mirror can only Is* surmised from that of the combination.

Nevertheless, the deviations which occur and the increase of relative aberration 
with the combination, which are in just the positions and of the order that would Im* 
priHluccd if tin* correction of the secondary had not been carried sufficiently far. indicate 
a possibility of improvement. If the convex curve of the secondary were made a little 
flatter in the zone corresponding to a radius of !ill to .TI inches on the principal mirror, 
and also nearer the centre for zones on the principal mirror from 11 to 211 inches radius 
the figure would probably be improved but whether the actual images would Im* better 
and the s|M*etrographie exposure time appreciably diminished is questionable Normally, 
owing to atmospheric disturbance with such a large a|M*rture and great focal length, 
the image is much larger than that due to the amount of aberration present and improve
ment in the figure now already very ginid would make little difference. In the not 
fn*quent instances when the " seeing “ is very good then* might Im* some improvement 
but as at these times practically the whole visual image disappears in the slit opening, 
which is alniut 0.3 seconds wide, probably also the ex|Nwure would not Im* much shortened.
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1

.human «1

1 2 M.-,u, 1

April 2!t

Mi-mi

Aberrations Cuss.

.Inn. 11 Apr. 20

l'riu

;L- 11-IN H-7U 1 13 1 * «15 1 31» i in. 1 70 -0-40
tun 11 INI 0 73 11-20 43 11
- 7'. 111 21 III 1 50 Fl 32
7 15 s 112 1 s7 1 2-02 MU -1 24 11-20
7 13 10-07 Mil i rsi 1 M) - 1 -SS Il II
N 27 II 211 2 «11 2-5K 2 31 -0 87 -F0-10

23 12-117 2 51 4-0 21
21 «•AN 11 22 1 Iti 2 15 4-0 10
lit II -.7 I4-N7 l:i 27 MM 5-33 F 2 15 4-0-05
17 11 53 15 II 13-32 2 11 3-10 F 2 511 -il 37 4-0-42
15 10-Ml I I N7 2 «II 3-01 2-117 F M15 -0 21 F«l-50
13 13-113 17 77 15 SR 5 «13 ♦ 5 «13
11 15 12 21 -'ti is 111

The ti’st «>f ticluttl un* luis shown that tin* imagos must lu- very g«xxl indeed for thv 
spcctrngraphic «‘Xposures an» lelotivcly short. The vx|Hisim‘ times requiml <I«*|h>imI 
upon thv “ seeing ” to a imivli gn-atvr vxtcnt than is thv vast* with a smallvr telesi’oiie. 
At Ottawa with thv 15-iueh tvhwoix» of about 19 feet focal length. “ seeing " vomlitioiis, 
provided there was no ha/.v or vlottil. had little etTei-t on the exposure time, an increase 
of ahmil Ml per vent living the maximum required in poor "seeing". At Victoria 
where the n|icrturc is 7- inches and tIm* focal length IDS feet, nearly ti times that at 
Ottawa, the image for any disturbance In-coiiics relatively much more enlarged and in 
very bad " seeing ", fortunately very rare, the exposure times may Ik* as much as 4 or 5 
times tla* normal required in fair " seeing ".

The s|Hietrograph. which is now In-ing used with one prism ami a medium foeu- 
eaniera, gives a linear dispersion at ll> of about 35 A tier millimetre. In good " siting " 
a well ex|Mised s|H‘etrogram of a star of photographic magnitude 7 U. with a slit width of 
0 05 millimetre., ll d second- at the Cassegrain focus, can be obtained in -11 to 25 minutes 
If the star is of ty|>e A or It with only broad hydrogen or helium lines, it is generally 
found <lenirable to give alxmt 50 |»er vent mon1 «*x|ioxurc, making the spectrum wider 
and stronger, in onler to render the measurement more easy and accurate. A star «if ti 0 
photographic magnitude at Ottawa required allot it 2 hours cx|Misurc. from I’J to 15 times 
that required at Victoria It has usually Im-cii conaidcnHl owing to tin- atimispherie «listur
banely, " tremor «lise" conditions, that as the a|n‘rturc is incmiseil tin* best that «nui In- 
hope«I for. so far as d<*crcas<> in exposure time is concerned, is that tin* gain may In* propor
tional to tin- ratio of apertures not areas. In these two «*nacsthc ratio of uiierturesareas 
4 8 to I ami of areas as 2d to I Tin* gain in cx|Misurv time is alxuit three tinny tin* ratio 
of iqiertuny and one-half the ratio of amis, a remarkably favourable showing when tin* 
gn-at f«x*al length ami conseqimnt iniTcaxe in linear seal«‘ of the imagi* is eonsitleml. 
I Ix'liiwe, if as «‘llivient a s|iectrograph could be plans! «it the ftwal plain1, that owing to
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the smaller linear scale of the star image as well as to the superior optical properties of 
the main mirror over that of the combination, spectrograms with exposures nearly inversely 
proportional to the areas could be obtained

There can be no doubt that although it might be possible to theoretically improve 
the figure of the Cassegrain, it is questionable whether much practical improvement so 
far as shortening the exposure time on spectrograms would be effected. There is further 
no doubt that the effect of the ordinary temperature changes on the figure of the combina
tion which, though undoubtedly chiefly acting on the principal mirror, yet the aberrations 
produced therein are magnified by the secondary, give deviations of greater magnitude 
than those produced by the under-correction of the Cassegrain. And even the influence 
of these tempei.iture effects is entirely overshadowed by the increase in size of image 
produced by even a slight falling off in “ seeing " conditions.

The Newtonian mirror which is the same size as the ( 'assegrain, Iff 5 inches diameter, 
d 25 inches thick, was tested in the usiuV way at the optical sl op and indirectly tested 
by the Hartmann method during the process of testing the 72-inch. For some of the 
zonal test plates were made at the Newtonian focus and some with the flat removed, 
directly at the principal focus and no effect whatever of the presence of the flat could be 
seen in any difference or deviation produced in the measures. It is of course self-evident, 
as no magnification is given by the flat, that any deviations of figure will have only one- 
fourth the effect on the image that they have in the ( 'assegrain and, as the flat is undoubt
edly correct within less than a quarter wave, its figure is practically perfect.

In order to lie able to make visual observations at the ('assegrain focus without 
removing the spectrograph, which would mean considerable loss of time on Saturday 
nights when the public have the privilege of observing with the telescope, a special 
observing telescope was designed. This telescope has a reflecting prism of 2 inches aper
ture at its inner end, a symmetrical triplet objective of 2$ inches aperture 12 j inches focus 
midway, with conjugate foci at prism and ocular, and the ocular at the outer end of the 
tube This telescope screws, perpendicular to the optical axis, by bayonet joint into 
an opening in the side of the spectrograph frame above the slit, and can be attached 
and detached in a moment. The image formed on the upper face of the prism is trans
ferred by the triplet to the focal plane of the ocular and can be observed there just as if 
the ovular were directly in the axis. The focussing of the image is effected as previously 
indicated by moving the secondary in and out by a hand wheel close to the visual ocular 
and to the guiding telesco|M* of the spectrograph.

A full set of special three-lensed oculars from U 25 inches to 4 inches focus, those 
longer than 1 inch having field lenses of from 2 to 2j inches aperture are provided and 
these are arranged to be conveniently used at either the principal, Newtonian or Casse
grain foci.
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Tin* mounting of tin* 72-inch telescope is similar in its general features to that of the 
Melbourne 4-fool. the Ann Arlan 37-inch anil the Crossley 30-inch rellectors. It consists 
essentially of a long polar axis mounted on separate piers, the declination axis crossing 
the polar axis alsiut midway, with the tube on one side and the housing containing the 
mechanism for moving the tula- in declination on the other. A giaal idea of the general 
form of the mounting can be obtained from the illustrations, Figs. 11, III, || which well 
show the harmonious and well balanced proportions of the design.

THU Tt'HK

The tula* of the teleseo|ie is in three sections, the central section which is attached 
to the declination axis, the lower section or mirror cell which carries the principal mirror, 
anil the up|M»r section or skeleton tula» which carries attachments for use at the prime 
fiH'iis and for holding the Newtonian or Cassegrain mirrors

The central section of the tula» is a large heavily ribla»d steel casting of cylindrical 
form with a large boss 41 inches diameter near the up|a»r end of the cylinder to which a 
flange on the end of the declination axis is firmly ladled. This steel casting which weighs 
7 tons and is exceptionally solid, homogeneous and thoroughly annealed, is 7 feet 4 inches 
outside diameter, ti feet I ' inches high, has a flange 7 feet HI inches diameter at the lower 
end to which the mirror cell is bolted and another internal flange at the up|a»r end to 
which the skeleton tula* is firmly attached These two flanges were turned perfectly parallel 
and concentric and the boss, to which the declination axis is attached, bored and faced at 
right angles to these flangu.- in one of the large boring mills at the Bethlehem Steel Works 
where this and the other large steel castings were made and machined. Both the castings 
and the machine work an» of the highest grade and contribute gmatly to the success of 
the mounting.

Near the lower end of this central sirtion is placed the shutter whose purpose is to 
tightly enclose the mirror and protect it from dust and moist un». It consists of 12 sector 
slia|M»d stir I leaves attached at their bases to 12 short shafts which mt ale in liearings 
spaced annual the jieriphery of the lower end of the eentn* section. Tliex- 12 shafts an» 
connected together by universal joints and a worm whirl firmly keyed to one of them 
can In» minted by a worm and shaft gean»d to a handwheel at the lower end of the mirmr 
cell. By turning this handwhtrl the 12 leaves can Is» quickly raised and loweml simul
taneously. As the sharp edge of one leaf dovetails into a Y-sha|>ed groove in the adjacent 
leaf perfectly tight joints are formiil. When closed down, these leaves are not flat but 
stand at an elevation of alniut 30 in the centre. They lienee make an immensely strong 
arch and form a perfect protection for the mirror surface against any accident or falling

The mirror cell, also an annealed steel casting, of the same diameter as the central 
section, is (Milted to the latter through the common flange by Hi Imlts It has radial 
and concentric ribs, cast integral with the cylindrical part, on which an» mounted the
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bottom supports of the mirror. These consist of 12 circular pads of open section ahout 
12 inches in diameter the circumference about I inches wide being faced with cork 
and hearing against the hack of the mirror. These twelve pads are so distributed that 
each supports its proper proportion of the weight of the mirror. Three of them are 
rigidly connected with the ribs of the cell by a screw adjustment which enables the mirror 
to be collimated in the tube. The remaining nine are counterbalanced by levers and 
weights so designed that each sustains one-twelfth of the resolved weight of the mirror 
whatever the jMisition of the tube. These twelve pads hence maintain the mirror in 
collimation along the axis of the tube and at the same time so sup|M»rt and float it in the 
cell that no chance of flexure exists.

For v'lMimation and support perpendicular to the axis a similar counterbalancing 
system i- | ovided. \ large ribbed bronze ring lined with cork surrounds the edge of 
the mirror midway. This ring is in four sections and can be adjusted by liners between 
the sections so as to just fit without strain \l twelve equidistant positions around this 
ring are attached twelve weighted counterbalancing levers also so designed as to exactly 
support the resolved coni|H»neiit of the weight of the mirror perpendicular to the axis. 
Hence the mirror is floated in the cell without strain or tendency to distortion in every 
position. It is maintained in position laterally by four blocks, 90° apart. Two adjacent 
ones are fixed to the cell while the opposing two maintain the mirror in contact with the 
fixed blocks by means of springs, which, a- the whole weight of the mirror is supported 
by the counterbalancing ring, need only exert slight pressure This method of counter
balancing is similar to that employed by Ritchey with the tiO-inch Ml. Wilson telescope, 
and, although the weakness of the material in the 100-inch necessitated another form 
of edge sup|Hirt. I believe the one here is much more suitable for the 72-inch mirror and 
it certainly seems to work beautifully. Four safety blocks firmly attached to the cell 
are provided so that the mirror can not fall forward in case the tube becomes depressed 
Ih-Iow the horizontal.

At the lower side of the cell, which, with the exception of a central aperture the same 
size as the hole in the mirror, is entirely covered with a sheet steel plate, is attached a 
solid east iron ring about 30 inches diameter which can be rotated around the axis, by 
means of a worm gearing into teeth cut in the periphery, to any desired orientation, 
read on a graduated circle. To this ring the spectrograph or any other attachment 
such as the double slide plat • holder can be attached and oriented as desired.

The upper or skeleton section of the tube is built up of structural steel It is an 
octagonal prism 7 feet 4 inches outside diameter and 23 f<*et 4 inches long, fitted with 
a 3-inch circular channel at top and bottom, the four intermediate sections being oc
tagonal and built up of 3-inch 1-Beams The main members which extend uninterruptedly 
the whole length are eight 3-inch I-Beams. These main members are firmly connected 
to the top and bottom channels and to the intermediate sections by steel tee and eross- 
slm|)ed plates inside and out firmly rivet ted to the ehannels and I’s. The heavy T- 
shaped plates at the bottom are securely bolted to the central section both nside and out. 
further security at this vital point being obtained by bolts through the channel and cor
ner steel castings.
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The design of this tube is n marked im|)mveinent over any other reflector skeleton 
tube in the original method employed of rendering it exceedingly stiff ami rigid. It is 
undoubtedly relatively lighter ami at the same time stiffer than any hitherto produced. 
It has besides the further advantage that it is entirely composed of commercial shapes 
and is hence of comparatively inexpensive const ruction. The method employed is that 
of diagonal tension rods, every one of the 40 rectangular sections being diagonally cross- 
connected by steel roils in which any desired tension may be obtained by right and left 
hand threads. These rods are each screwed up to a tension of about 2,000 pounds so 
that the whole tube is under tension, even the lower memliers when in horizontal 
position, and is hence exceedingly stiff for its weight. The total weight of the skeleton 
portion is 3,740 pounds ami the deflection, even with the 300-pound Cassegrain in 
place, is very small. The general design ami construction can be readily obtained from 
Fig. 12 and from the various illustrations of the completed telescope.

The arrangement at tin* upper end of the tube by means of which changes may be 
made of attachments for work at the prime focus, at tin» Newtonian focus or with a 
Cassegrain mirror are one of the special features of the telescope ami are such a decided 
advance over existing methods as to merit a detailed description.

In all previous reflecting telescopes, the practice followed has been to make the tube 
somewhat shorter than the focal length of the mirror, ami to mount each of the attach
ments on a separate cage or extension of the same diameter as the tulip. To change 
from Cassegrain to Newtonian for example, as the Cassegrain mirror is mounted con
siderably lower than the Newtonian mirror, it would be necessary to unbolt the short 
Cassegrain extension, lift it off the end of the tube and replace it with the longer New tonian 
cage. In a 72-inch telescope these cages would weigh considerably over half a ton, would 
be cumbrous, difficult and dangerous to handle, upsetting the balance of tin* telescope 
both in declination and right ascension. Indeed 1 understand the practical experience 
has been that such change can not be made under less than two or three hours, which 
practically prohibits it from being done «luring observing hours.

To Mr. Swase.y’s mind, a method of changing mirrors weighing only HU lbs. which 
required the moving of two awkward pieces weighing say l.ôtH) lbs. seemed especially 
unworkmanlike and cumbrous, lie suggested therefore that a method be developed 
by which only the mirrors and cells need be interchanged, the tube remaining always 
the same length and serving, when both mirrors were removed, for direct work at the 
prime focus.

By co-operation between the writer ami Messrs. Burrell anil Keeker, the present 
method was worked out, which possesses all the advantages of permanency of adjustment 
of the various attachments without any of the inconvenience, difficulty and delay entailed 
by the removable cage extensions hitherto employed.

The principle employed is well shown in the illustrations, Figs. 12, 13. The tulx* is 
of a fixed length such that the focus of the main mirror is about (i inches above its up|M»r 
end. The circular channel which forms the upper member is reinforced ami stiffened 
by a flat ring of steel 8-inch thick, 7U inches in internal diameter and 7 inches wide. 
This has Itevclled edges, is faced true with the axis and to it can Ik* clani|H><l ami rotated 
to any desired position the guiding and viewing eyepiece and the rods for operating the
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double* slide plate holder when it is placed in tin* prime focus. This latter and the New
tonian and Cassegrain mirrors are attached to and held rigidly and centrally by a central 
aluminum easting about 20 in. long and I t in. diameter, of circular section which is 
attached to four of the main members of the tube by four thin perforated webs of sheet 
steel placed edgewise so as to obstruct little light. These webs, although thin, are deep 
and attached to the tube by screw adjustment which enables the aluminum casting to 
be adjusted and rigidly held concentric with the axis of the tube. On the lower edge of 
this casting is a (lange provided with winged nuts on hinged bolts by means of which 
either Newtonian or Cassegrain is rapidly clamped in position. An inner tube sliding 
in the upper end of the aluminum casting is movable up and down by an ingenious and 
smoothly working focussing and self-clamping ring and to a (lange on the upper end of 
this tube the double slide plate holder, or if desired, a focal plane spectrograph, is attached 
by four hinged bolts with wing nuts. The plate holder is hence held concentrically 
perpendicular to the optical axis and can readily be focussed by the rotating ring which 
is graduated so that the focal position can be accurately read off or replaced. The plate 
holder may be left in position if desired, as it in no way interferes with the use of the teles- 
eo|H* in Cassegrain form, and all that is necessary to change from work with the Casse
grain to photography at the prime focus is to remove the Cassegrain attachment, and 
vice versa, the device for performing this operation to be presently described.

The Newtonian mirror which has a clear aperture of lb inches is held in a simple 
east iron cell, attached at an angle of 4o to a bronze tube, the latter being rotatable in 
an external tube, a flange on the latter attaching to the (hinge of the central aluminum 
easting. A spring stop lixes the Newtonian mirror so that the image is formed in any 
one of four positions VO apart around the sides of the tube. The double slide plate 
holder is held oil the end of a flanged focussing tube which slides to approximate position 
in a simple tubular adapter bolted to any one of these four posit ions. Filial focussing 
and the per|>endieularity of the plate to the optical axis is obtained by three micrometer 
head focussing screws in the flange by means of which the plate holder may be finally 
adjusted. The bronze tube holding the Newtonian is comparatively short, about 2 feet 
long, as the centre of the mirror is only about 4 feet below the principal focus.

W hen we come to the Cassegrain mirror, which is situated about 7 ft. 2 in. below the 
principal focus, it is evident that a longer attaching tube is required, the total length 
being about Ô feet. Instead of being a drawback ns would be expected, this is rather 
an advantage. It is necessary not only to move this mirror longitudinally for the 
focussing of the secondary image below the principal mirror, but also to collimate it so 
that its axis may coincide with the axis of the principal mirror. The focussing must be 
possible without disturbing the collimation and hence the mirror cell is attached to the 
lower end of an inner tube which call be moved up and down in an intermediate tube by 
a screw, this screw being connected by shafts and gearing to a handwheel on the lower 
side of the mirror cell, convenient to the observing oculars. A very smooth slow motion 
is imparted to this inner tube by turning this hand wheel. The secondary image moves 
about twelve times as fast as the secondary mirror ami hence the image on the slit of the 
s|M*etrograph or in the observing ocular can be readily and accurately focussed. I his 
inner tills*, which carries the mirror, moves in an intermediate tube rotating around a
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spherical seat at the lower end and cal) he adjusted until I lie mirror is exactly in colli
mation by two pairs of opposing screws with lock nuts placed at the upper end. (hire 
this collimation is obtained neither the focussing nor removal and replacement of the 
attachment will alter it. Tin intermediate and inner tubes are held in a fixed outer tube 
a flange on the upper end of the latter enabling it to be readily attached to and detached 
from the central support, while the lower end is supported and flexure prevented by four 
thin adjustable stay rods in line with the suppoiting webs in older to offer no additional 
obstruction to the incident light. The length of this tube allows a long bearing for the 
focussing and collimating motions thus ren iering them sensitive and accurate.

The method of interchanging Newtonian, Cassegrain or prime focus attachments 
is very simple and ex|>cditious. The dome with the observing platform in its normal or 
lowest position is rotated to the east. the telescope turned until the up|s-r end of the 
tube rests on the platform where it is lashed down with a piece of rope. \ small traveller 
carrying a quarter ton differential block at its outer end. is slipped on an auxiliary I-beam 
permanently attached to the main member of the tube which is up|>emiost in its present 
position. If the Cassegrain attachment, which weighs about JUKI lbs., is to be attached 
to the tills1, a pin connects the pulley block to the correct position on the attachment 
which can now lie lifted to the correct height by the block and the traveller carrying it 
slid in the end of the tube. Ml that remains is to lower into position, push in the swivel 
bolts and damp the nuts, then push in the four stay nsls which stiffen the outer or lower end 
of the tube near the mirror and connect the focussing shaft. The whole operation or 
the reverse one can easily be performed in fifteen minutes. Balance is restored by remov
ing or replacing six weights at the up|s-r end of the tills', no change being needed at the 
lower end nor in right ascension. The handling of the Newtonian mirror is effected in 
the same way but is even simpler as this attachment only weighs about JIN I lbs. \I1 
these attachments and the extra weights are kept on the observing platform as can be 
seen in Fig. lit which shows the Newtonian hoisted into position on the traveller, ready 
to be rolled into position in the tills', while the ( assegrain attachment is on the platform 
fhsir in the lower part of the figure.

THE DECLINATION AXIS, HfS|| AND HOVHINli

The total weight of the tills- is approximately IÔ tons and it is carried by the declina
tion axis, a gun sti-cl forging 15} inches in diameter. 14' feet long having a flange at one 
end 41 inches in diameter and I inches thick which fits into and is securely bolted to t hi
ts iss on the central section of the tills*. This axis weighs over 4} tons and is carried in 
ball and ball thrust bearings, which will Is- later descrilssl. at the two ends. The declina
tion axis passes through the cubical central section of the polar axis at right angles to it 
and extends through and is carried at the outlsiard end by a conical tubular steel casting, 
which may Is- called the declination bush, which is ls»1ted to the cubical section of tbi
polar axis. At the outer end of this bush a circular casting alsiut V ft. in diameter and 

‘J ft. deep is bolted which serves the two-fold purpose of helping to balance the weight of 
the tube on the opposite side of the polar axis and of forming a supporting base for the 
mechanism required to turn the tills- in declination both in quick and slow motion. The
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declination axis carries at its outer end and within this housing a large spur gear S ft. in 
diameter firmly keyed to it. which serves to move the axis and hence the tube in the quick 
motion in declination. Outside of this spur gear is the declination circle 8 feet in diameter 
and graduated in degrees. ( ounterweighls for balancing in right ascension are screwed 
on a bronze cased extension of the declination axis.

THE POLAK AXIH

The polar axis is in three sections, a central cubical section d ft. H in. a side and up|a-r 
and lower conical tubular sleeves which have square flanges on the inner ends securely 
lailted to the central section. These are all steel castings of the highest grade and 
thon annealed. The outer ends of the upper and lower sleeves have forged steel
pivots forced into them which serve to carry the ball bearings on which the axis rotates. 
The assembled axis which is 21 ft. long and weighs tons was turned up as a unit, 
ensuring true concentricity of all the liearings, and was not afterwards separated hut 
handled as one piece. Mounted on ball and ball thrust la-arings on the axis near tla- 
lower end is the driving worm wheel 9 ft. in diameter and la-low this is keyed the quick 
motion spur gear ti ft. in diameter and the hour circle graduated to û minutes of time. 
Fig. 2 shows the polar axis with these wheels and the radial hall la-arings attached ready 
to he lifted into place between the upper and lower pier heads.

THE NOHTH VIKit HEAD

This consists of two parts of cast iron weighing together ">J tons, the pillar block 
which is ladled to the concrete pier and the bearing head which is movable and carries 
the la-aring for the north end of the axis and which is attached to the pillar block by push 
or jack screw and bidding down bolts. By these screws and ladts the correct elevation 
of the polar axis can In- obtained. The la-aring head is also movable sidewise so as to 
enable the axis to la* placed exactly in a north-south direction.

THE SOUTH VIKH HEAD

This is a single iron easting of the sha|a- well shown in the figures and weighs 7 tons. 
It carries the ball and ball thrust la-arings of the lower end of the |adar axis and within 
it is the mechanism for the quick motion in right ascension to la- presently described. 
The driving cha-k although it may ap|N-ar part of the pillar head is an independent unit 
resting on and adjusted from a separate ba.se plate.

THE DHIVIN’d MECHANISM

The telescope is driven in right ascension at the sidereal rate by the regular worm 
wheel, worm, and weight driven governor mechanism generally called the driving clock. 
Although of the well known and efficient Warner & Swasey form then- an- some novel 
and valuable modifications from the standard type which add much to its accuracy and 
convenience.

5
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The worm and worm wheel tire probably the parts of the driving mechanism requiring 
the greatest care in construction as any inaccuracy in either produces a most annoying 
irregularity in the following. The worm which is inches in diameter of 1-inch pitch, 
the thread being 9 inches long of which only 4 inches of the central part is used, is of the est 
tool steel thoroughly annealed, was rough milled and then finished turned most carefully. 
It was then ground in a long nut to remove any periodic error and finally lapped until a 
fine-bearing surface was obtained.

The worm wheel is a semi-steel casting with a bronze rim. in which the teeth are 
cut, shrunk on. Its diameter is It feet and it runs free on the polar axis rotating on two 
radial ball bearings while the end thrust is taken bv a ball thrust bearing. It weighs 
complete nearly 2 tons and when mounted on its bearings, it takes a pull of 2 lbs. at its 
iwriphery to start it and 1 lb. to keep it rotating.

After the worm wheel had been bored and turned as true as |>ossihlc on a boring
mill, it was mounted on its own liearings on a heavy east iron pivot of the same diameter
as the section of the |silar axis on which it is placed. This pivot was mounted on one
end of a long bed on the other end of which was a gear cutter head rotated by an electric
motor. The worm wheel was rotated by hand and a fine cut taken off the bottom and top 
of its rim and on its periphery to make it perfectly true. On the upper flanged hub of 
tIn* worm wheel, a 42-inch cast iron circle was clumped. This circle had a strip of silver 
inlaid in it which was divided on the very accurate Warner & Swasey dividing engine 
to half degree spaces. Two micrometer microscopes were firmly mountwl on the pivot 
anil the circle was accurately cent ml and elani|M‘d. It was now ready for indexing anil 
cutting the teeth in the rim. The gear cutter head was set at the pro|>cr helix angle, 
the wheel rotated until two of the half degree divisions were exactly bisected in the 
microseo|M‘s and a tooth cut. This was repeated until the whole 720 teeth were roughed 
out. In order to prevent inaccuracies due to springing or heating, the wheel was cut 
three times around. After cutting, the driving worm in its box was bolted to the bed 
and worm and worm wheel were run together with rouge and oil for nearly a week which 
gave a fine smooth (tearing on all the teeth. Vndoubtedly this process produced a very 
perfect worm and worm wheel as no trace of periodic error or other irregularity in driving 
can lx* detected when the telescope is set on a star.

The driving clock pro|>cr is similar in design to the driving clocks on the l.iek and 
Yerkes telescopes but has several improvements. The principal one is the addition of 
the slow motion mechanism on the principal driving shaft, thus doing away with the 
heavy, cumbrous slow motion arm in right ascension and with all possibility of back
lash in guiding. Another advantage lies in making the connection between the main 
drive shaft and the worm wholly by spur gears instead of by bevel gearing, by which 
periodic error is likely to Is* introduced, as in other driving clocks. The clock is built 
as a separate unit, eneloseil in a dust proof case, anil rests on a east iron husc bolted to 
the main pier. The clock case is adjusted exactly in is wit ion on this bast» by adjusting 
and holding down screws. The worm is carried on an adjustable slide on the south pier 
head and in adjusting the clock all that is necessary is to bring it up until the intermediate 
spur gear, which communicates the motion from the main drive shaft to the worm, is in
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correct menti with the pinion on the worm. The winding drum and clock gears occupy 
the upper half of the clock casing while the governor or pendulum is in the lower half. 
The governor is of the standard Warner & Swasey type and revolves once per second. 
This speed is reduced by the gearing so that the worm revolves once every two minutes. 
The clock and telescope are driven by a series of weights on a cable and these are auto
matically wound up when necessary by an electric motor situated on one side of the lower 
half of the clock case. On the opposite side is a similar motor used for slow motion in 
right ascension which will be later descrilied. Owing to the great ease with which the 
4Ô tons weight rotated on the polar axis moves, a relatively small weight is required. 
About 400 lbs. of weight is sufficient, giving ‘200 lbs. tension on the winding cable, although 
about .‘ftI per cent more is employed to take care of inaccurate balance.

QITCK AND BLOW MOTIONS

A great deal of thought was given to and time spent on the design of the mechanism 
for moving the telescope quicklv to any desired position and accurately setting and guiding 
it during observing. It is evident that the efficiency of tin* instrument will greatly 
depend upon the quickness, ease and accuracy with which its motions may he governed. 
The great weight of the moving parts, 4"> tons, required that the mechanism lie both 
positive and smooth in action in order that, especially in the guiding motions, the telescope 
may respond immediately to the impulse of the o|H*rator, move smoothly to the desired 
position and stop positively ami quickly.

The quick motions are o|ierated by electric motors situated, for the right ascension 
in the hollow south pier head and for the declination in an auxiliary housing on the 
declination housing. It is evident that some method of connecting and disconnecting the 
axes with the motors is necessary as it is only when the position of the telescojie is changed 
that this connection is required. When living driven by the clock or moved in slow motion, 
the axes must Is* free from the quick motion motors. Both motors are connected, by 
double worm reduction, reducing the s|H*ed from 1,100 revolutions to } revolution per 
minute, to a differential gear Imix. The shaft on the other side of this differential carries 
a pinion meshing into the quick motion spur gear in the case of the declination axis, 
while for the |Hilar axis the motion is transmitted by an auxiliary shaft and lievel gears. 
If the motors are running, the differential housings evidently revolve or idle without any 
tendency to turn the telescope. Similarly if the telesco|K* is lieing moved by hand or 
driven by the clock or slow motions, the diffère tials also idle with no tendency to turn 
the motor shafts. Each of the differentials has a V-shaped groove on its periphery and 
a clamping band operated in right ascension by a hand wheel and in declination by un 
electro-magnet set in action by a push button switch. If either of these bands an* clamped 
and the differential housing thus prevented from rotating, it is evident that the motion 
of the motor shaft will lie transmitted through the differential gearing ami turn the 
teleseo|M\ The speed in each co-ordinate is 46° |s*r minute, sufficiently fast to turn from 
one position to another with little loss of time and yet slow enough so that no dangerous 
momentum is thereby gencrnttsl.

The slow motions an- also motor o|ierated but on an entirely different principle in 
the two co-ordinates and must hence Is* separately deserilied. They are designed to
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give two rimmhIk, a fast one for line setting and a slow for guiding. The setting slow 
motion moves the telescope at the rate of 10 minutes of are in I minute of time or one 
revolution in 30 hours. The guiding slow motion is one-twentieth of the setting speed 
or 30 sees, of are in 1 minute of time or one revolution in 720 hrs. or 30 days. Although 
this last speed may seem excessively slow, it will not be found so if we consider the linear 
motion of the star image at the secondary focus. The equivalent focal length is 108 ft. 
and hence one second of are is 0 0004 inches. 0.10 mm. lienee the rate of motion is about 
three one-thousandths of an inch, eight one-hundredths of a millimetre in one second of 
time. The slit width of the spectrograph which will be the principal instrument used 
at the secondary focus, will be about two-thousandths of an inch and hence it is readily 
situ that with any faster speed it would he difficult to keep the star accurately centred 
on the slit.

The slow motions in declination are transmitted to the declination axis by means 
of a slow motion arm alsmt 0 feet long of very rigid construction which can be clamped 
to a boss on the declination quick motion gear. The upper end of this arm. and with it 
the tube of the telescope when the clamp is engaged, is moved in either direction by a 
reversing motor. This motor moves, by worm reduction, through a two sjhhm! gear 
Ih»x of 20 to I ratio, a screw which engages in a nut on the upper end of the arm. The 
shift from the setting to the guiding >peed is effected and can tie actuated whether the 
motor is moving or stationary.

The slow motions in right ascension are actuated, without the intervention of a 
movable arm, by varying the speed of the driving worm and lienee that of the telcsco|M> 
when the worm wheel is c" to the polar axis. This variation in speed is effected
by placing on the main driving shaft of the clock, the one that gears through an inter
mediate into the worm shaft, two differential gears, the left hand one for accelerating, 
the right for retarding. When the clock runs the differentials with their eases or housing* 
run as units and the worm drives at the sidereal rate. If now the left hand differential 
case is stopjied, the driving worm is accelerated in the ratio of one rc ion in 3U revolu
tions of the worm. If this housing is released and the right hand differential case is 
stop|>ed. the driving worm is retarded at the same rate. This gives the guiding slow 
motion s|x*ed. For the setting slow motion sjieed which is 20 times as fast as the guiding 
speed, the differential housings are rotated in the opposite direction to which the clock 
drives them, and at 20 times the s|mhhI, which accelerates or retards the worm 20 times as 
fast depending on which housing is rotated. This rotation is given by the slow motion 
motor, situated at the right hand side of the pendulum housing, which drives by worm 
reduction to ratchet tooth clutches on the differential housing-. Normally the motor 
stands still and to stop either of the differential housings for the guiding motion, the 
corresponding eluteh is engaged by as' Owing to the worm reduction the
huh" is irreversible and the throwing ill of the clutches stops the differential and
gives the guiding motion. To get the setting motion 20 times as fast, it is merely necessary 
to start the motor.

The method of clamping the worm wheel to the polar axis and the slow motion 
arm to the declination axis should now lie deserilted. On a hub on the lower side of the 
worm wheel a V-shaped groove is turned while on the quick motion gear are pivoted
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four bronze shoes which lit and bear into this groove. Around these sh<H‘s are two semi
circular arms hinged at one end and drawn together at the other by a right and left hand 
screw which when drawn up tight forces the shoes into the groove on the worm wheel 
and hence causes the worm wheel to turn the quick motion gear (and hence the polar 
axis and telescope). A similar right and left hand screw clamps the slow motion arm in 
declination firmly in the V-groove in the hub of the declination quick motion gear and 
hence causes the tube to move with the arm. These screws are drawn up tight by means 
of half horse power motors working through worm reduction to a differential gear box 
on the clamping screw. The housing is prevented from rotating, thus driving the clamping 
screw home, by an adjustable spring clamp which will slip before unnecessary or injurious 
strain can Is* placed on the mechanism, and though the motor may not Is* stopped 
immediately the clamp is tightened, no damage will lie done. The unclamping is positive 
as a ratchet action prevents the housing from rotating in the reverse direction and the 
motor is automatically stopped when the clamp is completely free by a switch cut-out.

A notable feature of all the mechanism for quick and slow motions and clamping on 
this telescope is that it is entirely enclosed and protected from dust. Further all the 
worm reductions and differentials are enclosed in dust proof housings filled with oil or 
grease, thus reducing the wear of the moving parts and reducing to a minimum the 
number of place? requiring oiling and cleaning.

THE RETTING CIHC'LER

My aim in the design and arrangement of the setting or finding circles was to effect 
a compromise between the easy reading and comparatively rough setting of the course 
painted circles and the troublesome muling though accurate setting of the finely divided 
silver circles; to combine, so far as might lie, the advantages without the expense of 
both, and this. I lielieve, has b<*en successfully accomplished.

As has Ih-cii previously mentioned, the declination circle, contained within the 
declination housing, is N feet m diameter and graduate! to single degrees. The graduation 
on this and all the other circles are relatively narrow, are cut to a considerable depth 
by the graduating tool and the grooves filled with white paint while the ground is painted 
black. The index mark is a groove of the same width also filled with white paint and 
coincidence can be readily seen and tenths of the graduation space estimated in any 
position of the teleaco|x* through a celluloid window in the declination housing. However, 
this circle is merely us«*d to indicate the degrees, while subdivisions of degrees are obtained 
oil an auxiliary circle, which is rotated by a pinion meshing into an internal gear on the 
rim of the declination circle. This secondary circle is subdivided into 5-minute spaces 
and single minutes can readily l>e estimated. A miniature electric lamp illuminates both 
circles simultanmusly and the operator at one of the switchboards on the south pier can 
at a glance read the |>osition in declination to a minute of arc and can also of course set 
the telescope as accurately as he can read.

In right ascension is a plain hour circle graduated to 5 minutes of time which serves 
to roughly indicate the hour angle of the telescope. The setting in right ascension is, 
however, made by means of the sidereal circle winch is nearly nine feet in diameter,
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graduated on llio periphery to single minutes of time. This eirele revolves around a 
Imss on the upper side of the worm wheel and its friction in this hearing will evidently 
carry it around at the same rate as the worm wheel, although at the same time allowing 
it to he set to any desired position. It evidently will revolve at the sidereal rate, when 
the driving clock is going, and, if set to the sidereal time hy a fixed index on the top of the 
clock ease, will indicate sidereal time as long as the clock is kept going. Attached to the 
polar axis directly above the sidereal circle are four long index arms with index marks 
exactly adjacent to the graduations on the circle. These index marks are exactly 90 degrees 
apart and are respectively parallel and perpendicular to the declination axis. It is there
fore at once evident that, after the circle has been once set at the beginning of observing, 
all that is necessary to find a star in right ascension is to turn the polar axis until one of 
the index arms points to the graduation corresponding to its right ascension. No mental 
arithmetic is therefore needed to compute the hour angle, as is necessary when an hour 
circle is employed for setting, and this method has the further advantage that the index 
|H>sition is not continually changing with the time as is the hour angle. Further, the 
graduations are close to the operator at the switchboard and can be accurately estimated 
to fifths and even tenths of a minute of time.

It will at once Ik* seen that these setting circles enable settings to be made as 
accurately as necessary to find any object, indeed so accurately that flexure of the 
mechanical parts will probably induce greater errors. At the same time, they are read 
just as readily and easily as the ten-fold coarser graduations commonly used and have 
not the drawbacks and additional expense entailed by the finely graduated silver circles 
that were formerly c yed.

THE BE A KINDS

The main hearings on the declination and polar axes are evidently a very important 
part of the mechanism. The enormous masses to be moved, 4*> tons on the bearings of 
the polar axis, are so great that unless the friction is reduced to the lowest possible limit, 
it will l>e difficult if not ini|xissil>le to get smooth and regular action in the driving and 
slow motions and the efficiency of the telescope may lie much diminished.

The practice hitherto universally employed, so far as I know, in the main bearings 
of equatorial telescopes, has been to employ plain cylindrical bearings and to relieve 
the friction on these lienrings. which would be prohibitively great for smooth action in 
telescopes of even moderate size, by relieving devices of various kinds. These relieving 
devices have usually consisted in rollers forced up against the axes by levers, springs 
or weights and devised to carry about nine-tenths of the weight, thus materially reducing 
the friction. The latest relieving device has been that notably and successfully employed at 
the Mt. Wilson Solar Observatory on the polar axes of the 90-inch and 100-inch telescopes. 
This depends on the upward thrust, caused by the displacement of mercury in a trough 
attached to the pier heads, on enormous cylinders rotating with the polar axis. Although 
this is undoubtedly effectual and any desired proportion of the weight may be relieved 
by simply varying the depth of mercury in the close fitting trough, it is at the same time 
ex|M*nsive, while the mercury is messy and disagreeable and hence to In* avoided if {stssible.

1 am of the impression that the reason cylindrical liearings have always been used is 
due to the idea that they wen- necessary to maintain the collimation of the axis and is a

5
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logical development of the procedure usvd in the axes of transit instruments where 
carefully lapped cylindrical hearings rested in Y’s and the weight of telescope and axis 
was in some cases partly relieved hy anti-friction rolls. I maintain, however, that there 
is hy no means the same necessity for accurate collimation in tin* equatorial as in the 
meridian instrument and that even so the collimation maintained hy the modern hall or 
roller heuring where the races are hardened and ground with the highest possible mechan
ical accuracy will he quite equal and prohahly superior to that given hy a plain cylindrical 
hearing unless the latter has been most carefully lapped, a procedure which I am frank 
to say. I do not helieve has heen followed in equatorial teleaeojics.

I was hence determined from the first to employ hall or roller hearings only on the 
axes, for the purpose of simplifying the mechanism and reducing the friction. I found 
tin- Warner * Swasey Co.'s opinion entirely in agreement with mine and the only point 
to decide was whether to employ roller or hall hearings. The first preference was for the 
Timken hearing, a commercial product of high grade, widely employed in automobile 
hearings. This hearing uses conical rollers which, w hen opposed at the two ends of a 
shaft or axis, allow compensation for wear This, however, is of no particular moment 
in a telescope where the motions are so small that the wear is reduced to a negligible 
quantity. These hearings are not self-aligning so would have had to Ik- mounted in a 
spherical seat, hut this again is not of great moment. The difficulty wits that the Timken 
Co. did not regularly make hearings of a large enough size and were not willing to make 
them specially. It was highly desirable that the hearing» he made hy a firm accustomed 
to this work ami the S.lx.F. self-aligning ball Itcarings imanufactured in Sweden) were 
finally selected.

Regular commercial sizes of this hearing were available for the polar axis ami the 
outer declination axis bearing but special hearings had to he made for the inner declination 
radial, the double thrust for fhc declination ami the hearings for the worm wheel. These 
hearings are beautifully made, have a mirror-like finish on the l>cnring sleeves, and are 
evidently extremely accurate. They are of the self-aligning type and will work just as 
freely and smoothly whether tin» shaft and journal arc true and correctly lined up or not. 
This feature is obtained hy grinding the hearing surfaces spherical, the centre of the sphere 
lieing the geometrical centre of tin- hearing. Hence the inner sleeve of tin* hearing can 
Ik* rotated at any angle with the outer sleeve and as the halls are held in cages, everything 
remains intact and secure. A good idea of the form of the hearing is given in Fig. 14 
where the inner sleeve is shown rotated through '.Hi and in Fig. 2 where the hearing lire 
seen in place on the end of the |>olar axis.

( >n the upper end of the polar axis the hearing is H • 740 inches bore, IS 21» inches outside 
diumeter and a.25 inches thick with halls .'I inches diameter. The lower radial hearing 
dimensions are (>25 inches, IU :tl inches. 5 25 inches, with halls inches diameter, 
slightly larger than the upper as it has a greater weight to carry. The thrust is taken 
hy a S.lx.F. regular hall thrust hearing resting on a rocker. This rocker has a 
cylindrical surface on top and bottom, the axes of tin- two cylinders being perpendicular 
to one another, so that even if the end of the polar axis were not true or normal to its axis 
of rotation, this rocker would allow tin* bearing to properly scat itself in any position.
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On the outward end of tin» déclinât ion axis, I lie hearing is of the same dimensions 
as that at the lower end of the polar axis hut owing to the large diameter of the axis near 
the tube the hearings had to he specially made. Both the radial and the double thrust 
bearing are mounted in a self-contained sleeve which bolts to one side of the cubical 
centre piece of the polar axis. The radial bearing is Hi inches bore, 21 "nelies outside 
diameter. 3 inches thick with two rows of halls 1} inches diameter. The double thrust 
hall hearing rests in spherical seats in order to he self-aligning as the others and is lftjj 
inches bore, 20| inches outside diameter and f»{ inches thick.

Fig. 14 Hull Hvitring fur Polar Axis.

The ball bearings of the worm wheel have IJ-inch halls and are Hi inches bore, 22 
inches diameter and 2} inches wide while the thrust hearing dimensions are IS inches 23 
inches and 2 J inches.

All these ball bearings have a rated capacity lietween .*» and HI times the load they 
have to carry at a speed some hundred times as great as they will lie used at. They are 
all enclosed in dust proof housings filled with light grease and will evidently operate for 
an indefinite time without attention.

The frictional coefficient is remarkably small due doubtless to the mechanical 
perfection of the hearing surfaces. Some experiments have been carried out with the 
finished telescope in an attempt to determine the force required to turn it on its bearings, 
hut the actual frictional drug in the hall hearings cannot be determined us there are other
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factors entering. If we take the polar axis for example and attempt to revolve it on its 
hearings, we have to turn it against the friction in the hall and hall thrust hearings at the 
ends of the axis, the friction of the worm wheel in its hearings, the drag of the clamping 
mechanism in right ascension which cannot he entirely removed even when completely 
undamped, and finally and most important, the friction in the quick motion differential 
gearing, its connecting shafts, and in the differential housing clamp. However, tin* friction 
in the differential mechanism can he differentiated from the rest hv taking off tin* quirk 
motion pinion, when there will remain only the first three frictional drags.

The tube was set at declination 0°, at right angles to the polar axis, and turned 
down below the axis until horizontal. A string was attached to the upper end of the tube 
running over a pulley so placed that the pull was tangential to motion around the polar 
axis. Weights were then placed on the string until it started to move and were found 
to lie : With all mechanism attached. tl lbs.

With differential mechanism detached .3.25 lbs.

The distance from the axis to the point of attachment is 26 feet. As the friction of the 
worm wheel on its hearings is 2 pounds at 4.5 feet, this will leave 2.6 pounds for the friction 
on the hearings of the polar axis plus the drag of the right ascension clamp. Probably, 
therefore, the hearings alone would not require more than 2 pounds pressure at a radius of 
26 feet to set the mass of 45 tons in motion, a striking confirmation of the mechanical 
perfection of the hearings, not only as regards absence of friction hut also in respect to 
maintenance of collimation, for if the hearing surfaces were not almost truly spherical, 
the friction would undoubtedly be much larger. It seems to me also undeniable proof of 
the superiority of well made hall hearings alone for the axes of equatorial telescopes over 
the combination of cylindrical liearings and any kind of relieving system. 1 have no data 
as to the friction in hearings relieved by mercury flotation but doubt whether it can he 
made as small as that given by these ball hearings.

The force required to move the tube in declination is somewhat greater than in right 
ascension, undoubtedly owing to the greater drag of the heavy slow motion arm in its 
clamping groove. Hut even at the lower end of the tube the telescope can Is* readily 
moved by hand to any desired position when uneluni|>ed and its great freedom of move
ment will Im* a great advantage in operation, as well as contributing markedly to the 
smoothness and certainty of operation of the slow motion mechanism.

KI.K< TRIC'AL Klin I'MBNT

A great deal of the success of the mounting and of its efficiency in operation depends 
upon the care used in the design and installation of the electrical equipment. Practically 
all the operations of setting, damping and guiding are performed electrically. There 
are seven electric motors in the mounting of the telescope besides several magnets, sole
noids and interlocking switches and mechanism and there is necessarily a rather intricate 
system of wiring and connections, which, unless carefully designed and thoroughly 
constructed and installed, would l>e hound to give trouble. One of the weak points of 
some telescope mountings has l>een the slipshod way in which the wiring has l>een done 
and the faulty means employed to transfer connections to the moving parts. It was
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very necessary in this mounting, where some 90 odd wires were required to enter the polar 
axis from the main switchboard for the various operations, that the wiring be clone in a 
thoroughly mechanical and permanent manner, and that the connections to the parts 
between which there was relative motion should he made in a way to prevent future trouble. 
The usual means employed for this latter purpose had been insulated rings with sliding 
contacts, hut owing to the great number of such connections that would be required 
and the very large diameters of the shafts on which they would have to be placed with 
the practical certainty of faulty connect ion sooner or later, it was decided to avoid these 
if possible. The greatest angular rotation of either polar or declination axis is not much 
greater than I Ht) degrees in this mounting and it seemed that a flexible permanent con
nect ion Im>tween the wires coming down the polar axis and those going along the declination 
axis would serve the purpose. Some 90 wires come from the main switchboard situated 
at the north side of the north pier and go in a pair of conduits to the upper end of the 
polar axis where they are loosely bundled and taped together, enter a hole in the hearing 
cap and axis 2 inches in diameter and pass down the hollow upper section of the polar 
axis to the declination axis. Here they divide, part of them going to the outboard end 
of the declination axis in conduit through the hollow declination bush, where they serve 
to operate quick and slow motion motors, clamps, etc., in declination, and part of them 
going through a lade in the declination axis into the centre piece of the tube, where they 
an* led through flexible armoured conduit to terminal boxes at the upper and lower ends 
of the tulic and serve to make the connections to the slow motion operating switches, 
the spectrograph and ination. The rotation of the polar axis produces torsion in 
the bundle of wires passing down it but as this torsion is only over IH0° in a distance of 
10 feet, it will evidently not have appreciable action on the permanency of the connection. 
Similarly, the wires that pass through the declination axis into the tube will also be subject 
to lx „s the declination axis rotates. Injurious effect on these wires by the rotation
of about ISO0 is avoided by o them loosely around the declination axis about one 
and a half times before they enter the hole. Rotation of the declination axis therefore 
simply winds and unwinds this turn and introduces no abrupt bend in the wires but only 
a very gradual change in curvature as the axis rotates. No sliding contacts whatever 
are used, and I am confident that the connections will give no trouble for an indi 
period. The most likely place where trouble would occur is in the wires passing through 
the hole in the declination axis to the tube. However, they end in a terminal board on 
the flanged end of the axis and if any of them break by the winding and unwinding there 
will only be the length of 3 or 4 feet between this board and their connection to the bundle 
coming down the jxtlar axis that would need replacing.

It was at once seen when the required o|x*rations came to lx* considered, that con
tinuous current would have to be used, for not only are direct current motors more easily 
started and reversed than alternating but they have more initial torque and are in every 
way more suitable Further, direct current would lx* required in any case for operating 
the magnets and solenoids so a motor generating set of It) kilowatts ‘‘y supplying
direct current at 220 volts was installed on the ground floor of the observatory The 
motor side is a 220 volt 3-pbase 00 cycle motor supplied by current front the B (’. Electric 
Railway ( '<)
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Fig. 15. Main Switch Hoard—North of North Pier.
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The distribution and operation are controlled from five switchboards : the main 
control board on the north side of the north pier, two auxiliary operating hoards connected 
in multiple and duplicates of each other on the east and west sides of the south pier, and 
two small portable observing hoards one each at the upper and lower ends of the tube.

The main control hoard has three slate panels and is about it feet wide and ti feet 
high and the general appearance is well shown in Figure là. As the motors are required 
to be started and reversed instantaneously and without using any hand rheostat, automatic 
electric controls for each motor are installed on this switchboard. By simply pushing a 
button or moving an operating handle to left or right on the operating hoards the motors 
may be started in either direction or instantaneously reversed, resistance in the armature 
circuit being automatically cut out a- the speed increases. On this hoard also are fuses 
and switches for each circuit, a direct current ammeter, and a reduction transformer from 
110 to 0 volts for the illuminating lamps.

The operating hoards on the east and west sides of the south pier are so placed that 
the setting circles can be conveniently read from them and are intended for the approxi
mate setting of the telescope to the catalogue position of the star. In the o|H*ration of 
the telescope, although it would he easily possible for one person to manage it, some time 
will he saved by having the observing assistant make the approximate setting from these 
switchboards and the observer at the finder, the line setting by the portable switchboards. 
The arrangement of the switches on these operating boards, which are duplicates of each 
other, are shown in the general photographs of the telescope. The three operating 
handles are, from north to south: B. A. quick motion motor, Dec. quick motion motor, 
dome revolving motor. The push button switches similarly are from north to south : 
It.A. slow motion clump. Dec. slow motion clamp, Dec. quick motion clamp. It.A. 
Illumination, Dec. Illumination. The two plug> at the lower part of the board are for 
hand lamps for general illumination, lienee the assistant, at the one of these hoards 
from which the declination setting circles can be most easily read, can simultaneously, if 
desired, turn the telescope in It.A. and Dec. to the desired positions and revolve the dome 
to suit. As soon as set, he unclumps the quick motions and by pushing the respective 
switches, clamps the telescope in the slow motions Interlocking automatic switches 
form safety arrangements, which prevent the slow motion damps be:ng engaged while 
the quick motions are clamped, or, vice versa, prevent the quick motions being engaged 
while the telescope is clamped in slow motion.

'I'lie portable fine setting and guiding boards at the upper and lower ends of the 
tube are light aluminium boxes with a series of push button switchei arranged on them 
as shown in the photograph of the up|s?r end of the tills*. Fig. 12. The board for the 
upper end of the tube has in addition to the slow motion switches, clamping switches in 
It.A. and Dec. These are intended for the observer to throw n the clamps as wsin as 
the telescope is accurately set \l the upper end of the tills*, it can he readily moved 
hv hand to the desired position and at once damped. At the lower end, however, owing 
to the shorter leverage, the telescope cannot be so readily moved by hand, the assistant 
can Is* readily told when to clamp, and damps on the portable hoard are not necessary. 
The arrangement of the fine setting and guiding switches is clearly shown on the photo
graph, Fig. 12 The upper buttons in either It.A. or Dec. actuate the slow guiding
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motion in either direction, while when this hut ton is held down and the lower button 
pressed, the tine setting motion, 20 times as fast as the guiding motion is actuated. With 
the fine setting motion, the observer can readily and rapidly centre the telescope on the 
object while the guiding is sufficiently slow and delicate to enable accurate guiding to be 
obtained If the object moves too slowly with the fine guiding a simple pressure on the 
lower button rapidly accelerates it. The slow motions operate most satisfactorily, the 
telescope responding instantaneously and smoothly and without apparent backlash, to 
the o|>erating switches. The similar arrangement of the two slow motions and the 
identical speeds in the two co-ordinates are a distinct advantage and 1 can not see how 
the arrangement and operation could lie improved.

The illuminating lamps for the R.A. and Dee. setting circles are operated from the 
boards on the south pier while the lamps for the guiding microscopes on the double slide 
plate holder and the ocular on the long focus finder are actuated by small switches adjacent 
to them. The intensity of the guiding illumination can be made as desired by an adjust
able rheostat.

thk kin ht: us

Three finders are provided, one long focus 7 inches aperture and 30 feet focus situated 
ISO" from the place of attachment of the declination axis, and two short focus finders 
each of 4 inches aperture and 00 inches focus situated !Hf on either side of the long focus 
finder. The short focus finders are of the usual type with coarse cross wires that can In* 
seen against the sky background without illumination. The long focus finder is tulwless, 
the objective being attached to a bracket near the upper end of the tills* and the ocular in a 
short length of tills* adjustable laterally to enable it to Is* collimated parallel to the main 
optical system. This ocular is provided with illuminated cross wires of fine wire and was 
intended for getting stars centred on the slit of the spectrograph. The whole surface of 
the slit jaws only subtend slightly more than a minute of arc at the Cassegrain focus ami 
it was thought stars might Is* troublesome to pick up if only centred by the ordinary 
finder. However, experience has shown that careful setting with the 4-inch finder is suffi
cient and the long f«s*us finder is not necessary in setting on the slit.

OCT LANS

A very complete set of high grade three-lensed is-ulars ior visual observations was 
supplied by the Hrashear Co. with focal lengths ranging from { inch to 4 inches. From 
{-inch to I-inch focus the oculars are as usual mounted in I {-inch tubing but the 1J- 
inch, 2 J-inch and 4-inch oculars have 2-inch field lenses mounted in 2J-inch tubing and 
cover a wide field.

For observing at the principal focus at the centre of the up|N*r end of the tube, an 
auxiliary system is providtsl consisting of a right angled prism of sides 1 { inches square 
mounted in an adapter attached to the double slide plate holder in place of the regular 
plate holder. This prism is some 2 inches alsive the focus and reflects the pencil from the 
principal mirror at right angles towards the side of the tills*. Mounted on the same 
adapter with its axis along the axis of this reflected |s*ncil is a symmetrical triplet designed 
by Hastings of 2J inches a|s*rtun* and II inches f<s*us. The conjugate f«s*us of this lens
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eonvsponding In the principal fwus of the mirror is situated at the edge of the tube where 
it can he observed by an ocular held in an adapter attached to the flanged
circular plate at the upper end of the periphery of the tube.

When the Newtonian mirror is used another adapter holds the ocular directly in the 
double slide plate holder. When the Cassegrain attachment is used, with the spectro
graph not attached, a simple casting which carries a focusing tube for holding the ocular 
bridges the hole in the centre of the cell and observations can be made directly. If, 
however, the spectrograph is in place a tula* containing a right angled prism and triplet 
objective similar to those used at prime focus with place for ocular at the outer end is 
attached to the spectrograph frame above the slit by a bayonet joint and can be inserted 
or removed instantly. All that is required, if visual observations are desired when the 
s|>ectrogrnph is in place, is to insert this tube, which intercepts the pencil front the secondary 

S inches above the focus, and focus. This is a great advantage if visitors desire to 
see any object when the spectrograph is la*ing used as this tills* can be attached in a 
moment without interfering with the s|tectmgruph or any other adjustments, and it 
can Is* detached as quickly and the spectrograph brought back into use.

THK IHU IU.K SLIDE PLATE HOLDER

This attachment for making direct photographs at the principal or Newtonian focus 
is a beautifully designed and constructed piece of mechanism. The size of plate used 
is I inches square which subtends an angle of nearly 40 minutes of arc square, quite large 
enough to cover the whole field of good definition. The plate holders, of which there 
are two, an* made of steel with hardened steel bevelled guides which an damped against 
corresponding hardened stops on the carrier so that the plate holder may be removed 
when desiml for refocussing and put hack exactly to the same position. Adapters for 
holding knife edges, whose is in precisely the same plane as the plate in the plate
holder, for focussing either at the 'or Newtonian foci, an* provided with similar
guides to insert in place of the plate holder. So also are adapters for holding the prism 
and objective system for the principal focus and the oculars for the Newtonian focus 
previously deserilied. The carrier for the plate holder is movable by a double slide 
mechanism quite similar to that of plate holders previously deserila*d but as this is to be 
used at the principal focus, means must Is* provided for transmitting the motion from 
the side of the tube to the two slides at right angles to each other. As it would not do 
to have the two rods and handles for rotating the slide screws 90° apart, as it would be 
ini|M)ssible to reach Isitli. a rod and concentric tula* each with wooden handle reach from 
the side of the tula* to one of the slide screws. This screw is turned by the central rial 
while the outer tula* turns a concentrie sleeve or ’*is screw which is geared by bevel 
gears and flexible connecting shaft to the other • screw, lienee laith slides can la* 
moved from the one |a»sition at the side of the tula*. When the plate holder is at the 
Newtonian focus a similar very short rod and tula* is attached and both slides can be 
moved from the one place as la*fon*. This mechanism is well shown in the figure, Fig. 10, 
and works admirably.

The guiding microsco|a*s, of which there an* two, one on each side of the plate 
holder also require s|a*cial appliances to adjust them over suitable guiding stars when
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the plate holder is used at the principal focus. When used at the Newtonian only, 
such appliances would not be necessary and they could be adjusted by hand while the 
illuminated cross wires and image can be viewed by simple oculars as in the ordinary 
double slide plate holder. When the plate holder is at the centre of the tube, however, 
one can neither reach over to move the ocular nor to see when it is over a suitable star. 
Similar right angled prisms and triplet objectives, though of course much smaller, are 
used for carrying the light to the side of the tube where it is viewed by oculars held in 
other parts of the same adjustable adapter that carries the main observing ocular previ
ously referred to and which also holds the extension rod and handles for moving the slides. 
The frames which carry tin* cross wires, illuminating systems and prism objective systems 
for ‘ttch «if tIn* guiding microscopes, move also on two slides at right angles to each other, 
the longitudinal one being moved rapidly by a triple screw while the transverse motion 
is effected by a pinion concentric with the screw gearing into a rack on the slide. The 
same rod and tube that mox'cs the main slides is also interchangeable with the two micro
scope frames ami as they can be rapidly m«*ved over a considerable range both longitudin
ally and laterally at each side of the plate, suitable guiding stars, which cun lie observed 
through tin* oculars adjacent to tin* handles, can Ik* readily picked up. The use of two 
microscopes is for the punmsc of guarding against rotation of the field which may be 
caused by differential refraction or imperfect adjustment of the polar axis and this can 
be corrected by rotating the up|a*r part of the slide carrying plate holder and microscopes 
by a tangent screw also operated by a similar bundle.

In case of any unforeseen, unax'oidable motion of the telescope <ir one uncorrect able 
by the slides, which would produce wings on the brighter stars, the holder is fitted with 
a spring-flap shutter which instantaneously closes ami shuts off the light from the plate 
by releasing a catch.

Focussing is done at the principal focus by moving the central tube which carries 
the plate holder by a focussing ring as previously described. At the Newtonian focus 
the plate holder is attached to a flanged tube which can be slid in ami out of the adapter 
uttached to the side of the telescope tube to the approximate position. The filial focussing 
and placing «if the plate p«-rpen«licular to the optical axis is effected by three micrometer 
screws on the flange.

The position of focus is determined by the knife edge test, a knife edge being provided 
accurately placed in tin* same plane as the sensitive film ami the illuminat«‘«l mirror surface 
can lie viewed directly by the eye at the Newtonian focus, and through the intervention 
of prism ami lens system with the ocular removed at the side of the tube when the plate 
Imlder is in the principal focus.

The whole plate holder was very carefully thought out and is beautifully made so 
that it works with the greatest ease smoothness and precision.

THK HUAKKINII <’AH

Although this is perhaps not strictly an accessory of the telescope it is as essential 
for its successful operation as any other part of it. Owing to the great weight of the 
mirror and cell, about li tons, and to the necessity of removing them together for rvsilvering 
the surface of the former, it is evident that some thoroughly safe ami easy way of removing
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ami attaching this heavy ami awkward piece and of rocking it in some way to flow the 
solution evenly over the surface must l»e devised, and what is called the silvering ear, 
which can In* seen more or less fully in Figures 3, 4, 5, is the successful result of the efforts 
of the Warner * Hwasey Co.

For removing the mirror and cell, the telescope tube is placed in the vertical position 
on the east side of the polar axis and tin- ear which is a massive rectangular structure, 
rumvng on 4 pairs of wheels of N feet gauge, and huilt of structural steel, is run directly 
under the mirror cell on two tracks N feet apart of east steel liais, inch thicker than the 
steel plate floor, which are laid on two of the girders directly umh-r them. One each of 
the pairs of wheels are Hanged the flange running in a half-inch space between the steel 
bar ami the plate floor. The tracks run due east from the telescope pier to the east wall 
of the dome ami are exactly centrally situated north and south. As the flanges keep 
the wheels aligmsl on the tracks, the car can be moved only east and west along a diameter 
of the dome ami will hence come vertically under the tube when placed on the meridian 
and at Dee. 48° 31' X.

On tin* heavy girders forming the base of the car to which the wheels are attached, 
a massive casting consisting of a hollow cylindrical centre section with ~ *s at top and 
bottom is bolted and thoroughly braced by angles at the top. This cylinder which is 
bored to a diameter of 12 inches ami is alsiut 3 ft. high, is vertical and moving up ami 
down in it is a | *r actuated by a screw. This screw can be turned by geared-down 
hand wheels or by an electric motor so at to move the plunger in the cylinder up and 
down over a range of two feet. As some 840 turns of the hand wheel are required for 
this movement it is evident that the motor will Ik* a very useful accessory leaving only 
the filial two or three turns for the hand wheels.

This plunger is conical at the upper extremity ending in a hemi-spherical cavity in 
which is placed a two-inch steel ball.

Resting on this ball is a three-armed rocker built up of steel castings, the arms licing 
nearly 4 feet long and carrying projections on their ends which will fit on the outer edge 
of the mirror cell. The ball sup|>ort is situated some eight or ten inches above the plane 
of the supporting blocks on the three arms so that the rocker, cell and mirror will be 
supported at the centre of gravity of all three ami a comparatively slight effort is required 
to move the rocker on the plunger there licing a freedom of motion of about 10 degrees 
all around.

When this rocker is brought centrally under the mirror cell, the plunger is elevated 
until the rocker arms are I «caring firmly on the coll. Before removing the Isilts which 
fasten the cell to the central section of the lube, it is necessary to prevent the rotation 
of the tube on the declination axis ami the polar axis on its bearings which would inevitably 
result in great damage unless the unbalanced weight caused by the removal of six tons 
from the end of the tube was sup|iorted in some way. Consequently, the outer end of 
the diH-linution axis is sup|iort«*d by a vertical steel box girder which is counterpoised 
and moves vertically in an outer telescoping girder which extends lietween the steel 
observing floor and the ground floor of the building a distance of 21 f<*ct. \ "* trap
door in the steel floor allows this girder to be easily run up on its guiding rollers until a 
conical point on tin* top enters a corresponding socket in the declination housing. The
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gin 1er is seen in position in Fig. 4. A holt» in the pro|x»r |msition through this girder 
enables a short piece of I beam resting on the floor to he pushed through and this holds 
up the outer end of the declination axis and prevents rotation on the polar axis. As the 
tube is vertical and in equilibrium, though unstable, it can be easily prevented from 
turning by lashing the upper end to rings in the main ribs of the dome provided for this 
purpose.

The cell can now Ik* safely unbolted, the plunger lowered as far as desired, see Fig. 
and the ear moved to the east on its tracks until well out of the way of the tube. \ light 
steel platform of suitable height for working at the mirror with a railing around it is built 
concentric with the cell, and from this platform the operations required in silvering can 
Ik* readily performed. A band of paraffined paper about H inches high securely tied around 
the periphery and a tight fitting central plug for the hole make the mirror into a dish to 
hold the solutions while the rocker enables them to Ik* moved uniformly and regularly 
over the surface. Pulling out the central plug allows the solutions to drain away into 
any receptacle and the silvering can hence be easily performed.

After being silvered, the mirror and cell can be as readily attached by the reverse 
ojieration.

The silvering ear also serves to remove and replace the s|M*ctrograph on the tube 
but this operation will be described under the spectrograph.

( 'll XCTKIt VII. Dks< IUPTION OK TIIK S|*K< TIUKill Al'll

Although in one sense not an accessory of the teleseo|M\ indeed the telesco|>e may 
more properly be called an accessory of the spectrograph as its only function is to increase 
the quantity of star light incident upon the spectrograph slit, yet in another sense, in 
that it will Ik* practically |M*rinanently attached to the telescope ami can not be used 
without it, it may Ik* called accessory and as such should Ik* described along with the 
telescope.

Most of the early stellar s|K*ctrographs attached to telescopes wen* of the universal 
type as they could Ik* adapted to use in various forms, with different disjiersions, and at 
different regions of the spectrum. These adjustable instruments were probably selected 
in the Ix'ginning as observing methods had not lx*come standardized and it was felt that 
a choice of diffemit dispersions and regions would prove useful in general experimental 
research ( lood examples of these ty|x*s were the speetroseo|M*s supplied by the Hrashear 
Co. to the Allegheny. Yerkes, Ottawa and other observatories which, though undoubtedly 
line examples of the instrument makers art and well adapted for general use, were unsuit
able for the particular line of work the determination of stellar radial velocities into 
which stellar s|kh*Iroscopy was sihiii narrowed. It was soon found that only one limited 
region of the s|M*ctrum was used and at first only one disjiersion and that the adjustable 
features were not n<*eded and were indeed a source of weakness in rendering the s|metro
scope more subject to differential flexure, causing relative displacements of star and 
comparison lines, thus intriKlueing errors into the results.
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TAI1I.K Ml T.XBI.K OK TRANSMISSION, DISl'KItSINCi AND RKSdl.VINC. POXXKK 

il'rinins of i',:i min. u|M'rt nr«* of various gin—•••»

1,incur Di*|ion*inn
Mntrrinl Anglv Angular i at !!■> Camcriu-

of ,,f minikin Din- of Kocnl l.viigth*
Jena NiiiiiIht* of IMTaion

I',,.,,» at Hi :W ...... 711 mm IN1.1 mm

l X 324* 1 is ;it 08 48 •822 8 21 Ill»-3 88-3 His
l lim-violrl flint 2 a: 02 7U3 him .11 li 27 7 20 1

3 14.1 33 H 1.1 1.1 72 34 4 18 4 13 H
4 nu » i ■ 8.1l i 211•IHi 28 S 13 s 10 2

D722 1 .11 41 1,4 1.1 •11.17 .1 mi III s 411 2 36-2
Itanln light flint 2 103 22 4.11 tl Ml 21 H is I

3 1.18 03 321 17 7» mi., III 1 12 1

D.17H 1 .12 U7 114 (1 ■ H3fl 7 12 7#.a III 7 :«io
Karyln Hint 2 RII II 422 14 24 38-11 20 1 IS (I

3 186 21 •2111 11 :el 25-3 13 H mo

O IIS l .m au mi a • 70s s-.1l till, 34 1 28 1
Onlintm flint 1 .11 it 211 1 21*7

•IIIM 27 1 14-7 10 s
3 mi mi •803 IS 3 11 s 7 2

u|02 1 mi mi ill a IH7 la m 42 (1 22 .1 III li
2 23.1 21 <1 112 8-3
3 126 .is .17 14 0 : 8 .1

The* dimensions of tin* three prisms were to he ns follows:

1st prism sides 4 KI in.. 122*9 mm.: Base 5*05 in., I2H*2 nun. 
‘2ml prism sides 5*07 in., 129-1 mm.: Base o dd in.. 1H4*1* mm. 
3rd prism sides 5-31 in., 135*3 min.: Base 5*555 in.. I ll 0 mm. 
Refrneting angle of eneli prism U3°.

at
\ 4200

ID.100 
32.320
IK.ISO

3H..120
84,780

30.4.K»

61,3.111

Again following the results of the ealeulations and experiment* <|etailed in the 
publication previously referred to, the collimator objective was made of the regular 
Brashear Triplet form, and not of tin* Isokumatic form which absorbs too much light, 
ami to prevent internal reflections and consequently hiss of about 20 per cent 
of the light, was cemented with watch oil. This was tried at Ottawa but the low 
winter temperatures prevailing there congealed it ami it was not usable. However, 
during its use at V ictoria through the winter where the temperature rarely gets Mow 
freezing, the oil showisl no signs of giving trouble in that regard and as the oil can 
not possibly induce strain as balsam is likely to do, it seem* likely to answer every 
punaise. The aperture <»f the collimator objective i* 2*5 inches, 03 mm., and its focal 
length IÔ inches. 1143 mm.
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The choice of central ray was taken considerably further to the violet than usual, at 
X4200. This was done to take I letter advantage of the number of lines in early type 
stars to the violet of this wave length while at the same time there are comparatively 
few to the red of A4500. Further, the lesser absorption of the() IIS glass in the violet 
and the absence of any absorbing material in the objective if the slight selective absorption 
of the silver coat be left out of account seemed to justify placing the central wave length 
at X4200. However, the adjustable nature of the spectrograph will readily admit of 
shifting the camera ami prisms in a few minutes to any other position and with the same 
objectives it could be shifted to any other part of the photographic sped rum without the 
colour curve becoming unmanageably steep.

Three camera objectives were ordered from the Brashear Co. all of 3 inches, 7ti mm., 
aperture. Two of these have been received, both of the Hastings Brashear Triplet form, 
one of 2H inches, 711 mm., focus and one of 38 inches, 940 mm., focus. Both of these 
objectives are oil cemented like the collimator ami perform beautifully. The third 
objective is a short focus, one of the Cook» separated triplet type, of 15 inches, 381 mm., 
focus. This has not yet been received but is expected shortly.

The linear dis|>ersions given by these cameras with tin* one, two ami three prisms 
ordered but not received are given in Table VII, and also the dispersion given by the 
00°, (> I is prism now in use.

Ot'lDINO APPARATUS*

The guiding is done by the usual reflecting slit method, the jaws being inclined at 
an angle of 3J°. About 4 inches above the jaws is the guiding telescope parallel to the 
surface of the slit jaws, a reflecting prism at the inner end sending the diverging pencil 
from tin* slit along the tube of this telescope. A symmetrical triplet objective, adjustable 
by rack and pinion in the tube, has conjugate foci at the slit and ocular. Near the ocular 
the lulu' is broken a reflecting prism deviating the pencil 45° and this part of the tube 
can be revolved in the other for convenience in guiding.

HI.IT AND DIAPHRAGM SIKCHAN1HM

The slit jaws an* of polished nickel, being much less liable to chipping and injury 
than the s|)cculuni metal previously used, and one of them is pushed away from the other 
against a spring by a micrometer screw reading to thousandths of an inch. The method 
of applying star and comparison spectrum is new and offers cons’dcrablc advantage, I 
lielievc, over methods previously employed. Directly above the slit are two small right 
angled reflecting prisms which reflect the comparison light from its original direction. 
pcr|H‘iidiculnr to the optical axis of the spectrograph and Iso perpendicular to the slit, 
down through the slit. These prisms are placed with their edges parallel to the slit and 
can In* brought into contact or separated symmetrically with respect to the centre of the 
length of the slit by means of a right ami left hand screw. The cells which hold the prisms, 
the mechanism for separating them and consequently the prisms themselves, can be 
moved as a whole perpendicular to the slit, towards or from the comparison source. The 
prisms are held in their cells by thin metal plates which are just alsive ami just clear the
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slit jaws. Those plates are accurately shaped as shown in the diagram Fig. 17. and 
serve also as diaphragms to limit the length and position of star and comparison spectrum. 
The wedge shaped opening a between the two plates limits the length of star spectrum 
exposed and normally when the plates and prisms are in contact will give any length of 
spectrum from 0 to Of# mm. In order to allow the star light to pass through, a rectangular 
notch of sufficient width is made on the adjacent front corners of the prisms where they 
come over this wedge shaped opening, .lust outside the wedge shaped opening rectangu
lar openings/#, />, alniut 1 mm. wide and 1$ mm. long is made in e ‘ ‘ se openings

sms
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allow the comparison light, reflected from the hypothenuse of the prisms, to pass through 
the slit and form a comparison spectrum on each side of the star spectrum, perfectly 
symmetrical with res|#ect to the latter, with lines always the same length and separation 
from one another so long as the distance apart of the prisms is not changed.

For all ordnary stellar spectral work the prisms and diaphragm plates will be in 
contact, and the width of the star spectrum may l»e adjusted to anything desired between 
0 and 0-5 mm. by simply moving the prism mechanism across the slit by the rack and 
pinion until the desired width in the wedge opening is obtained. Three adjustable stop 
screws which can be turned in and out of engagement as desired serve to fix this lateral 
movement to any one of tlm-e positions, which evidently can he reproduce! at will and 
without uncertainty or loi ' to the adjustment. At whatever w star s|>eetrum
required within the above range the stop screw is set. the rectangular comparison openings5

95400^26
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are above the slit, nml the comparison can be turned on when and as often as desired 
without touching the slit head or changing the adjustment in any way and without stop
ping or interfering with the exposure on the star.

If nebular or planetary spectra are desired all that is required is to turn the right 
and left hand screw until the prisms and diaphragm plates are separated the diameter 
»f the object, which can be carried to tin- full length of the slit, when the celestial and 
comparison sjieetra can be exposed as before and whatever the width «if object tin- com
parison spectra are always separated from it by the same distance.

A further convenience is provided in this diaphragm mechanism, .lust back of the 
point of tin* wedge in the adjneent edges of tin- diaphragm plates two notches r, as shown 
in the figure are filed. The side of these notches are in line with the inner edges of the 
comparison ojienings so that if the diaphragm and pinion mechanism is movc<! forward 
by the rack and pinion until these notches art* over the slit, a comparison spectrum can 
lie made there, the ends of whose lines will just touch the inner ends of the lines «if the 
outer r«*gular comparison strips. Hence, by simply moving the prisms and diaphragm 
from one stop to another a singh* comparison spectrum, about a millimetre wale, can be 
planai between and touching two comparison spectra also about a millimetre each wide. 
This makes a very convenient and useful method of determining the camera focus by the 
Hartmann mcllusl of extra focal ex|Misures. A simple shutter mechanism was planai just 
Ih-Iow the «aillimator objective so that by turning knurhal knobs «in tIh* outside of the 
s|Ha*trograph box, either tin- front or rear half of the objectiv«* could be covered or left 
entirely unobstructed as desired. If now the camera focus lie placet! at any desired setting 
and the inner strip of comparison Is* excised through the half of the prism containing 
the refracting edge ami the outer strips thmugh tin* base half, it is evident that, if tin* 
camera is at the correct focus, the sp<a*truni lines will In* «amtinuous ami if not they will 
be displaced. If another pair of exposures is nuulc at a slightly different setting, ami this 
can Ih* done on the same plate by moving it transversely, preferably so that «me is within 
ami the other without the f«H*us by 0* I or 0*2 mm., by simple comparison of the relative 
displacements of the spectral lines in the two <*xposur«*s, the correct f«i«*us <*an be estimated 
t*asily to 0*05 nun. This methoil of focussing the camera is more certain ami accurate 
than by th<* <!«*finition test ami can b<* «arried out in a very few minutes.

This «liaphrngm mechanism offers all tin* ailvantages of Wright’s comparison <l«*vic<* 
where lln*n* are separate eh*ctro«l«*s for «*aeh comparison spectrum place«l in a propagation 
of the slit ami sending tin* light through the slit by small prisms with tln*ir edges p«*rp«*n- 
dicular to the slit whose distance apart, which limits tin* length of star spectrum, cun be 
a«ljust«*d as «lesiml. Hither device allows star ami comparison to lie <'xp<is<*«l simultane
ously ami «*an In* a«ljust«*<l for any width of spo<*trum. But in the devi«*e on this slit ln*a«l 
only one comparison source is reipiiml, which is p<*rmam*ntly attache!I to tin* frame and 
entirely inde|M*ndent of tin* slit head. It is v«*ry easy to adjust ami has the advantage 
over Wrights «levi«*e in that tin* spectrum lines an* p«*rf«*ctly uniform in intensity over 
the whol« length in the two halves, a condition which is, I lielicve, very «lillieult to obtain 
in the other. Further, by a simple turn of a knurled head, adjacent comparison spectra 
for th«* Hartmann method of «letermining the camera focus can be obtained.
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As direct current al 2*20 volts was used in the elect rival operation of the telescope, 
it seemed preferable to use the iron arc rather than the spark for comparison purposes, 
as being simpler and giving I letter lines. X slide with \ -ways attached to the carrying 
frame of the s|>ect rograph opposite the projecting cameras serves to carry the guiding 
telescope and the comparison mechanism and to adjust them vertically. The are as at 
first devised, was made self striking by magnetic action as soon as the current was turned 
on but the magnetic field thereby produced tended to blow out the arc and it was finally 
struck by separating the electrodes. inch iron rods, by means of a rack and pinion 
while it was broken by turning off the current by a snap switch adjacent to the pinion 
shaft. I lie electrodes are vertical so that the image of the arc formed by a condensing 
lens with diffusing screens attached to the same adjustable base as the electrodes, is 
transverse to the slit. The arc works satisfactorily and silently with about 4 amperes 
of current and gives beautifully uniform and sharply defined lines without a trace of 
continuous spectrum. The time of exposure is very short but is readily increased to any 
desired amount, convenient in the division of the exposure time into a number of intervals, 
by interposing neutral tinted absorbing glasses in the path of the light.

THK S1*K( 'TIU Hilt A I’ll BOX

As previously stated, the s|>eetrograph box carrying all the optical parts is a self- 
contained unit and is carried and flexibly supported in collimation with the telescope by 
a surrounding frame to which it is attached at two points.

This box is arranged so that any one of the three cameras, short, medium and long 
focus may be used with one, two. or three prisms and the changes may be made with a 
minimum of trouble and a certainty of going into exact adjustment. In order that any 
region of the spectrum may be used the prisms are carried on a minimum deviation link- 
work with additional links which serve to maintain the cameras, whether used with one, 
two or three prisms, exactly along the optical axis whatever part of the s|>ectrum is

The general shape of the box, which is a single aluminum casting, is well shown in the 
photograph of the spectrograph with the temperature case removed. Fig. IS. The circular 
*ha|>ed opening in the side, covered normally by the three plates shown on the floor, is 
directly over the prisms and link work. The three projections to the right arc* the places 
in which the cameras are inserted for use with one, two or three prisms, the medium 
focus camera for use with one prism being in place and the short focus camera standing 
on the floor. Another projection for carrying the collimator tube extends centrally up 
within the attaching frame and the whole box is stiffened by a box girder cast integrally 
Iietween the third camera and the collimator projection. Owing to the whole box being 
in one casting with only the circular hole on one side as an opening it is exceedingly 
stiff, while, being made of aluminum, comparatively light. The collimator tube is of 
steel, being .'I inches in diameter. This material was selected as previous experience with 
similar types of lenses had shown that, with either one of the collimator or camera 
tubes of steel and the other of brass, the differential change of focus with change of tern-
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perature was vanishingly small. This has proved to he the ease with this spectrograph 
as there is no appreciable change in the camera setting between 0 and 20 degrees 
C<

The minimum deviation link work which carries and adjusts the prism cells and 
prisms always at minimum deviation, whatever part of the spectrum is cçntral, is similar 
to the link-work used by the Hrashear ( o. in their Universal Sjiectroscopes. It is excep
tionally substantial and well made without any lost motion or backlash of any description. 
The fixed and movable gear sectors which o|w»rate the mechanism are pivoted to three 
substantial cast iron prism bases and these in turn are bolted through each of their three 
angles to the, at this part. * in. thick base of the box. These bolts move in slotted holes 
in the base and before the spectroscope is to be changed so that any other wave length is 
central, these bolts and those holding the camera, must all lie loosened. Then the camera, 
link-work and prisms can In* together automatically moved to the new position and when 
the bolts an- firmly clamped the whole optical system is as rigid and as little subject 
to flexure and change of adjustment, as if it were socially made for that one wave length 
only. The maintenance of position and adjustment depends only upon the clamping of 
the prism tables and camera firmly to the base of the Imix, the only function of the link 
work being to move prisms and camera together at the proper degree when the clamping 
Ihilts an* loosened. In addition to the Hrashear system of link work for the prisms, an 
additional element for guiding the camera is provided at each of the o|ienings (when it is 
used with one, two or thn*e prisms) so that it is always in line with the central ray, the 
one at minimum deviation.

On each of the prism tables, a prism cell of substantial construction is fastened with 
four screws while two dowel pills ensure its lieing replaced exactly in the original position 
when removed. For if one prism only is to be used, the second prism with its cell 
must !m* removed to allow the objective near the first prism. Similarly when two 
prisms an* to Is* used the third prism must In* removed. The prisms are held in position 
in the cells by thn*e adjustable abutting strips at the base and a three-pointed sheet 
metal spring plate at the top whose pn*ssun* can Ik* adjusted by a screw. The cells 
an* put on the prism plates with the dowel pins and screws in place and the prisms are 

d on the cells in minimum deviation for one wave length and the abutting 
strips which fix their |>ositions on the base of the cell firmly screwed home. The prisms 
will now always In* in adjustment for any wave length and, if one has to In* taken off, cell 
and prism an* ren oved as a unit and can In* replaced by aid of the dowel pins without 
disturbing the adjustment.

The cameras are each held rigidly in position by four bolts, two near the plate end 
and two near the objective end, passing through slotted holes in the base of the prism 
Imix, though they an* d by a slot in the link work engaging a eorn*sponding key- 
shaped Ihiss on the camera base, when the Iwilts are loosened. They an* of exceptionally 
massive construction in order not to In* sul»j<*ct to flexun* and are designed for the greatest 
convenience in handling. The plate holders an* of metal o|M-ning in the middle on a 
hinge, the plate 2x4 inches in size la-ing held down against a raised surface at the edge 
of an opening 3] inches long and I inch wide on the front half by a spring on the hack. 
They an* hence supportai parallel to the spectrum all along its length and less than half

8
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an inch away from it and any curvature of the plates will have negligible influence on tIn
fodis or measures. The plate holder slides into a recess in its carrier where it is securely 
damped by two thumb screws bearing against spring plates resting on its upper surface. 
As great care was taken that the distance from the margin on which tin* film is pressed 
to the front of the plate holder was the same in all four holders supplied, we may be sure 
that the plates are the same distance from the objective in every case. The plate holder 
carrier slides transversely in ways to enable a number of spectra to be made side by side 
on the same plate. An index and scale gives the position of the carrier while clamp screws 
hold it securely in any desired position. In addition, plate holder, carrier, and slide can 
be tilted 15° each way around an axis parallel to the spectrum lines so as to compensate 
for deviation of the focal plane of the spectrum from normality t«- the optical axis. This 
tilt can be read on a graduated sector and can be maintained by clamping screws. Focus
sing is effected by rack and pinion on tin- plate holder end of the camera, the objective 
being firmly screwed in an adapter at the other end and not being changed in position. 
The position is read by scale and vernier to tenths of a re and can be maintained
and displacement of the camera end by flexure avoided by an efficient clamping screw 
at each end of the telescoping tube by which the focussing is effected. The medium focus 
camera is shown in position for use as a one-prism spectrograph. The same plate holder 
and focussing end is used in the long focus tube by simply racking it out of the one and 
into the other which it fits equally well.

In the short focus camera the plate holder comes inside the projections on tIn
spect rograph box and doors as shown are provided in the ends of these projections and in 
the temperature case for inserting the holder and drawing the slide. The general con
struction of the camera can be seen from the figure and the same adjustments for the plate 
holder as in the others are provided. This same camera would do for a 10 or 12 inch 
focus objective if such could In* oh ained by shortening the objective adapter which screws 
into the end resting on the floor.

THE ATTACHING FRAME

This, as well as the spectrograph box, is of cast aluminum and both are exceptionally 
fine castings It is of hollow rectangular prism-slmped form with a substantial circular 
flange at the top, which is held by N screws firmly to the revolving cast iron ring at tla- 
lower end of the tube There is an opening as shown at one side into which the prism 
box goes, the two sides coming down and embracing the box being of hollow hox construc
tion thus rendering the whole frame very stiff.

The s|H-ctrograph box is held in the frame by two shafts, the lower one seen centrally 
in the extension of the lower end of the frame being the principal support, while the upper 
one. which is within, principally serves to keep it from rotating on the lower shaft The 
lower shaft passes through the box about cent rally with respect to the optical system 
while the upper one is about two-thirds of the length of the collimator above it. Both 
of these shafts an- so attached to the box that no relative flexure of box or frame can induce 
any strain whatever on the box and at the same time are adjustable in every direction 
horizontally to enable the ' axis of the collimator to be placed along the optical axis 
of the telescope. This was effected before the optical parts were installed by turning
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the* ti'l<*s('o|H‘ truly vertical, hanging a steel plumb line down the exact centre of the tube 
and ml listing the two axes until it was exactly central at up|>cr and lower ends of the 
co'liniator tube. Flexure will of course throw it slightly out of adjustment in other 
positions Ini this call not be avoided and is in any ease an effect of the second order and 
will not cause appreciable error in the observations. The inside of the frame where it 
urrounds the collimator projection of the box is lined with felt half an inch thick and 

part of the heating wires are on the two inside walls in order to distribute heat uniformly 
all over the box.

THK TKMI’EKATt’RE CASK

The temperature case, which is shown put together but not attached to the spectro
graph in Fig. IS. and attached in Fig. IV. has slan-t aluminum sides and cast aluminum 
edges. It is beautifully fitted and firmly attached to the attaching frame but has no 
connection with nor does not touch the s|M*etrograph box at any point. It is lined through
out and all the joints of the case, and of the doors and covers, carefully packed with 
felt i inch thick and is hence very efficiently heat insulated.

There an* thri*e openings for the camera projections of the s|ieetrograph Imix for 
which four covers are provided, two short to go over the openings in which no camera 
is placed, one intermediate for use with the short focus and medium focus cameras and one 
long for use with the long focus camera. Doors an* provided in the two latter covers 
for inserting the plate holder and drawing the slide and doors in the edge of the ease for 
similar o|>e rat ions with the short focus camera A circular opening with cover is provided 
on each side of the case for getting at the prisms and clamping bolts so that all changes 
in adjustment may lx* made without removing the ease.

The inside of the case is heated by passing the IIV volt lighting current through 
wire attached to the felt. There are three circuits, generally used in multiple, each 
containing about IIV fi*et of No. 20 double cotton covered (Senium silver wire used for 
heating. Kneh of these circuits has a resistance of slightly over Ô0 ohms and will hence 
pass about 2 unifieres of current giving 220 watts of heat. The three circuits will hence 
provide over 000 watts which is sufficient to kwp the prism box about ."t0n ('. above the 
surrounding air As less than one-third of this difference lietween inside and outside 
temperatures will occur in practice, the current can In* reduced by an external rheostat 
s<*eii on the attaching frame but since removed to the switchboard for fear of radiation 
from it interfering with the definition of the star image. There are one of these circuits 
sewed on the felt uniformly ovi r each side of the temperature case while the third is uni
formly distributed over the far curved edge of the ease which is parallel to the one prism 
camera and around the medium and long focus covers, lienee when the current is 
turned on heat is fairly uniformly supplied nearly all around the spectrograph box except 
at the top where it tends to rise by convection. To prevent stratification and ensure 
more uniform temperature throughout, the air within the case is stirred by a small electric 
fan whose body is seen between the third camera and collimator projections just 1m*low 
the Imix girder connecting the two, and to which it is attached.

The heat is turned on and off automatically by a mercury thermostat thermometer 
which actuates the armature of a relay which in turns moves a platinum point in and out
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of a cup of mercury and thus turns the heating current on and off. It was intended to 
regulate and record the temperatures of the case and box by means of a ( allendar Recorder, 
and this would make an eminently satisfactory procedure. But this instrument, like 
the prisms, was unobtainable during the war and in the meantime the present arrange
ment works satisfactorily. Explorations with a thermometer inside the case when the 
temperature there was Iff C. higher than that outside showed differences at extreme 
points inside not much greater than 1° and this would be much reduced in practice, when 
the difference between inside and outside would not normally exceed â°. Further, owing 
to the very good heat insulation there seems to be no tendency to a general drop of the 

rature inside the prism box as the difference between inside and outside tempera
tures increased, as was found at Ottawa.

The wiring to the spectrograph, consisting of thermostat circuit, fan circuit, heating 
circuit and arc circuit, comes from the terminal box near the bottom of the centre section 
in a cable and ends in osts on the attaching frame as > One of the knife
switches shown is for the heating and the other for the arc circuit. The fan is controlled 
by a circular regulator switch seen below the rheostat. Rheostat and relay are now on 
the main switch board. When it is necessary to detach the spectrograph for resilvering 
the mirror all that is necessary is to detach the cable ends from the binding posts and 
slip it out from under the clips on the cell.

ATTACHMENT TO TELESCOPE

The spectrograph is attached to and detached from the telescope by a lever built of 
channel iron and forked at the outer end to embrace the rectangular part of the 
frame directly under the ’ *. This lever has a pivot of cast steel which engages with
the point of the rocker arm on the silvering car and extending beyond away from the 
telescope to a point over the main frame of the car to which it is attached by a threaded 
shaft and handwheel.

The telescope being turned until the tube is vertical and on the east side of the axis, 
the declination strut being run into place and the tube fastened at the top to prevent 
rotation when thrown out of balance by removing the weight of the spectrograph, the 
silvering car is run on its track until the forked end of the lever slips under the flange of 
the attaching frame, the bolts on those two flanges having been previously removed. 
The *r of the car is then raised and the outer hand wheel adjusted until the weight
of the spectrograph is relieved, when the other four holding bolts are removed, and tIn
spect rograph lowered, by lowering the r and handwheel until it rests on a special
wooden stand made to carry it when not on the teleseopv. The silvering car is then run 
back out of the way and the spectrograph and stand also wheeled out of the way to one 
side. The silvering car is then ready for removing the cell and mirror if desired or the 
telescope may lx- rebalanced if other attachments are to be used at the Cassegrain focus.

ADJUSTMENTS AND TESTS OF THE HPECTKOOKAPH

The first procedure after tin* spectroscope was attached to the telescope was to place 
its optical axis along the optical axis of the telescope and this was done in a vertical 
position with a plumb line as previously descrilied. The next procedure was to place
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the slit at th<* principal focus of the collimator objective and for this purpose the colli
mator tube was removed from the spectrograph, set up on a table with the (M)° prism and 
one of the cameras using a carbon arc as a source and the collimator focus determined 
by Schuster's method. Repeated trials succeeded in repeating the settings within 0.5 
mm. and the slit was finally set at the mean position.

Replacing the collimator tube in the spectrograph the comparison apparatus was 
adjusted and with this as source the (it)0 prism was ' for minimum deviation at
X4200. As the spectrograph was constructed for a mean deviation of 5."> . which would 
be the deviation at X4200 of the tilt prisms of O I IS glass proposed for the instrument, 
and as the deviation of the tit) prism is only 50 . the slotted holes in the base of the prism 
box, carrying the link-work, prism bases, and one-prism camera had to be It ned 
at one side, until the X42IM) ray was central in the camera when the prism was adjusted 
for minimum. The camera was then carefully focussed and the plate holder placed at 
the proper inclination to have as long length as possible of the spectrum in focus. It 
was found that the field of the 711 mm., medium focus camera, was slightly convex 
towards the lens, the deviation from the tangent at X4200, at X4(it)() on one side and 
X.41)00 on the other being slightly less than 0 I mm. It is probable, therefore, that with 
slightly greater angular dispersion such as that given by two prisms, the field would be 
flat. However, by accomodating slightly, the deviation at no position of the usable 
spectrum will be greater than 0.05 mm., which is too small to have any effect on the 
measures.

Tests were then made of change of camera focus with change of temperature and 
this was found to t>c quite inappreciable.

Tests of the flexure of the sjiectrograph in the single prism form were carried out in 
two ways, first by moving the telescope in declination and observing the displacement of 
adjacent comparison spectra made as before described and second by halving it at fixed 
declination and moving it in It.A. This latter test which more nearly corresponds to 
actual observing conditions, showed no appreciable or measurable displacement for a 
movement in hour of 4 hours from the meridian, while the normal exposures will
be much less than half of that. The movement in dot ion from vertical to horizontal 
or through 1M)° showed a displacement of some It) kilometres which is relatively small 
for the single prism form where flexure has the greatest possible effect. In two-prism 
or three-prism form the flexure would only be a small fraction of the above and it may be 
concluded therefore, that flexure in any possible observing practice will have absolutely 
no effect.
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THE BVIUlINO

It was early thriihsl that tin* buihling ami dome must lie entirely of metal con
st mviimi in onler to mon* rapidly assume the temperature of the external air and prevent 
any " dome effects " from interfering with the " siring In onler to avoid overheating 
the interior of the building by the direct rays of the sun a double covering was provided 
on both building and dome allowing continuous circulation of the air from o|ieniiigs at 
the base of the building to louvres at the top of the dome.

Xs previously stated, the designs of the building and of the concrete pier for supporting 
the telescope were worked out in the chief architect's office and are well pm|>ortioiied 
and harmonious in design. The proportions of building and dome can In* seen from the 
illustrations, Frontispiece and Fig. ‘20. and 1 do not believe can be improved much and 
the general effect of the structure, «'specially when it is remembered that it is constructed 
o! sh«*et iron and the possible architectural effects thus limited, is very good.

The concrete pier is a massive structure of reinforced concrete, the north and south 
elements being connected by a reinforced arch Im>Iow the observing floor and the north 
section, curved as shown in Fig. II. to allow more room for swinging telescope and spec- 
trograph I flow the axis. is supported by a latticed structural st«*el girder built up of 4 inch 
angles at each corner «liagonally latticed from bottom to top. This was to enable the 
column to better resist the horizontal coin|sment of the thrust of the polar axis amounting 
to alunit 15 tons.

Th«‘ framework of the building which rises .‘W f«-et above the grounil consists of 24 
K-iuch Bethlehem II columns tic«l together at the top by I lieams on which is fastened 
the circular rail which carries the dome ami on which the latter revolves.

The framework of the Imililing is further stiffened by heavy «liagonal bracing l»el ween 
four pairs of adjacent columns and the internal and external shifting is attached by clips 
Ho allow for expansion) to circular angh's riveted at suitable spacing to the columns. 
The observing floor which is situated 21 ft. (» in. alsive the ground floor, reached by iron 
stairs south of the teleseo|>c pier, is cmn|>osed of checkered steel plates ,, -inch thick 
siip|H>rte«l by girders and columns entirely independent of the telesco|ie pier which it 
docs not touch at any point. This floor was «lesigned to carry a load of 150 lbs. |>er sipiare 
foot and is amply strong as even during the erection of the telescope no yielding at any 
plan* was evident.

The ground floor constructed of Terra»» is divide«l by teni|s»rary win sien partitions 
into «lark room, sleeping room and two teni|s»rary off lew ami contains the motor generator 
set and main switchboard ami the dome rcv«»lving motor and mechanism. The motor 
is a 15 II.I1, three phase alternating current motor, o|icrntc<l by current supplied by the 
B.< '. Fleetrie Railway ('«».. and is directly eonmrteil to a 10 K.W. 220 volt direct current 
generator which operates the t<*l<*s«*«»|M* and dome motors.
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The dome is Imill up on n lower eireulnv member titi ft. in externul diameter eomposed 
of two heavy eireular angles lull iced together to which is attached the revolving gear of 
I he dome consisting of 21 roller lienring wheels carrying the weight of the dome and a 
series of external and internal lateral guide wheels all hearing on the turned circular rail 
which is mounted on the eireular plate of the building. Two main rilis of deep section 
which serve to carry not only the secondary mcndiers of the dome hut also the shutters 
and observing platform extend cent rally across the dome from side to side separated 
by a distance of Hi feet. At ti feet beyond the zenith these ribs are tied together by a 
cross member which serves to carry the secondary ribs below the shutter opening, the up|N*r 
end of which is formed by this member. These main ribs are in reality double and of 
sufficient strength and rigidity to carry the whole weight of the dome and mechanism 
and in addition to bear the weight of the heavy parts of the 1c!csco|>c mechanism during 
erection. When the complete |tolar axis, about 14 tons in weight, was being hoisted, 
the deflection of these ribs as observed with a transit instrument was less than one-eighth 
of an inch. The structural frame of the dome is well shown in Fig. 21.

The secondary memliers of the dome an» comparatively light yet rigid in construc
tion. are spaced into a regular polygonal ligure of 24 sides and are cross united inside and 
out by the small angles to which the internal and external coverings separated by an 
air space of 12 inches are attached. The skirting of the dome which extends below the 
hemispherical and cylindrical part of the dome, is carried by circular angles with support
ing arms riveted to the lower member. This skirting is also double covered and ingeni
ously arranged in connection with the double weather guards to form a continuous passage 
for the internal circulating air from the double walls of the building to the double walls 
of the dome.

The shutters, which are of the usual double separating Warner A: Swasoy type, give 
a clear o|iening of l.j feet extending ti feet lieyond the zenith. They also an» double 
covered with o|icnings at bottom and top to permit circulation of the enclosed air. They 
move on roller liearing wln*els running on horizontal girders at liottom and top of the 
shutter o|H>iiiug and are actuated by wire cables winding on a motor-operated drum.
( 'anvas wind curtains stretched on tubes extending between the main ribs and rolling 
on guides attachai to the latter can In* o|>crntnl one from the bottom upwards and the 
other from the top downwards so as to limit the length of the shutter o|>ening to the 
diameter of the tills* when a wind is blowing. These curtains are raised or lowered by 
the same motor that operates the shutters, clutches serving to connect or disconnect 
either at will. Motor and clutches are operated from a platform |H*rmanently attached 
to the lower mendier and right hand main rib of the dome at the level of the lower 
mendier. This platform is reached from the observing floor by an iron stairway with 
handrail also |M*rmaneiitly attached to and rotating with the dome.

The main feature of this dome, however, and the principal one which makes it so 
much sii|H*rior to previous designs is the observing platform. When the telescope is to 
be used for direct photography at the principal or Newtonian focus, it is evident that the 
observer must In* able to have convenient access for guiding, etc., to the upper end of the
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lube in any observing position. For tin* design of this pint form and tin- perfection with 
which il fulfills the required purposes, we ure indebted to the ingenuity and ability of 
Mr. K. I*. Murrell, works manager of the Warner & Swasey Co. The problem was an 
es|M-eiallv difficult one owing to the form of mounting of the telescope, as the tills* pivoted 
at one side of the polar axis and moving eccentrically with res|»eet to the dome, made tin- 
mot ions of the upper end more complicated and the corresponding required positions of 
the platform much more numerous than is required with telescopes like the I id-inch and 
IIMI-ineh where the axis of tube, the declination axis and the polar axis intersect. Tin- 
solution of the problem was facilitated by the construction of a model, one-tenth size of 
telescope, building and dome for exhibition at the Panama Pacific Imposition, as in this 
model all possible positions and motions could be studied to scale and the design modified 
to conform to the requirements.

The observing platform of the titi-foot dome consists of a substantial structural 
frame about ‘2‘J ft. long and 4 ft. wide with a floor of » inch plate. In its normal |>osition 
when the telescope is used in the Cassegrain form, this platform is at the same level as 
the stationary platform already described anil the observing platform is hence readily 
accessible. At each end of the platform are movable wings extending out into the dome 
about 0 ft. from the inner edge of the platform, semicircular in shape on the sides facing 
each other so as to enable the tube to be about two-thirds encircled when they are moved 
up to it. They are movable by means of roller Is-aring wheels longitudinally along Hu
main girders of the platform and the observer by standing on either one of them movable 
platforms can, by means of a hand wheel, move himself and it with the greatest ease, 
longitudinally along the observing platform to any desired position and bring himself 
into a convenient position for guiding. These movable platforms are a great advance 
and enable the following and guiding to Ik* done in most observing positions with tin- 
greatest ease. Moth the main platform and the wings an* completely enclosed by a tubular 
railing .‘10 inches high making it perfectly safe to move around on in the dark. The central 
section of this railing on the front of the main platform can In* lifted out if desired, as is 
convenient in certain positions of the telescope, but in these positions the tube occupies 
the place of the railing and the safety character of the railing is preserved.

The platform including of course the movable wings, is pivot<*<1 by a rigid rectangular 
structural framework at each end to trolleys running on curved rails attached to the main 
ribs of the drum, the greater part of the weight of the platform, 11,000 lbs., In-ing sustained 
by counterweights on similar trolleys running on an extension on the same curved rails 
down the main ribs on the opposite side of the dome. The platform is pivoted to the 
trolley at the up|H-r corner of the rectangular frame work and would not remain horizontal 
unless it were support<-d at the up|M*r inner corner of the frame. The horizontality of 
the platform is maintained without appreciable deviation as it moves in its curved path 
up the dome by an equalizing cable attaehi-d to a drum, on the same shaft as the hoisting 
drum but of a different diameter. These diameters an- so pro|Mirtioncd that, over the 
70 arc the platform moves, it remains very nearly horizontal and can Is- moved up and 
down to any desiml position with the gn-atext xmiHithnexs. This motion is controlled by 
operating handle and rheostat on the platform itself by which the s|M*ed can Ik* varied 
I>etween 1 *> and 0 ft. |H-r minute.
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A pivoted iron stairway whose weight is eounterweighted, is attaehed to the stationary 
platform and when the observing platform is not in use is drawn up against the root of 
the dome entirely out of the way of the telescope. When the observing platform is used 
this stairway is let down to the bottom of its movement determined by chains attached 
to the top of the stairway and to the roof of the dome directly above. In this position 
a handrail attached to the dome is in a suitable position to enable the observer to walk 
with perfect confidence and safety up and down to the observing platform in any possible 
position. It is hence not necessary to change the position of the platform in order to 
get to or from the observing floor and direct photography can be carried on with the 
greatest convenience, ease and safety. A general view of the observing platform
and accessories in position for work at the Newtonian focus is shown in Fig. 22.

The dome is revolved at the rate of (>0° |M*r minute by means of an endless cable 
stretched around the interior corner of a circular angle attaehed to the lower member. 
This cable is led off by two guiding pulleys over a V-shaped groove in a motor driven 
wheel, on the ground floor, the correct tension and friction being maintained by a counter- 
weighted idler pulley. The motor is controlled by either one of two o|>crating handles 
on the auxiliary switchboards on the east and west sides of the south pier directly adjacent 
to the operating handles for the quick motions of the telescope. Current is led to the 
shutter-curtain and to the elevator motors by means of two circular trolley wires carried 
entirely around the dome and attached to the same supports that carry the revolving 
cable angle, and by trolleys attached to the building conveying the current to these

The whole dome and accessories operate smoothly and comparatively noiselessly. 
es|H‘cially since the original steel pinions on the motor shafts have lieen replaced by 
Bakélite. Indeed the whole mechanical equipment is so |>crfcctcd and so convenient 
in use that it is a constant joy to o|terate.

CONCI.VRION

It suffices to say in conclusion that the test of a year's actual operation of the telescope 
has shown it to Im* even more accurate, satisfactory and convenient in operation than 
had been anticipated. The “ y of the optical parts is well shown in the results of 
the Hartmann tests, in the short exposures required for the spectrograph, and in the 
remarkable smallness and crispness of the star images in the direct * «. As
previously stated, the driving is perfect and no trace whatever of any period or irregularity 
in the following has been detected. The arrangements provided for operating the 
telescope, for setting oil the star, work to perfection ami I have yet to find any part of 
the design where any improvement could be suggested. In making exposures on star 
s|ieetra the average time required in changing from one star to the next, from the end 
of the exposure on one star to the lieginning of the next is less than thiw minutes and if 
the stars are not far apart is generally only two minutes. I do not believe that record 
is excelled by even very small telescopes and, when we consider that the moving parts 
weigh 4f> tons, the ease of handling is a remarkable evidence of the jierfection of design 
and workmanship.
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Besides living at present flip largest telesco|»e in upprati<m, this instruinvnt in optical 
and mechanical perfection, in convenience ami s|iccd of operating, is. in my opinion, 
unequalled in tin* world. Canada is to Ik- congratulated on the enterprise which led to 
the construction and completion, under difficult circumstances of this instrument, a tele
scope more than twice as large as in any other national observatory, and one from which 
great advances in astronomical science may he ex|>eeted. It is in such additions to the 
cause of pure scientific research that the real progress of a country may Im* truly judged 
and if, as has Im*cii often said, the degree of civilization of a nation is measured by its 
support of Astronomy. Canada takes high rank and all Canadians should be proud of 
the position their country has taken and now holds in astronomical research.

Dominion Astro)diysical Observatory, Victoria.
June, 11119.


